The University of Melbourne

1963

VISITOR

His Excellency the Governor of Victoria:

MAJOR-GENERAL SIR ROHAN DELACOMBE, K.B.E., C.B., D.S.O.

CHANCELLOR


DEPUTY-CHANCELLOR


VICE-CHANCELLOR


DEPUTY VICE-CHANCELLOR


PRO-VICE-CHANCELLORS


COUNCIL

Appointed by the Governor-in-Council (present term expires 16th December, 1963)—


SIR WILLIAM JOHN ALLISON. Appointed 16th December, 1955.

ALEXANDER LESLIE CAHILL. Appointed 16th December, 1955.


Elected by Convocation—

Term expiring 16th December, 1963—


ELIAS GODFREY COPPEL, Q.C., LL.D. Elected 16th December, 1959.


Term expiring 16th December, 1965—


THE HON. MR. JUSTICE ALEXANDER DUNCAN GRANT ADAM, M.A., LL.M. Elected 16th December, 1957.


Elected by the Professors (present term expires 16th December, 1963)—


Elected by the Teaching Staff, other than Professors (present term expires 16th December, 1963)—


Elected by the Undergraduates (present term expires 16th December, 1963)—


CHARLES ANTONY COPPEL, LL.B. Elected 17th December, 1959.
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STANDING COMMITTEE OF CONVOCATION

Members ex officio—

PROFESSOR SIR GEORGE WHITECROSS PATON, B.A., B.C.L. (Oxon), LL.D. (Glas.,
Syd. and Q’land), D.C.L. (Western Ontario), M.A., of Gray’s Inn, Barrister-at-Law,
Vice-Chancellor, 1st July, 1951.
EINAR THEODOR BERULDOSEN, B.Sc. (Agric.) (Edin.), Chairman of the Advisory
Committee appointed under the Agricultural Colleges Act, 26th January, 1955.
PROFESSOR EDWIN SHERBON HILLS, Ph.D. (Lond.), D.Sc, D.I.C., F.A.A., F.R.S.
PROFESSOR WILFRED PREST, M.A. (Leeds), M.A. Com. (Manchester), M.Com. Chair-
man of the Professorial Board. Pro-Vice-Chancellor.

Members co-opted—

Present term expires 15th December, 1965—
RAYNOR CAREY JOHNSON, M.A. (Oxon), Ph.D. (Lond.), D.Sc. (Lond. and Melb.).
Master of Queen’s College. Co-opted 18th December, 1961.
RONALD WILLIAM TRAFFORD COWAN, B.A. (Adel.), M.A., B.Litt. (Oxon), M.A.

Member of Council of Monash University—
JAMES ADAM LOUIS MATHESON, M.B.E., M.Sc (Mane), Ph.D. (Birm.), M.C.E.,

SECRETARY—THE REGISTRAR

STANDING COMMITTEE OF CONVOCATION

WARDEN or CONVOCATION—HIS HONOUR JUDGE JOHN GERALD NORRIS, LL.M.
(Elected 5th November, 1962.)

RETIING 1965—
Representatives of Graduates in Arts—
ROBERT ERIC CHAPMAN, B.A., Dip.Ed.
MARY HUTTON, M.A., Dip. Ed.
LESLIE JOHNSON, B.A., Dip.Ed.
ROY FRANCIS MANLEY, M.A., Dip.Ed.
SAMUEL AUSTIN FRANK POND, O.B.E.,
GEORGE MONCRIEFF STIRLING, B.A.,
Dip.Ed.
IDA VICTORIA LOWNDES, B.A., B.Ed.
Representative of Graduates in Music and
Education—
HUGH Mcgregor CAMPBELL, B.A., B.Ed.
Representatives of Graduates in Commerce—
JOHN COBBEL HABERSBERGER, B.Com.
WALTER JOHN KENLEY, M.Com.
GEORGE ALFRED WELLER, B.Sc. (Econ.)
(Lond.), B.Com.
Representatives of Graduates in Science—
GEORGE SEGHERT CORNWALL SEG-
MENS, M.Sc., Dip.Ed.
FERDINAND HERBERT FLEIGNER, B.A.,
B.Sc.
LEONARD WILLIAM WEICKHARDT,
M.Sc.
Representative of Graduates in Agriculture and
Veterinary Science—
THOMAS SMITH BELLAIR, B.Agr.Sc.,
M.A.I.A.S., A.F.A.I.M.
Representatives of Graduates in Law—
JOHN PATerson ADAM, M.A., LL.B.,
Dip.Ed.
PHILIP MOERLIN FOX, LL.B.
Representatives of Graduates in Medicine—
GEOFFREY ALFRED PENINGTON, E.D.,
M.D., F.R.A.C.P., F.R.A.C.P.
ROBERT SOUTHBY, M.D., B.S., F.R.A.C.P.,
F.R.A.S.T.
Representatives of Graduates in Engineering
and Architecture—
JOHN LESLIE KEPERT. B.Sc., B.Mech.E.,
M.F.
ROBERT JAMES de Laine, B.C.E., B.Sc.,
M.Arr.Sc.
Representative of Graduates in Dental Science—
CHARLES RENTON NEWBURY, M.D.Sc.
SECRETARY—THE REGISTRAR

RETIING 1965—
Representatives of Graduates in Arts—
DAPHNE LILLIAS BARRETT, B.A., Dip.Ed.
JAMES WORLAND MILLS, B.A., Dip.Ed.
ALBERTA OLIVE WATSON, M.A., Dip.Ed.
Representative of Graduates in Music and
Education—
WILLIAM BINNS RUSSELL, M.A., B.Ed.
Representative of Graduates in Commerce—
ARTHUR GORDON WHITLAM, B.A.,
B.Com.
Representatives of Graduates in Science—
WILLIAM GORDON CREEWHER, M.Sc.
PHYLLIS GERSHAM ASHWORTH, B.Sc.
Representative of Graduates in Agriculture and
Veterinary Science—
RONALD GEOFFREY DOWNES, M.Agr.Sc.
Representatives of Graduates in Law—
CLIFFORD INCH MchenNITI, Q.C.,
LL.M.
WILLIAM OLIVER HARRIS, LL.M.
Representatives of Graduates in Medicine—
EWEN THOMAS TAYLOR DOWNIE, M.D.,
B.S., F.R.C.P., F.R.A.C.P.
WILLIAM ERIC ARCHER HUGHES-
JONES, M.D., M.S.
COLIN FERGUSON MACDONALD, M.B.,
B.S., D.M.R.E. (Camb.), F.R.A.C.P.,
F.F.R.
HERBERT GIBLTN FURNELL, C.B.E.,
D.S.O, E.D., M.B., B.S., F.R.C.S. (Edin.),
JAMES STUART GUEST, O.B.E., V.R.D.,
E.D., M.B., F.R.C.S., F.R.A.C.P.,
HERBERT GIBLTN FURNELL, C.B.E.,
D.S.O, E.D., M.B., B.S., F.R.C.S. (Edin.),
JAMES STUART GUEST, O.B.E., V.R.D.,
E.D., M.B., F.R.C.S., F.R.A.C.P.,
FRANK DAVID BURKE, M.D., B.S.
Representatives of Graduates in Engineering
and Architecture—
HENRY BARTON BORWICK, M.C.,
B.Mech.E.
WILLIAM THORN, M.E.E.
Representatives of Graduates in Dental Science—
DONALD CLAYTON HUGHES, M.D.Sc.
FORMER OFFICE-BEARERS OF GOVERNING BODIES
OF THE UNIVERSITY

CHANCELLORS

SIR REDMOND BARRY. From 17th May, 1853, to 23rd November, 1880.
SIR WILLIAM FOSTER STAWELL. From 2nd May, 1881, to 8th May, 1882.
THE RIGHT REV. DR. MOORHOUSE. From 7th July, 1884, to 22nd July, 1893.
SIR ANTHONY COLLING BROWNLESS. From 4th April, 1887, to 5th December, 1939.

VICE-CHANCELLORS

THE RT. HON. HUGH CULLING EARLE DEULY CHILDELS. From 17th May, 1853, to 12th March, 1857.
THE HON. WILLIAM CLARK HAINES. From 15th May, 1857, to 31st May, 1858.
SIR ANTHONY COLLING BROWNLESS. From 31st May, 1858, to 4th April, 1887.
PROFESSOR MARTIN HOWY IRVING. From 2nd May, 1887, to 27th May, 1889.
THE HON. SIR JOHN MADDEN, G.C.M.G. From 3rd June, 1889, to 20th December, 1897.
THE HON SIR HENRY JOHN WRIXON. From 20th December, 1897, to 7th March, 1910.
DR. JOHN HENRY MACFARLAND, M.A., LL.D. From 7th March, 1910, to 8th April, 1918.
SIR JOHN GRICE. From 6th May, 1918, to 18th June, 1923.
SIR JAMES WILLIAM BARRETT, M.D., M.S., F.R.C.S., F.R.A.C.S. From 7th December, 1931, to 17th December, 1934.

DEPUTY-CHANCELLORS

SIR WILFRED WILLIAM GRAHAM, B.Sc. From 6th March, 1939, to 3rd March, 1941.
SIR WILLIAM LENNON RAWS. From 3rd March, 1941, to 30th June, 1938.
SIR WILLIAM LENNON RAWLS. From 30th June, 1938, to 12th September, 1940.
SIR WILFRED RUSSELL GRIMWADE, B.Sc. From 12th September, 1940, to 17th December, 1923.
SIR WILFRED RUSSELL GRIMWADE, B.Sc. From 24th March, 1934, to 13th November, 1934.
ELIAS GODFREY COPPEL, Q.C, LL.D. From 1st April, 1950, to 15th April. 1959.

SALARIED VICE-CHANCELLORS

WARDENS OF THE SENATE

THE REV. DR. JOHN EDWARD BROMBY. From 16th July, 1867, to 8th August, 1868.
THE HON. WILLIAM EDWARD HEARN, M.A., LL.D. From 8th August, 1868, to 24th August, 1875.
SIR JOHN MADDEN, G.C.M.G. From 24th August, 1875, to 14th September, 1882.
ANDREW HARPER. From 14th September, 1882, to 13th May, 1886.
CHARLES ALFRED TOPP. From 13th May, 1886, to 12th September, 1890.
DR. THOMAS PATRICK McINERNEY, LL.D. From 12th September, 1890, to 17th December, 1923.

WARDENS OF CONVOCATION

TREVOR DONALD OLDHAM, LL.B. From 7th March, 1934, to 13th November, 1934.
ELIAS GODFREY COPPEL, Q.C, LL.D. From 1st April, 1950, to 15th April, 1959.

PRESIDENTS OF THE PROFESSORIAL BOARD 1856-1934

WILLIAM EDWARD HEARN, A.M., LL.D. From 1857 to 1858.
MARTIN HOWY IRVING, M.A. From 1858 to 1861.
WILLIAM EDWARD HEARN, A.M., LL.D. From 1861 to 1865.
MARTIN HOWY IRVING, M.A. From 1865 to 1867.
WILLIAM PARKINSON WILSON, M.A., F.C.P.S. From 1868 to 1871.
GEORGE BRITTON HALFORD, M.D., F.R.C.P. (Lond.). From 1872 to 1873.
FREDERICK MCALPANE, M.A., D.Sc., F.R.A.C.S. From 1874 to 1876.
HERBERT AUGUSTUS STRONG, M.A. From 1876 to 1877.
FORMER HEADS OF AFFILIATED COLLEGES

EDWARD JOHN NANSON, M.A. From 1878 to 1879.

FREDERICK McCOY, K.C.M.G., M.A., D.Sc., F.R.S. From 1880 to 1885.

JOHN SIMEON ELKINGTON, M.A., LL.B. From 1886 to 1887.

WILLIAM CHARLES KERNOT, M.A., M.C.E., M.Inst.C.E. From 1887 to 1888.

EDWARD ELLIS MORRIS, M.A., Litt.D. From 1888 to 1889.

HENRY LAURIE, LL.D. From 1889 to 1890.

EDWARD ELLIS MORRIS, M.A., Litt.D. From 1890 to 1893.

HARRY BROOKES ALLEN, M.D., B.S., LL.D. From 1894 to 1896.

DAVID ORME MASSON, K.B.E., M.A., D.Sc, F.R.S.E., F.R.S. From 1897 to 1898.

EDWARD ELLIS MORRIS, M.A., Litt.D. From 1898 to 1901.

THOMAS GEORGE TUCKER, C.M.G., M.A., Litt.D. From January to October 1902.

HENRY LAURIE, LL.D. From October 1902 to 1903.


DAVID ORME MASSON, K.B.E., M.A., D.Sc, F.R.S.E., F.R.S. From 1912 to 1915.

WILLIAM HARRISON MOORE, K.B.E., C.M.G., M.A., LL.D. From 1916 to 1918.

WILLIAM ALEXANDER OSBORNE, M.B., B.Ch. (Belf.), D.Sc (Tubingen and Melb.), Hon. D.Sc. (Belf.), Hon. F.A.C.S. From 1919 to 1921.

ERNST WILLINGTON SKRATS, S.Sc., A.H.Sc., F.G.S. From 1922 to 1924.

ROBERT STRACHAN WALLACE, K.B.E., M.A. From 1925 to July 1927.

ERNEST SCOTT. From July 1927 to 1930.


CHAIRMEN OF THE PROFESSORIAL BOARD


KENNETH HAMILTON BAILEY, M.A., B.C.L. (Oxon), LL.M. From 1938 to 1940.

SAMUEL MacMAHON WADHAM, M.A. (Cantab. and Melb.), Hon. LL.D., Agr.Dip. (Cantab.). From 1941 to 1943.


JOHN STEWART TURNER, M.A., Ph.D. (Cantab.), M.Sc. From 1953 to 1954.


FORMER REGISTRARS

EDWARD GRAVES MAYNE, 1853-1855.

JOHN FREDERICK JAMES, 1856-1864.

EDWARD FITZHAYLEY A'BECKETT, 1864-1901.

ALEXANDER SUTHERLAND, M.A., 1902.

WALTON EMERSON CORNWALL, M.A., 1902-1909.

JOSEPH PROCTER BAINBRIDGE, 1909-1918.

JOHN CLIFFORD VALENTINE BEHAN, Kt., M.A., B.C.L. (Oxon), M.A., LL.D. From 1919 to 1926.


FORMER LIBRARIANS

EDWARD HIPPIUS BROMBY, M.A., 1892-1915.


DAVID DARLING ULRICH, M.A., 1919-1926.


FORMER HEADS OF AFFILIATED COLLEGES

Trinity College


Janet Clarke Hall

(Founded 1886 as "Trinity College Hostel")

THOMAS JOLLIE SMITH, M.A., Senior Tutor of Trinity. Principal, 1886-1887.


SUSAN JANE WILLIAMS, M.A. Principal, 1919-1926.

UNIVERSITY CALENDAR

Ormond College
JOHN HENRY MacFARLAND, Kt., M.A. (Belf. and Cantab.). Master, February 1881-December 1914.
DAVID KENNEDY PICKEN, M.A. (Glas. and Cantab.). Master, March 1914-August 1943.
J. C. McPHEE, O.B.E. Acting Master, August 1943-September 1944.

Queen's College
JOHN F. FOSTER. Acting Master, 1933-1934.

Newman College
REV. JAMES O'DWYER, S.J., M.A. Rector, 1918.
REV. JEREMIAH MURPHY, S.J., M.A. Rector, 1923-1925.

St. Mary's Hall
MOTHER DOROTHEA FRIZELLE, B.A. Principal, 1918-1920.
MOTHER ELIZABETH FORBES, M.A. Principal, 1921-1925.
MOTHER PATRICK CALLINAN, M.A. Principal, 1925-1953.
MOTHER PATRICK CALLINAN, M.A. Principal, 1942-1944.

University Women's College
SUSAN JANE WILLIAMS, M.A. Principal, March 1937-June 1938.
MYRA ELLEN ROPER, M.A. (Cantab. and Melb.), Teachers' Diploma (Lond.). Principal, August 1947-June 1960.

FORMER HEADS OF HALLS OF RESIDENCE

International House

Medley Hall

PROFESSORIAL BOARD
Chairman—PROFESSOR PREST
Vice-Chairman—PROFESSOR DERRIAM

THE CHANCELLOR
THE DEPUTY-CHANCELLOR
THE VICE-CHANCELLOR
THE DEPUTY VICE-CHANCELLOR
PROFESSOR GREENWOOD
PROFESSOR CHERRY
PROFESSOR SIR ARTHUR AMIES
PROFESSOR GIBSON
PROFESSOR CRAWFORD
PROFESSOR TURNER
PROFESSOR WRIGHT
PROFESSOR SANDERLAND
PROFESSOR TRIKOJUS
PROFESSOR SIR FRANK MACFARLANE
BURNET
PROFESSOR RUBBO
PROFESSOR MAXWELL
PROFESSOR BURKE
PROFESSOR PREST
PROFESSOR OESER
PROFESSOR LEWIS
PROFESSOR MOOREHOUSE
PROFESSOR HALI.
PROFESSOR HENDERSON
PROFESSOR LA NAUZE
PROFESSOR SAMUEL
PROFESSOR FAWK
PROFESSOR KING
PROFESSOR TOWNSEND

PROFESSOR FRANCIS
PROFESSOR DURHAM
PROFESSOR LOVE
PROFESSOR DOWNING
PROFESSOR ATKINSON
PROFESSOR SHAW
PROFESSOR BELZ
PROFESSOR HUNT
PROFESSOR EWING
PROFESSOR LOVELL
PROFESSOR WORMER
PROFESSOR WOODRUFF
PROFESSOR FREDERICK
PROFESSOR JACKSON
PROFESSOR FORSTER
PROFESSOR LOUGHLIN
PROFESSOR WHITE
PROFESSOR GOLDBERG
PROFESSOR ANDREWS
PROFESSOR BOWMAN
PROFESSOR COLLINS
PROFESSOR RAY
PROFESSOR BUCHANAN
PROFESSOR SIMON
PROFESSOR HOPPER
PROFESSOR CARO
PROFESSOR RENNIE
PROFESSOR MOHR
PROFESSOR JACKMAN
FACULTIES; BOARDS AND COMMITTEES

PROFESSOR DE GRUCHY
PROFESSOR FORD
PROFESSOR JERNY
PROFESSOR MARTIN
PROFESSOR WILLETT
PROFESSOR COWLEY
PROFESSOR BLOOD

SECRETARY—THE ACADEMIC SECRETARY

STANDING COMMITTEES OF THE COUNCIL

FINANCE COMMITTEE

CHAIRMAN—MR. N. E. T. JONES
THE CHANCELLOR
THE VICE-CHANCELLOR
THE DEPUTY VICE-CHANCELLOR
THE CHAIRMAN OF THE PROFESSORIAL BOARD
THE VICE-CHAIRMAN OF THE PROFESSORIAL BOARD
THE CHAIRMAN OF THE BUILDINGS COMMITTEE
SIR JOHN ALLISON
DR. C. M. GILRAY

SECRETARY—THE ACCOUNTANT

BUILDINGS COMMITTEE

CHAIRMAN—MR. E. T. BERULDSEN
THE CHANCELLOR
THE VICE-CHANCELLOR
THE DEPUTY VICE-CHANCELLOR
THE CHAIRMAN OF THE PROFESSORIAL BOARD
THE CHAIRMAN OF THE FINANCE COMMITTEE
PROFESSOR SIR ARTHUR AMIES
C. W. J. BRENS
MR. R. W. T. COWAN
PROFESSOR DERHAM

SECRETARY—THE BUILDINGS OFFICER

STAFF AND ESTABLISHMENTS COMMITTEE

CHAIRMAN—THE DEPUTY VICE-CHANCELLOR
THE CHANCELLOR
THE DEPUTY-CHANCELLOR
THE VICE-CHANCELLOR
THE DEPUTY VICE-CHANCELLOR
PROFESSOR SIR ARTHUR AMIES
ASSOC. PROF. N. D. HARPER
DR. R. C. JOHNSON

SECRETARY—THE ASSISTANT ACCOUNTANT

LEGISLATION COMMITTEE

CHAIRMAN—THE CHANCELLOR
THE DEPUTY-CHANCELLOR
THE VICE-CHANCELLOR
THE DEPUTY VICE-CHANCELLOR
THE CHAIRMAN OF THE PROFESSORIAL BOARD
THE HON. MR. JUSTICE ADAM
DR. E. G. COPPEL

SECRETARY—THE ACADEMIC SECRETARY

STANDING COMMITTEE ON STAFF SALARIES

CHAIRMAN—SIR JOHN ALLISON
MR. N. E. T. JONES

SECRETARY—THE REGISTRAR

CONSERVATORIUM FINANCE COMMITTEE

CHAIRMAN—MR. J. T. REID
THE CHANCELLOR
THE DEPUTY-CHANCELLOR
THE VICE-CHANCELLOR
THE DEPUTY VICE-CHANCELLOR
THE ORMOND PROFESSOR OF MUSIC
PROFESSOR SIR ARTHUR AMIES
PROFESSOR FRANCIS
PROFESSOR SAMUEL

SECRETARY—THE ACCOUNTANT
UNIVERSITY CALENDAR

STUDENTS’ LOAN FUND AND BURSARIES COMMITTEE

THE CHANCELLOR
THE VICE-CHANCELLOR
THE CHAIRMAN OF THE FINANCE COMMITTEE
THE CHAIRMAN OF THE PROFESSORIAL BOARD
MR. C. TURNBULL
SECRETARY—THE ACCOUNTANT

INTERNATIONAL HOUSE COUNCIL

CHAIRMAN—SIR SAMUEL WADHAM
THE VICE-CHANCELLOR
THE DEPUTY VICE-CHANCELLOR

SECRETARY—ASSOC. PROF. HARPER

MEDLEY HALL COUNCIL

CHAIRMAN—PROFESSOR BRETT
THE VICE-CHANCELLOR
THE DEPUTY VICE-CHANCELLOR

Appointed by the University Council (8):

PROFESSOR BRETT
PROFESSOR DERHAM
DR. R. C. JOHNSON
MR. J. BEST

Co-opted Members:

PROFESSOR SIR ARTHUR AMIES
PROFESSOR FRANCIS
MR. R. C. KIMPTON

STANDING COMMITTEES OF THE PROFESSORIAL BOARD

STANDING RESEARCH COMMITTEE

CHAIRMAN—PROFESSOR TRIKOJUS (Dean of Graduate Studies)

THE VICE-CHANCELLOR
THE DEPUTY VICE-CHANCELLOR
THE CHAIRMAN OF THE PROFESSORIAL BOARD
THE VICE-CHAIRMAN OF THE PROFESSORIAL BOARD
PROFESSOR SIR ARTHUR AMIES
PROFESSOR BUCHANAN
PROFESSOR COLLINS
PROFESSOR DOWNING
PROFESSOR FORSTER
PROFESSOR GREENWOOD

Member Ex Officio:

PROFESSOR GIBSON

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY STANDING COMMITTEE

CHAIRMAN—PROFESSOR GIBSON

THE VICE-CHANCELLOR
THE DEPUTY VICE-CHANCELLOR
THE CHAIRMAN OF THE PROFESSORIAL BOARD
THE VICE-CHAIRMAN OF THE PROFESSORIAL BOARD
PROFESSOR BUCHANAN (Science)
PROFESSOR FRANCIS (Engineering)
PROFESSOR JACKSON (Arts)

Member Ex Officio:

PROFESSOR TRIKOJUS

FACULTIES, BOARDS AND COMMITTEES

Deans of Faculties

AGRICULTURE:  PROFESSOR H. C. FORSTER
APPLIED SCIENCE:  PROFESSOR J. N. GREENWOOD
ARCHITECTURE:  PROFESSOR B. B. LEWIS
ARTS:  PROFESSOR J. ANDREWS
DENTAL SCIENCE:  PROFESSOR SIR ARTHUR AMIES
ECONOMICS AND COMMERCE:  PROFESSOR W. WOODRUFF
EDUCATION:  PROFESSOR W. H. FREDERICK
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FACULTIES, BOARDS AND COMMITTEES

ENGINEERING: PROFESSOR C. E. MOORHOUSE

LAW: PROFESSOR Z. COWEN

MEDICINE: PROFESSOR S. SUNDERLAND

MUSIC: PROFESSOR G. F. LOUGHLIN

SCIENCE: PROFESSOR C. B. O. MOHR

VETERINARY SCIENCE: PROFESSOR D. BLOOD

FACULTY OF LAW

Dean—PROFESSOR COWEN

Sub-Dean—MR. J. D. FELTHAM

The Vice-Chancellor

Council Members:

THE HON. MR. JUSTICE ADAM

THE HON. SIR ARTHUR DEAN

THE HON. R. J. HAMER

Mr. J. D. FELTHAM

THE VICE-CHANCELLOR

PROFESSOR DERHAM

PROFESSOR BRETTH

Lecturers and Independent Lecturers:

MR. R. H. DUNN

MR. K. A. McT. EMERSON

MR. J. A. GOBBO

MR. A. H. HEYMANS

MR. S. G. HOGG

MISS M. KINGSTON

DR. J. LEYSER

MR. R. MCKAY

MR. F. K. H. MAHER

University Teachers:

MR. S. W. JOHNSTON

MR. P. G. NASH

Nominated Triennially by Faculty (4):

MR. D. H. ALEXANDER

MR. L. J. DOOLING

MR. A. WARRINGTON ROGERS

MR. D. S. MURRAY

Nominated Annually by Faculty (4):

MR. P. C. TRUMBLE

Nominated by the Law Institute of Victoria:

MR. M. V. MCINERNEY

FACULTY OF MEDICINE

Dean—PROFESSOR SUNDERLAND

The Vice-Chancellor

Council Members:

PROFESSOR SIR ARTHUR AMIES

SIR CLIVE FITTS

PROFESSOR BUCHANAN

PROFESSOR SIR FRANK MACFARLANE

BURNET

PROFESSOR CARO

PROFESSOR COLLINS

PROFESSOR DE GRUCHY

PROFESSOR EWING

PROFESSOR KING

PROFESSOR LOVE

PROFESSOR RAY

University Teachers:

DR. R. FOWLER

SIR WILLIAM UPJOHN

Professors:

PROFESSOR RUBBO

PROFESSOR SHAW

PROFESSOR SUNDERLAND

PROFESSOR TIKOJUS

PROFESSOR TURNER

PROFESSOR TURNER

PROFESSOR WHITE

Deans of Clinical Schools:

DR. K. J. GRICE—The Royal Melbourne Hospital

DR. J. E. CLARKE—Alfred Hospital

MR. A. R. KELLY—St. Vincent’s Hospital

MR. S. F. REID—Prince Henry’s Hospital

PROFESSOR TOWNSEND—The Royal Women’s Hospital

DR. H. N. B. WETTENHALL—The Royal Children’s Hospital

DR. R. F. LOWE—The Royal Victorian Eye and Ear Hospital

DR. J. F. J. CADE—Royal Park Receiving House

DR. H. MCINERNEY—Fairfield Hospital
UNIVERSITY CALENDAR

Other representative of Clinical Schools:

DR. D. F. LAWSON—The Royal Women’s Hospital

Independent Lecturers:

DR. K. M. BOWDEN

MR. H. H. EDDEY

Ex Officio:

DR. K. BRENNAN, Chief Health Officer

DR. E. C. DAX, Chairman, Mental Hygiene Authority

Appointed Annually by The Royal Melbourne Hospital Honorary Medical and Surgical Staff:

DR. J. L. FREW

Nominated Annually by Staff of Institutions:

DR. B. L. STANTON—College of Pharmacy

DR. T. H. STEEL—The Melbourne Medical Postgraduate Committee

Nominated Annually by Faculty:

DR. R. M. BIGGINS

MR. J. FREIDIN

MR. J. S. GUEST

MR. N. JOHNSON

MR. D. R. LESLIE

DR. L. MURPHY

MR. N. A. MYERS

MEDICAL RESEARCH COMMITTEE

Chairman—PROFESSOR SUNDERLAND

Professors:

PROFESSOR SIR ARTHUR AMIES

PROFESSOR SIR FRANK MACFARLANE BURNET

PROFESSOR COLLINS

PROFESSOR DE GRUCHY

PROFESSOR EWING

PROFESSOR KING

PROFESSOR LOVELL

PROFESSOR SIR ARTHUR AMIES

DR. R. FOWLER

SIR ARTHUR AMIES

SIR CLIVE FITTS

SIR WILLIAM UPJOHN

FACULTY OF ENGINEERING

Dean—PROFESSOR MOORHOUSE

The Vice-Chancellor

Council Member:

SIR ROBERT BLACKWOOD

Professors:

PROFESSOR BELZ

PROFESSOR CARO

PROFESSOR CHERRY

PROFESSOR FORSTER

PROFESSOR FRANCIS

PROFESSOR GOLDBERG

PROFESSOR GREENWOOD

ASSOC. PROF. DUNKIN

ASSOC. PROF. THORNTON-SMITH

Appointed Annually by the Surveyors’ Board:

MR. F. W. ARTER

Appointed by the Australasian Institute of Mining and Metallurgy:

MR. W. J. CUMING

Appointed by the Institution of Engineers, Australia:

MR. R. N. MORSE

Nominated Annually by Faculty:

DR. I. K. LEE (On leave)

MR. T. BROWNLEE

DR. K. J. CANNON

MR. J. S. CARR

MR. R. O. CHERRY

MR. S. J. CLIFTON (On leave)

MR. A. E. FERGUSON

DR. G. GREGORY

MR. J. S. HOGGART

MR. P. N. Joubert

MR. E. A. KING-SMITH

DR. F. LASZLO

DR. J. D. LAWSON
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MR. J. K. STRACHAN
MR. N. L. SVENSSON
DR. F. J. D. SYER
DR. D. H. TROLOPE
MR. A. K. TURNER

MR. H. B. BORWICK
MR. W. H. CONOLLY
MR. L. P. COOMBS
MR. L. R. EAST
MR. J. L. KEPERT
MR. K. F. LEWIS

Nominated Triennially by Faculty (12):
MR. I. McLENNAN
SIR MAURICE MAWBY
MR. G. B. O'MALLEY
GROUP CAPTAIN A. G. PITHER
MR. H. WEBER

FACULTY OF ARTS

Dean—Professor Andrews
Assistant Dean—Mr. R. F. Ericksen
Sub-Dean—Miss P. M. Leaper
The Vice-Chancellor

Professors:
PROFESSOR ANDREWS
PROFESSOR BALL
PROFESSOR BELZ
PROFESSOR BOWMAN
PROFESSOR BURKE
PROFESSOR CHERRY
PROFESSOR COWEN
PROFESSOR CRAWFORD
PROFESSOR DOWNING
PROFESSOR FREDERICK
PROFESSOR GIBSON
PROFESSOR HILLS
PROFESSOR HUNT

Associate Professors:
ASSOC. PROF. GASKING
ASSOC. PROF. HARPER

Readers:
DR. K. A. BLAKEY
MISS D. R. COVERLID
DR. A. F. DAVIES
MR. G. H. GELLIE
DR. S. R. HAMMOND
DR. A. C. JACKSON
DR. G. H. JOWETT

Non-Professorial Heads of Departments:

WRS. N. CHRISTESEN
MISS D. J. DYASON
MR. C. A. McCORMICK

Nominated Annually by Faculty:

DR. D. M. ARMSTRONG
MR. K. G. ARMSTRONG
MR. R. R. P. BARBOUR
DR. I. BARKO
MR. J. C. BARTON
MISS M. M. BAYNE
MR. E. A. BEEVER
MR. G. T. HILLS
DR. G. BLAINEY
DR. E. A. R. BOEHM
REV. DR. G. HOLSTER
MR. A. H. BOXER
DR. M. BRADBURN
MR. P. S. BRADY
MR. L. W. BRINKMAN
MR. F. BRYANT
MR. J. T. BUCKLEY
MRS. C. H. BURGER
MR. C. L. BURNS
MR. K. K. CAMPBELL
MR. P. L. J. G. CANART
MR. J. M. CARTER
DR. M. J. CHARLESWORTH
MR. F. CHRISTIAN
MR. L. G. CHURCHWARD

ASSOC. PROF. MACARTNEY
ASSOC. PROF. FOLGLAZE

ASSOC. PROF. GASKING
ASSOC. PROF. HARPER

DR. P. LAFITTE
MR. K. F. QUINN
MR. C. S. SOPER
DR. F. J. D. SYER
MR. A. A. WILCOCK

MR. F. J. CLENDINNEN
MR. G. R. COCHRANE
DR. A. S. COLE
MR. G. A. A. COMIN
MR. L. J. COURSE
DR. F. N. COX
MR. B. D. CRAVEN
MR. W. CULICAN
REV. J. E. D'ARCY
DR. R. G. A. de BRAY
MR. G. E. de GRAAFF
MISS A. G. DOIG
MR. H. DOW
MR. R. F. ELIS
MR. H. DOW
MR. E. DUNSOFDS
MR. B. D. ELLIS

MRS. E. B. GASKING
MISS M. GIBBS
MISS M. B. GIUCHRIST
MISS M. GIROUX
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MR. A. GOUGH
DR. G. GREGORY
DR. J. S. GREGORY
DR. D. GRISHIN
DR. CORDELIA GUNDOLF
MR. D. L. GUNNER
DR. P. T. HAEKWY
MR. R. J. A. HARPER
DR. A. H. HILL
MISS G. HIRD
MR. A. K. HOLLAND
MR. E. K. HORWOOD
DR. R. V. MUCK
MR. R. ISAAC
DR. A. C. JEFFREY
MISS V. C. JENNINGS
REV. DR. P. JONES
DR. J. T. JORDENS
MR. J. JUPP
DR. F. P. JUST
DR. A. K. KAZI
DR. D. E. KENNEDY
MR. J. H. KILLIP
DR. F. KNOFFELMACHER
MR. D. LANCASTER
MR. P. D. LANGLEY
MISS P. M. LEAPER
MISS M. LESTER
MR. A. L. LIBER
DR. H. MACLEAN
DR. W. MacBAIN
MR. A. M. McBRID
DR. H. J. McCLOSKEY
DR. MARY McCLOSKEY
MR. K. J. McKAY
MR. J. M. MAIN
MR. J. S. MARTITZ
MR. G. A. MARSHALL
DR. A. W. MARTIN
MR. J. R. C. MARTYN
DR. E. F. MEJER
MRS. G. MEYER
MR. D. F. MILLER
MR. N. MILNE
MR. A. D. MOODY
DR. K. F. MOPPERT
MR. D. J. MULANEY
MR. A. E. MURTHO
DR. P. NICKSON
DR. B. M. NICULESCU
MISS A. M. PATRICK
MR. D. PELES
DR. J. O. N. PERKINS
MR. M. A. PHILPP
DR. V. POLIT
MISS E. E. POWNALL
DR. J. R. V. PRESCHOTT
MR. I. G. ROBERTSON
MR. G. ROBINSON
MR. A. H. RODGER
MISS E. M. RUOFF
MR. A. M. RUSSELL
MR. F. P. RYAN
MR. J. P. SARUMPAET
DR. G. SCHULTZ
DR. S. J. SCOTT
DR. B. SMITH
MR. R. B. STEWART
MR. J. X. STRACHAN
DR. J. T. A. SZCZECICKI
MISS A. G. C. TENNENT
MR. B. W. THOMPSON
MISS A. J. TOMLINSON
MR. T. B. TOMLINSON
REV. DR. L. TRENGOVE
MRS. C. A. TURNER
MRS. Z. UGTUTZKY
DR. G. J. UPTON
DR. K. W. WALST
DR. I. K. WATERHOUSE
DR. H. WIEMANN
MR. M. A. WILSON
DR. R. K. WILSON
MR. H. A. WOLFSON
MR. C. P. MEJER
MR. M. YOUNG
MR. CHUNG-MING YUAN
MR. R. J. ZATORSKI

Heads of Colleges:
MR. R. W. T. COWAN (Trinity College)
REV. PROF. J. D. McCaUGHEY (Ormond College)
MISS M. A. DEWEY (Janet Clarke Hall)

FACULTY OF SCIENCE

Dean—Professor Mohr
Sub-Dean—Mr. M. A. H. Marsden

Members Ex Officio:

PROFESSOR ANDREWS
PROFESSOR BELZ
PROFESSOR BUCHANAN
PROFESSOR CARO
PROFESSOR CHERRY
MR. J. H. CHINNER
PROFESSOR COWLEY
ASSOC. PROF. DUNKIN
MISS D. J. DYASON
PROFESSOR FORSTER
PROFESSOR HOPPER
MR. E. K. HORWOOD
PROFESSOR JACMAN
PROFESSOR KING
PROFESSOR LEEPER
PROFESSOR LOVE

Nominated Annually by Faculty:

DR. W. T. AGAR
DR. J. R. ANDERSON
DR. MARGARET BLACKWOOD
DR. G. BURNSTOCK
DR. A. C. CARR
MR. R. O. CHERRY
DR. R. G. COKE
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DR. G. H. JOWETT
MR. C. KERR GRANT
MR. M. A. H. MARSSEN
MR. D. G. McINTYRE
DR. MARY T. MQUILLAN
MR. C. D. OLLIER
DR. P. A. PARSONS
ASSOCIATE PROFESSIONAL RAWLINSON
DR. K. S. ROWAN
MR. J. P. RYAN

DR. O. P. SINGLETON
DR. R. L. SPECHT
DR. R. M. SPICER
MR. J. K. STRACHAN
DR. D. R. STRANKS
DR. K. R. WALSH
MR. D. R. WATSON
DR. D. O. WHITE
DR. J. W. G. WIGNALL

Nominated Triennially by Faculty (Term expires December 1965)

DR. K. T. H. FARRER
MR. L. W. WEICKHARDT
MR. G. S. C. SEMMENS
SIR FREDERICK WHITE

FACULTY OF DENTAL SCIENCE

Dean—PROFESSOR SIR ARTHUR AMIES

The Vice-Chancellor

Professors:

PROFESSOR ATKINSON
PROFESSOR BUCHANAN
PROFESSOR CARO
PROFESSOR EWING
PROFESSOR KING
PROFESSOR LOVELESS
PROFESSOR RAY

Reader:

DR. R. W. SHEPHERD

Senior Lecturers:

DR. K. T. ADAMSON
MR. J. P. S. CAMPBELL
MR. M. J. A. CAMPBELL
DR. M. C. DAVIS
DR. C. G. DENNIS
MR. A. R. DOCKING

Appointed Annually by University Council (6):

MR. P. FINCH
MR. C. R. NEWBURY
MR. W. T. SMITH

Nominated Annually by the Australian College of Dentistry (1): DR. I. E. CRAPP

Nominated Annually by the Committee of Management of the Dental Hospital (1): DR. J. W. E. GRAHAM

Nominated Annually by the Dental Board of Victoria: DR. A. R. T. GREENWOOD

President of the Australian Dental Association (Victorian Branch): DR. N. J. WEBSTER

FACULTY OF AGRICULTURE

Dean—PROFESSOR FORSTER

The Vice-Chancellor

Appointed Annually by University Council (7):

DR. F. H. DRUMMOND
PROFESSOR FORSTER
DR. F. J. R. HIRD
PROFESSOR LEEPER

Nominated by Governor-in-Council (7):

MR. E. T. BERULDSEN
DR. L. H. BULL
MR. A. R. GRAYSON
MR. A. W. JESSE

FACULTY OF VETERINARY SCIENCE

Dean—PROFESSOR BLOOD

The Vice-Chancellor

Council Members:

Professors in the School of Veterinary Science:

PROFESSOR BLOOD
PROFESSOR BUCHANAN
PROFESSOR CARO
UNIVERSITY CALENDAR

Nominated Annually by Faculty:

Members of University Staff (8):

MR. C. J. R. GORRIE
ASSOC. PROFESSOR GRAY
MR. T. E. JONES
PROFESSOR KING

Representatives of Extra Rural Livestock Industry and Veterinary Professional Interests (5):

DR. H. E. ALBISTON
MR. A. R. BEGGS
DR. T. S. GREGORY

Dean of the Faculty of Agriculture:

PROFESSOR FORSTER

Director of the Veterinary Research Institute:

DR. E. M. PULLAR

Nominated Annually by Minister of Agriculture (3):

MR. E. T. BERULDSEN
MR. A. R. GRAYSON

FACULTY OF EDUCATION

Dean—PROFESSOR FREDERICK

THE VICE-CHANCELLOR

Council Members:

BRIGADIER G. F. LANGLEY
MR. A. MCDONELL

Nominated Annually by Faculty:

Lecturers or Masters of Method (10):

ASSOC. PROFESSOR AUGHTERSON
MR. G. D. BRADSHAW
MR. H. ESSON
MRS. B. FALK
DR. E. L. FRENCH

Representatives of Registered Schools (3):

SISTER M. EYMARD
MR. H. R. McWILLIAM
REV. T. H. TIMPSON

Additional Representatives (3):

DR. W. C. RADFORD

Appointed Annually by Faculties:

Faculty of Arts (3):

DR. J. S. GREGORY
DR. A. C. JACKSON

Faculty of Science (3):

PROFESSOR ANDREWS
DR. G. H. JOWETT

Faculty of Economics and Commerce (2):

PROFESSOR WOODRUFF

Faculty of Music (1):

DR. P. JONES

Nominated Annually by Minister for Education (6):

MISS D. BARRETT
MR. J. R. LYALL
MR. D. M. MCDONELL

FACULTY OF ECONOMICS AND COMMERCE

Dean—PROFESSOR WOODRUFF

Sub-Dean—MR. J. H. REEVES

THE VICE-CHANCELLOR

Council Members:

SIR JOHN ALLISON

Professors:

PROFESSOR DOWNING
PROFESSOR GOLDBERG
PROFESSOR ISAAC

Associate Professor:

ASSOC. PROF. POLGLAZE

Readers:

DR. K. A. BLAKEY
DR. R. F. HENDERSON

MR. C. S. SOPER
MR. R. A. SAMEK
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Lecturers:

MISS M. M. BAYNE
MR. E. A. BOEVER
MR. G. T. BILLS
MR. G. N. BLAINEY
DR. E. A. BOEHM
MR. A. H. BOXER
DR. E. DUNSDORFS
MR. R. M. FRAZER
MR. R. W. GIBSON
MR. R. J. A. HARPER
MR. E. McL. HOLMES

MR. M. O. JAGER
MISS J. St.G. KERR
DR. I. KOTONO
MR. B. J. McMAHON
MR. P. NASH
DR. B. M. NICULESCU
DR. J. O. N. PERKINS
MR. R. K. WILSON
MR. C. S. WOODS

Members Nominated Annually by Faculty:

PROFESSOR ANDREWS
PROFESSOR BALL
PROFESSOR BELZ
MR. R. W. T. COWAN
MR. R. F. ERICKSEN

DR. O. de R. FOENANDER
PROFESSOR FORD
PROFESSOR LA NAUZE
REV. FR. M. SCOTT
MR. A. G. WHITLAM

Members Nominated Triennially by Faculty (1):
(Present Tenure expires December 1963)

MR. J. R. BARBER
MR. G. A. WELLER

SIR ALEXANDER FITZGERALD

Appointed by Institutions:

MR. J. P. MACNEIL (Chamber of Commerce)
MR. A. N. CURPHEY (Chamber of Manufactures)
MR. E. G. ROBERTS (Chamber of Agriculture)
MR. A. B. MELLOR (Stock Exchange)
MR. H. WALKER (Insurance Institute)
MR. G. L. ALLARD (Institute of Chartered Accountants)
MR. H. PAYNE (Trades Hall Council)
MR. D. H. MERRY (Australian Bankers' Association)
MR. E. L. CHESTERFIELD (Commercial Travellers' Association)
MR. G. E. FITZGERALD (Australian Society of Accountants)

FACULTY OF MUSIC

DEAN—PROFESSOR LOUGHLIN
THE VICE-CHANCELLOR
THE VICE-DIRECTOR

Members of Conservatorium Staff Appointed Annually:

MR. L. R. BARKLAMB
MR. M. COOKE
DR. B. DEANE
MR. J. GLICKMAN
MISS E. HAAS

MR. J. KENNEDY
DR. N. J. B. NICKSON
MR. R. SHEPHERD
DR. J. A. STEELE

Members of Conservatorium Finance Committee:

PROFESSOR A. J. FRANCIS
PROFESSOR SAMUEL

Appointed by the Professorial Board:

PROFESSOR SIR ARTHUR AMIES

Other Members Appointed Annually:

MRS. HERBERT BROOKES
MISS R. FLOCKART

PROFESSOR K. H. HUNT
MISS D. IRWIN

FACULTY OF ARCHITECTURE

DEAN—PROFESSOR LEWIS
SUB-DEAN—MR. H. L. WAUGH
THE VICE-CHANCELLOR

Professors:

PROFESSOR BURKE
PROFESSOR CHERRY
PROFESSOR FRANCIS

MR. D. D. ALEXANDRA
MR. R. BERG

MR. D. B. GARDINER
MRS. E. B. COLDICUTT
MISS R. J. EGGLESTON
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MR. F. ERPI
MR. C. A. C. HAMMERSCHMIDT
MR. F. A. JANEDBA
DR. F. W. LEDGAR
MR. I. McDOwELL

Nominated Triennially by Faculty (6):

MR. A. C. COLLINS
MR. J. S. GAWLER
MISS E. HARVIE

FACULTY OF APPLIED SCIENCE

Dean—Professor Greenwood

Council Member:

Dr. P. G. Law

Teaching members of General course in Applied Science:

Mr. M. Hill
Mr. J. H. Killip

University Teaching Staff nominated annually by Faculty (12):

Professor Belz
Professor Buchanan
Mr. C. Burns
Mrs. Audrey J. Cahn
Professor Caro
Mr. H. Dow

Nominated by Faculty of Arts:

Mr. J. P. Ryan

Nominated by Faculty of Economics and Commerce:

Professor Willett

Nominated by Faculty of Law:

Mr. J. D. Feltham

Nominated by Faculty of Science:

Professor Martin

Nominated by Faculty of Engineering:

Dr. O. E. Potter

Representative of Council of Victorian College of Optometry:

Mr. J. Nathan

Additional Members (10):

Mr. M. Brown
Dr. K. T. H. FARRER
Dr. L. Gruen
Mr. J. Hill

MR. H. A. O'KILL
MR. N. QUARRY
MR. D. A. L. SAUNDERS
Mr. F. C. Ward
Mr. H. L. WAUGH

MR. H. T. McKERN
MR. H. S. WINBUSH

BOARD OF STUDIES IN PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION

Chairman—Professor Isaac

The Vice-Chancellor

Members Ex Officio:

Professor Andrews
Professor Cowen

Nominated Annually by Board:

Professor Ball
Mr. A. H. Boxer
Mr. A. F. Davies

Additional Members Nominated Biennially (4):

Mr. F. O. Chilton
Mr. A. J. A. Gardiner

Mr. L. Lewis
Mr. J. B. Smith
Mr. J. A. Smithson
Mr. D. R. Zeidler

BOARD OF STUDIES IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION

Chairman—Professor Frederick

The Vice-Chancellor

Members Ex Officio:

Professor Frederick
Mr. A. Willee

Professor Sunderland
FACULTIES, BOARDS AND COMMITTEES

Nominated Annually by the Board:

Members of Staff:

PROFESSOR SIR ARTHUR AMIES
MR. E. L. ANGLISS
DR. F. DURAS
MISS E. GILL

CR. W. J. BRENS
MRS. HERBERT BROOKES
DR. H. D. G. HETHERINGTON

Other Members:

MISS L. J. McCONCHIE
MR. B. NETTLETON
PROFESSOR RAY
MR. E. R. SANSTROM
DR. C. H. HEMBROW
MR. J. R. LYALL
MR. D. M. McDONELL

BOARD OF SOCIAL STUDIES

Chairman—PROFESSOR WOODRUFF
The Vice-Chancellor

Members Ex Officio:

PROFESSOR LOVE

Nominated Annually by Professorial Board:

PROFESSOR PREST
PROFESSOR JACKSON

Members of the Teaching Staff:

MISS M. AUBURN
MRS. A. CAHN
MISS B. DOW
MISS L. HAY
MISS A. HYDE
MISS M. KINGSTON
MRS. L. O'BRIEN
DR. W. RICKARDS
MR. H. ROGERS

Other University Teachers Recommended by Board:

MISS M. M. BAYNE
MISS D. BETHUNE
MRS. HERBERT BROOKES
MR. A. J. CUNNINGHAM
DR. E. C. DAX

Additional Members Nominated by Board:

MISS C. GOOD
MISS N. HILLAS
FATHER PERKINS
MR. A. R. WHATMORE

SCHOOLS BOARD

Chairman—PROFESSOR FREDERICK
The Vice-Chancellor

Nominated Annually by Professorial Board (3):

PROFESSOR ANDREWS
MR. A. H. BOXER
PROFESSOR BUCHANAN
ASSOC. PROFESSOR HARPER

Appointed Annually to Represent Business Interests (2):

MR. H. G. BRAIN

Appointed Annually by Minister for Education (3):

MISS D. L. BARRETT
MR. L. J. ROWE
MISS M. CRONIN
MR. G. S. ELLIS

Appointed Annually by the Association of Registered Teachers (3):

MISS S. I. BORLAND
MISS B. K. GUYETT
MR. B. W. HONE
MRS. J. L. PORTEOUS

Appointed Annually by the Chancellor (3):

REV. FATHER P. KEENAN
REV. BROTHER P. C. NAUGHTIN

Secretary—MR. J. E. WARFE

TECHNICAL COLLEGES BOARD

Chairman—PROFESSOR FRANCIS
The Vice-Chancellor
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Members Ex Officio:

PROFESSOR BUCHANAN
PROFESSOR MOHR
PROFESSOR CHERRY
PROFESSOR MOHRHOUSE
PROFESSOR FRANCIS
PROFESSOR MOOIJUS
PROFESSOR GREENWOOD
PROFESSOR TURNER
PROFESSOR HENDERSON
PROFESSOR WORKER
PROFESSOR HILLS
ASSOC. PROF. DUNKIN
PROFESSOR LEWIS
ASSOC. PROF. THORNTON-SMITH
PROFESSOR LOVE

Appointed Annually by Faculties (6):

MR. R. O. CHERRY (Science) MR. J. V. WOOD (Engineering)
ASSOC. PROF. TATTAM (Science) MR. A. C. COLLINS (Architecture)
MR. J. P. RYAN (Engineering) MR. H. L. WAUGH (Architecture)

THE CHIEF INSPECTOR OF TECHNICAL SCHOOLS
Representative of Association of Principals of Victorian Technical Schools:

MR. W. J. BAKER
Nominated Annually by Board (4):

MR. J. M. ALLEN
MR. J. E. JACkSON
DR. O. E. POTTER

Representatives of Monash University nominated by that University (2):

PROFESSOR K. H. HUNT
PROFESSOR K. C. WESTFORD

APPOINTMENTS BOARD

CHAIRMAN—MR. H. G. BRAIN
THE VICE-CHANCELLOR

MR. G. W. BARRENGER
MR. N. E. T. JONES
MR. C. S. BOOTH
MR. J. McCaIION
MR. H. G. BRAIN
SIR MAURICE MAWBY
PROFESSOR D. COCHRANE
MR. K. M. MOORE
MR. J. R. A. GLENN
MR. D. W. PHILLIPS
PROFESSOR GOLDBERG
MR. J. S. SMITH
PROFESSOR H. A. K. HUNT
MR. A. H. TOLLEY
MR. E. A. JONES
MR. W. H. TUCKER

SECRETARY—MR. H. F. DOWNES

ORCHESTRA EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

THE VICE-CHANCELLOR
THE LORD MAYOR

MR. HERBERT BROOKES
DAME ELIZABETH COUCHMAN
MRS. HERBERT BROOKES
PROFESSOR Loughlin
SIR NORMAN BROOKES
DAME MOERLIN BAIIIEU MYER
DR. LUCY BRYCE

MELBOURNE SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

LADIES ADVISORY COMMITTEE

LADY ANGLISS
LADY LATHAM
MRS. GUY BAKEWELL
LADY LOWE
MISS I. BALL
LADY MEdLEY
MISS V. BENNETTO
MISS W. MITCHELL
MRS. T. BRENNAN
DAME MOERLIN BAIIIEU MYER
MRS. HERBERT BROOKES
MISS M. O'BRIAN
MRS. EDMUND CAMPBELL
MRS. E. OUTHWAITE
DAME ELIZABETH COUCHMAN
MISS J. PENNEI
MRS. EDWARD CAMPBELL
MRS. A. RICHARDSON
MISS E. C. ELISCHER
MISS I. SEXTON
MRS. LEON JONA
MRS. E. R. WHITTAKER
MRS. T. BRENNAN
DAME ELIZABETH COUCHMAN
MRS. HERBERT BROOKES
MRS. EDWARD CAMPBELL
MISS I. DOUBLEDAY
MRS. E. L. KIERNAN
MADAME EDITH ELISCHER
MISS I. SEXTON
MRS. GUY BAKEWELL
MRS. R. C. WHITTAKER
MISS I. BALL
MRS. T. BRENNAN
MISS I. DOUBLEDAY
MRS. E. L. KIERNAN
MISS I. SEXTON
MRS. GUY BAKEWELL
MISS I. DOUBLEDAY
MRS. E. L. KIERNAN
MISS I. SEXTON
MRS. GUY BAKEWELL
MISS I. DOUBLEDAY
MRS. E. L. KIERNAN
MISS I. SEXTON

LIBRARY COMMITTEE

CHAIRMAN—ASSOC. PROF. RUSSELL
THE VICE-CHANCELLOR

PROFESSOR WOODRUFF
ASSOC. PROF. HARPER

Appointed Annually by Council (2):

PROFESSOR CRAWFORD
PROFESSOR SIMON
ASSOC. PROF. RUSSELL
PROFESSOR JACKSON
MR. F. K. H. MAHER

Member Ex Officio:

MR. K. A. LODEWYCKS
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BOARD OF STUDIES IN JOURNALISM

CHAIRMAN—PROFESSOR BALL
THE VICE-CHANCELLOR
Nominated Annually by Professorial Board (3):

PROFESSOR BALL
PROFESSOR MAXWELL

Nominated Annually by the Australian Journalists’ Association (3):

MR. A. NICHOLLS
MR. G. E. TEBBUTT

Nominated Annually by the Newspaper Proprietors’ Association of Melbourne (3):

MR. H. AUSTIN
MR. D. WILKIE

University Teachers Nominated by Board:

MR. C. L. BURNS
MR. H. DOW

BOARD OF STUDIES IN TOWN AND REGIONAL PLANNING

CHAIRMAN—PROFESSOR LEWIS
THE VICE-CHANCELLOR

Members Ex Officio:

PROFESSOR BALL
PROFESSOR LEWIS
PROFESSOR COWEN
PROFESSOR PREST
PROFESSOR FORSTER
ASSOC. PROF. THORNTON-SMITH
PROFESSOR FRANCIS
DR. F. W. LEDGAR
PROFESSOR HILLS

University Teachers:

MR. J. J. BAYLY
MR. J. H. CHINNER

Representatives of Designated Bodies:

MR. J. SMITH (Planning Institute of Australia)
MR. H. W. McCAY (Town and Country Planning Assn. of Victoria)
MR. A. C. COLLINS (Town and Country Planning Board)

BOARD OF STUDIES IN CRIMINOLOGY

CHAIRMAN—THE HON. SIR JOHN V. W. BARRY
THE VICE-CHANCELLOR

Members Ex Officio:

PROFESSOR COWEN
MR. S. W. JOHNSTON
PROFESSOR OESER

University Teachers:

DR. P. BRETT
MR. G. B. SHARP
DR. A. C. JEFFREY
MRS. C. J. TURNER
DR. N. E. W. McCALLUM

Additional Member:

THE HON. SIR JOHN V. W. BARRY

Advisers to the Board:

DR. A. A. BARTHOLOMEW (Superintendent, Psychiatric Clinic, Pentridge)
MR. S. H. PORTER (Commissioner of Police)
MR. A. R. WHATMORE (Director-General, Social Welfare Branch)

BOARD OF STUDIES IN NUCLEAR SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING

CHAIRMAN—PROFESSOR WORNER
THE VICE-CHANCELLOR

Members Ex Officio:

PROFESSOR FRANCIS
PROFESSOR CARO
PROFESSOR HENDERSON
PROFESSOR MOORHOUSE
PROFESSOR HILLS
ASSOC. PROF. DUNKIN

University Teachers:

MR. J. S. CARR
DR. J. PATTERSON
DR. A. T. CASEY
DR. B. M. SPICER
DR. B. W. HOLLOWAY
DR. D. R. STRANKS
DR. C. D. McKENZIE

Representative of the Australian Atomic Energy Commission:

SIR LESLIE MARTIN
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Representative of the C.S.I.R.O.:
SIR FREDERICK WHITE
Additional Members:

MR. G. S. MURRAY
MR. D. J. STEVENS

RECREATION GROUNDS COMMITTEE

Chairman—MR. A. L. LAZER
The Vice-Chancellor
MR. R. A. CUMMING
MR. A. W. WILLEE

Members Nominated by Council:

MR. R. W. T. COWAN
MR. P. G. LAW

Members Nominated by Heads of Colleges:

DR. ANGELA MILNE
REv. PROF. J. D. MCCAUGHLEY

Sports Union Office-Bearers:

MR. E. C. CRAWFORD
ASSOC. PROF. RAWLINSON

Miss J. BAILEY
MR. A. L. LAZER
MR. J. H. CHINNER
DR. J. LONG
MISS M. EVANS
MR. M. MARSDEN

Member Appointed by Students' Representative Council:

MR. J. B. BEST

The Registrar
Secretary—MR. W. K. TICKNER

UNIVERSITY EXTENSION COMMITTEE

Chairman—The Vice-CHANCELLOR
Members Ex Officio:

PROFESSOR HILLS
MR. C. R. BADGER

Nominated Annually by Professorial Board (3):

PROFESSOR ANDREWS
PROFESSOR LA NAUZE
PROFESSOR FRANCIS

Secretary—MR. K. G. ARMSTRONG

BOARD OF MANAGEMENT

MELBOURNE UNIVERSITY PRESS

Chairman—PROFESSOR TURNER
The Vice-Chancellor

Appointed Annually by Council:

SIR CLIVE FITTS
PROFESSOR HILLS

Dr. C. M. GILRAY
PROFESSOR TURNER

Appointed Annually by Professorial Board (3):

PROFESSOR BURKE
PROFESSOR LA NAUZE

The Registrar

Members Ex Officio:

THE LIBRARIAN

Co-opted Members:

ASSOC. PROF. AUGHTERSON
MR. G. N. BLAINEY

Professor Andrews

Director—MR. P. A. RYAN

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

MELBOURNE UNIVERSITY UNION

Chairman—Professor Downing

MR. R. A. CUMMING (Honorary Treasurer)
MR. J. B. WEBB (Warden of the Union)
PROFESSOR DOWNING (Vice-Chancellor's Representative)
MR. C. COPPEL (Undergraduates' Representative on Council)
MR. J. PATTERSON (President of S.R.C.)
MR. P. JOHNSON (Chairman of Union Council)

Co-opted Members: MR. G. P. T. SWEENEY

Secretary: MR. D. B. CARSWELL
UNIVERSITY REPRESENTATIVES
UNION COUNCIL
UNIVERSITY OF MELBOURNE
CHAIRMAN—MR. P. JOHNSON
MR. P. W. DWYER
MR. D. C. EVANS
MR. J. M. FITZGERALD
MR. P. HARMAN
MR. S. JORGENSEN

MR. J. B. WEBB (Warden of the Union)
MR. R. FIELD (Theatre Manager and Activities Officer)

THE UNION THEATRE REPERTORY COMPANY
in association with
THE AUSTRALIAN ELIZABETHAN THEATRE TRUST
BOARD OF MANAGEMENT
CHAIRMAN—SIR GEORGE PATON
DEPUTY CHAIRMAN—MR. AUBREY GIBSON
MR. RUPERT CUMMING
MR. JAMES WEBB
MR. ERIC LAMPE
MR. JOHN WALLACE
ADMINISTRATOR—JOHN SUMNER

UNIVERSITY REPRESENTATIVES
Architects' Registration Board:
PROFESSOR LEWIS
Surveyors' Board:
MR. B. T. MURPHY
Board of Higher Forestry Education:
MR. J. H. CHINNER
Council of Legal Education:
PROFESSOR COWEN
PROFESSOR DERHAM
MR. A. L. TURNER
Lady Northcote Permanent Orchestra Trust:
THE VICE-CHANCELLOR
PROFESSOR LOUGHLIN
Dietsicians' Board and Dietetic Association:
MRS. A. J. CAHN
Queen's College Council:
THE VICE-CHANCELLOR
PROFESSOR SIR ARTHUR AMIES

Victoria Council of Speech Therapy:
Nominated by Faculty of Medicine:
DR. JEAN LITTLEJOHN

Nominated by Board of Social Studies:
MR. L. J. TIERNEY

Standards Association of Australia:
PROFESSOR WORNER
MR. J. S. HOGGART
Food Standards Committee:

PROFESSOR TRIKOJUS
PROFESSOR WRIGHT
Medical Advisory Committee of the Cancer Institute Board:
Appointed by Council:

PROFESSOR EWING
PROFESSOR TOWNSEND
Cancer Institute Board:
Appointed by Council:

PROFESSOR EWING
PROFESSOR WRIGHT
Medical and Scientific Committee of Anti-Cancer Council:
Nominated by Faculty of Medicine:
PROFESSOR KING
PROFESSOR TOWNSEND
Board of Management of Occupational Therapy School:
PROFESSOR L. J. RAY

Ophthalmic Research Institute of Australia:
PROFESSOR KING
PROFESSOR SUNDERLAND
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Convocation of Australian National University:

THE CHANCELLOR

THE VICE-CHANCELLOR

PROFESSOR CRAWFORD

PROFESSOR SUNDERLAND

PROFESSOR GIBSON

PROFESSOR WRIGHT

PROFESSOR FRANCIS

PROFESSOR FREDERICK

University High School Advisory Council:

Appointed by Council:

PROFESSOR MOORHOUSE

PROFESSOR MAXWELL

ASSOC. PROF. HOBAN

PROFESSOR SAMUEL

University Women's College Council:

Appointed by Council:

PROFESSOR MOORHOUSE

PROFESSOR MAXWELL

ABOCC. PROF. HOBAN

PROFESSOR SAMUEL

Zoological Board of Victoria:

PROFESSOR SUNDERLAND

PROFESSOR WRIGHT

DR. E. M. PULLAR

PROFESSOR WRIGHT

Board of Walter and Eliza Hall Institute of Medical Research:

Appointed by Council:

PROFESSOR FRANCIS

PROFESSOR FREDERICK

PROFESSOR WRIGHT

PROFESSOR WORNER

Appointed by Faculty of Dental Science:

THE VICE-CHANCELLOR

PROFESSOR WRIGHT

MR. A. R. DOCKING

Professor WORNER

Proprietary Medicines Advisory Committee:

Appointed by Council:

PROFESSOR F. H. SHAW

Board of Management of The Royal Women's Hospital:

Appointed by Council:

PROFESSOR TOWNSEND

Board of Research of The Royal Children's Hospital:

Appointed by Council:

PROFESSOR COLLINS

PROFESSOR LOVELL

Advisory Committee to Mental Hygiene Authority:

PROFESSOR SUNDERLAND

Melbourne Medical Postgraduate Committee:

Appointed by Faculty of Medicine:

PROFESSOR SUNDERLAND

Australian Tractor Testing Committee:

MR. F. H. JOHNSTON

Advisory Boards of the undermentioned Hospitals:

The Royal Melbourne Hospital:

PROFESSOR LOVELL

PROFESSOR TOWNSEND

The Royal Women's Hospital:

PROFESSOR DE GRUCHY

PROFESSOR TOWNSEND

The Royal Victorian Eye and Ear Hospital:

PROF. SIR ARTHUR AMIES

SIR ARTHUR AMIES

The Royal Children's Hospital:

PROFESSOR TOWNSEND

PROFESSOR LOVELL

Footscray and District Hospital:

PROFESSOR KING

Advisory Board of Box Hill and District Hospital:

PROFESSOR DE GRUCHY

Advisory Board of Preston and Northcote Community Hospital:

PROFESSOR LOVELL

Advisory Board of St. George's Hospital:

PROFESSOR TOWNSEND

Advisory Board, Williamstown and General Hospital:

PROFESSOR TOWNSEND

Examining Council for Australian Institute of Medical Laboratory Technology:

DR. O. WHITE

Clean Air Committee:

PROFESSOR CARO

PROFESSOR HENDERSON
### Electoral Colleges of the Undermentioned Hospitals:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hospital</th>
<th>Professor</th>
<th>Professor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>St. Vincent's Hospital</td>
<td>PROFESSOR EWING</td>
<td>PROFESSOR KING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Queen Victoria Memorial Hospital</td>
<td>PROFESSOR DE GRUCHY</td>
<td>PROFESSOR RUBBO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PROFESSOR SUNDERLAND</td>
<td>DR. D. F. LAWSON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DR. E. M. BRYCE</td>
<td>PROFESSOR TOWNSEND</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Professors

**Senior Professor:**

JOHN NEILL GREENWOOD, D.Sc. (Manchester and Melb.), M.Met.E. Appointed March 1924 (Metallurgy); appointed December 1945 (Metallurgical Research); appointed December 1960 (Personal Chair).

**Applied Mathematics:**


**Dental Medicine and Surgery:**


**Philosophy:**

ALEXANDER BOYCE GIBSON, M.A. (Oxon), D.Litt. (Cantab.), B.A. Appointed March 1935.

**History:**

RAYMOND MAXWELL CRAWFORD, B.A. (Syd.), M.A. (Oxon and Melb.). Appointed February 1937.

**Botany and Plant Physiology:**

JOHN STEWART TURNER, M.A., Ph.D. (Cantab.), M.Sc., F.A.A. Appointed March 1938.

**Physiology:**


**Experimental Neurology:**


**Biochemistry:**

VICTOR MARTIN TRIKOJUS, D.Phil. (Oxon), D.Sc. (Syd.), M.Sc., F.A.A. Appointed March 1943.

**Geology and Mineralogy:**


**Experimental Medicine:**


**Bacteriology:**


**English Language and Literature:**

IAN RAMSAY MAXWELL, B.Litt. (Oxon), B.A., LL.B. Appointed February 1946.

**Fine Arts (The Herald Professor):**


**Economics (Truby Williams Professor):**


**Psychology:**

OSCAR ADOLPH OESER, M.Sc. (S. Africa), Dr.Phil. (Marburg), Ph.D. (Cantab.), M.A., F.F.Ps.S. Appointed September 1946.

**Architecture (The Age Professor):**


**Electrical Engineering:**


**Mechanical Engineering:**


**Political Science:**

WILLIAM MACMAHON BALL, M.A. Appointed March 1949.

**History (Ernest Scott Professor):**


**Germanic Languages:**

RICHARD HERBERT SAMUEL, Dr.Phil. (Berlin), Ph.D. (Cantab.), M.A. Appointed January 1951.

**Public Law:**
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Pathology:

Obstetrics and Gynaecology:

Civil Engineering:

Jurisprudence:

Pure Mathematics:
ERIC RUSSELL LOVE, B.A. (Cantab. and Melb.), Ph.D. (Cantab.). Appointed November 1952.

Economic Research:

Dental Prosthetics:

Pharmacology:

Statistics:

Classical Studies:

Economics (James Stewart Professor):

Surgery (James Stewart Professor):

Metallurgy:

Economic History:

Education:

French:
RONALD FRANCIS JACKSON, Officier de l’Instruction Pubbique, B.A. (Syd.), M.A. Appointed January 1957.

Agriculture:

Music (Ormond Professor):

Accounting (G. L. Wood Professor):

Zoology:

Geography:
JOHN ANDREWS, B.A. (Syd.), Ph.D. (Cantab.), M.A. Appointed February 1959.

Astronomy:

Physical Chemistry:

Child Health (Stevenson Professor):

Oriental Studies:

Anatomy:

Physics (R.A.A.F. Academy):

Experimental Physics:

Mathematics (R.A.A.F. Academy):
ASSOCIATE PROFESSORS

Personal Professorship in Physiology Department:

Theoretical Physics:

Organic Chemistry:

Medicine:

Commercial Law:

Inorganic Chemistry:

Commerce and Business Administration (Sydney Myer Professor):

Physics (Chamber of Manufactures Professor):

Veterinary Medicine:
DOUGLAS CHARLES BLOOD, B.V.Sc. (Syd.). Appointed September 1962.

Agricultural Chemistry:

Law (Hearne Professor):

Economics:
JOSEPH EZRA ISAAC, Ph.D. (Lond.), B.Com. Appointed February 1963.

Ophthalmology (Ringland Anderson Professor):

Veterinary Pathology:

English (Robert Wallace Professor):

ASSOCIATE PROFESSORS

English:
KEITH LAMONT MACARTNEY, M.A. (Cantab.), B.A. Appointed March 1946.

Geology:

Anatomy:

Surveying:

Mining:

Biochemistry:

Bacteriology:

Philosophy:
DOUGLAS AIDAN TRIST GASKING, B.A. (Liverpool), M.A. (Cantab.), M.A. Appointed June 1951.

Economics:

Education:

History:

Pathology:

Research in Social Studies:
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READERS

Physiology of Domestic Animals:
DEREK EDWARD TRIBE, B.Sc. (Agric.) (R'ding), Ph.D. (Aberd.). Appointed January 1956.

Organic Chemistry:

Medical History:

Forestry (Reader-in-Charge):
JOHN HARDING CHINNER, B.Sc. (Oxon), B.Sc., Dip.For. (Vic.). Appointed July 1956.

Electronics:
Appointed July 1956.

Jurisprudence:
ARTHUR LATHAM TURNER, B.A., LL.M. Appointed July 1956.

Physiology:
WILFRED TALBOT AGAR, B.Sc. (Oxon), B.Sc., M.B., B.S. Appointed October 1956.

Histology and Embryology:
JOHN OCHILTREE LAVARACK, M.B., B.S., Ph.D. Appointed October 1956.

Zoology:

Psychology:


Biochemistry:

Agricultural Biochemistry:

Philosophy:
ALLAN CAMERON JACKSON, Ph.D. (Canb.), M.A. Appointed January 1958.

Civil Engineering:

Physiology:

Geophysics:

German:

Veterinary Science (Director, Veterinary Research Institute):

Chemical Microbiology:
FRANK WILLIAM ERNEST GIBSON, D.Phil. (Oxon), B.Sc. Appointed April 1959.

Dutch and Germanic Philology:

Statistics:

Comparative and International Law:

Political Science:
ALAN FRASER DAVIES, M.A. Appointed January 1960.

Chemical Engineering (Reader-in-Charge):

Metal Physics:

Chemical Metallurgy:

Classical Studies:


Agricultural Engineering (Reader-in-Charge):

Microbial Genetics:

Economics:
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**Botany:**

**Automatic Computing:**

**Physics:**

**Meteorology (Reader-in-Charge):**

**Medicine:**

**Geography:**

**Mathematics:**

**Human Genetics:**

**Economics:**

**Anatomy:**

**Medical Microbiology:**

**Physiological Zoology:**
GEOFFREY BURNSTOCK, Ph.D. (Lond.), M.Sc. Appointed April 1962.

**Civil Engineering:**

**EMERITUS PROFESSORS**

**Physiology:**

**Bacteriology:**

**Commerce:**

**Public Law:**

**Pathology:**

**Jurisprudence:**

**Chemistry:**

**Education:**

**French:**

**Music:**
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Agriculture:

Conservative Dental Surgery:

Physics:

Organic Chemistry:

EX-PROFESSORS

Classical and Comparative Philology and Logic:
HENRY ERSKINE ROWE, M.A. Appointed 1854. Died 1855.
MARTIN HOWY IRVING, M.A. Appointed 1856. Resigned 1871. Died 1912.

Classical Philology:

History and Political Economy:

History:

Mathematics, Pure and Mixed:
WILLIAM PARKINSON WILSON, M.A. Appointed 1854. Died 1874.

Chemistry:
JOHN DRUMMOND KIRKLAND, M.B., B.S. Appointed 1882. Died 1885.

Biochemistry:

Natural Philosophy:
HENRY MARTYN ANDREW, M.A. Appointed 1882. Died 1888.

Law:

Natural Science:

English, French, and German Languages and Literatures:

English Language and Literature:

Physiology and Histology:

Geology and Mineralogy:

Engineering:
EX-PROFESSORS


Mental and Moral Philosophy:


Veterinary Pathology:


Veterinary Pathology:


Music:


Agriculture:


Pathology:


Education:


LESLIE JAMES WRIGLEY, M.A. Appointed 1927. Died 1933.


Biology:


Botany and Plant Physiology:


Anatomy:


Dental Science:


Economic Research:


Bacteriology:


French:


Metallurgy:


Public Law:


Obstetrics:
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Zoology:

Mechanical Engineering:

Commerce:

Civil Engineering:

Jurisprudence:

Economic History:

Semitic Studies (Lazarus and Abraham Sirene Professor):
MAURICE DAVID GOLDMAN, Ph.D. (Berlin), M.A. Appointed 1945. Died 1957.

Conservative Dentistry:

Accounting (G. L. Wood Professor):

Physics (Chamber of Manufactures Professor):

Medicine:

Commercial Law:

Organic Chemistry:

TEACHING AND RESEARCH STAFF*

ARTS

Classical Studies—

Full-time Officers:
Professor HAROLD ARTHUR KINROSS HUNT, B.A. (Syd.), M.A. (Oxon), LittD., Dip.Ed.
Readers, GEORGE HENRY GELLIE, M.A., B.Ed. (On leave.)
KENNETH FLEMING QUINN, B.A. (N.Z.), M.A. (Cantab., and Melb.).
Senior Lecturers, ROBERT ROY PITTY BARBOUR, B.A. (Q'land), M.A. (Oxon and Melb.).
KENNETH JOHN McKAY, M.A., D.Litt. (Utrecht).
Lecturer, JOHN ROBERT CHARLES MARTYN, M.A. (Cantab.).
Lecturer with Special Duties, JOHN CARTER, M.A. (Cantab.).
Tutors, JOHN ROBERT GADEN, B.A.
JAMES McCaUGHEY, B.A.

History—

Full-time Officers:
Professor RAYMOND MAXWELL CRAWFORD, B.A. (Syd.), M.A. (Oxon and Melb.).
Ernest Scott Professor, JOHN ANDREW LA NAUZE, B.A. (W.A.), M.A. (Oxon and Melb.).
Associate Professor, NORMAN DENHOLM HARPER, M.A., B.Ed.
Senior Lecturers, JACK LOCKYER O'BRIEN, B.A. (Syd. and Cantab.), M.A.
ALLAN MARNE McBRRIAR, D.Phil. (Oxon), B.A. (On leave).
JAMES MILLAR MAIN, B.Litt. (Oxon), B.A.
MARION GIBBS, B.A., B.Litt. (Oxon).
LAWRENCE ROY GARDINER, B.A. (Bristol).
DEREK JOHN MULVANEY, B.A. (Cantab.), M.A.
JOHN STRADBROKE GREGORY, Ph.D. (Lond.), M.A.
ALLAN WILLIAM MARTIN, Ph.D. (A.N.U.), M.A. (Syd.).
Resign RIDDICH POYNTON, M.A. (Oxon), B.A., Ph.D.
DONALD EDWARD KENNEDY, Ph.D. (Cantab.), M.A.

*As at 1 May, 1963.
TEACHING AND RESEARCH STAFF

Lecturers, IAN GORDON ROBERTSON, B.Phil. (Oxon), B.A. 
FRANCIS BARRYMORE SMITH, Ph.D. (Cantab.), M.A. 
ALISON MARY HOUSTON PATRICK, B.A. 
RHYS ISAAC, B.A. (Capetown and Oxon). 
Acting Lecturer, HARALD WITTHOFT, D.Phil. (Göttingen). 
Senior Tutors, JENNIFER JILL EASTWOOD, B.A. 
JOHN ROLAND FARRIS, B.D. (Chicago), B.A. 
NOEL ALFRED BATTYE, B.A. 
MICHAEL GEORGE FINLAYSON, B.A. 
Tutors, SHEILA MARY FITZPATRICK, B.A. 
JOHN OASTLER WARD, B.A. 
MARGARET ELLEN JAMES, B.A. 
Research Assistant to Ernest Scott Professor, MARGOT DONALD, B.A. 

Part-time Officers: 
Senior Lecturer, RAY FRANCIS STANLEY ERIKSEN, B.A. 
Senior Tutor, INGA VIVIENNE CLENDINNEN, B.A. 

Philosophy—

Full-time Officers: 
Professor ALEXANDER BOYCE GIBSON, M.A. (Oxon), D.Litt. (Cantab.), B.A. 
Associate Professor DOUGLAS AIDAN TRIST GASKING, B.A. (Liverpool), M.A. (Cantab.). 
Reader, ALLAN CAMERON JACKSON, Ph.D. (Cantab.), M.A. 
Senior Lecturers, HENRY JOHN MCCLOSKEY, M.A., Ph.D. 
DONALD LAWRENCE GUNNER, M.Litt. (Cantab.), M.A. (On leave.) 
DAVID MALLET ARMSTRONG, B.A. (Syd.), B.Phil. (Oxon), Ph.D. 
FREDERICK FRIEDRICH CARLESWORTH, Ph.D. (Liverpool), M.A. (On leave.) 
Lecturers, MARY AGNES MCCLOSKEY, M.A., Ph.D. 
GRAEME ERNEST DE GRAAFF, B.Phil. (Oxon), M.A. 
IAN TADEUSZ JERZY SZEZNIK, M.A., Ph.D. 
JOSEPH ERIC D'ARCY, D.Phil. (Oxon), M.A. 
GRAEME DONALD MARSHALL, M.A. (N.Z.), Ph.D. (Oxon). 
KEITH KENNEDY CAMPBELL, M.A. (N.Z.), (On leave.) 
Senior Tutor and Acting Lecturer (until August), VERNON IRVING RICE, M.A., Ph.D. 
Tutor, ANN ELIZABETH JACKSON, M.A. 

Part-time Officers: 
Tutors, PETER WERTHEIM, B.A. (Acting Tutor until August.) 
CECIL ANTHONY JOHN COADY, B.A. (Sydney), M.A. 
GOH SWEE-TANG, B.A. (Malaya), M.A. 
DENIS PHILIP O'BRIEN, B.A. 
PAUL SIMPSON, B.A. 
DENIS MAXWELL WHITE, B.A. 
IAN TIMOTHY OAKLEY, B.A. 
ROBIN JOHN HAACK, B.A. 
LEONARD JOHN O'NEILL, B.A. 

Mathematics—

Full-time Officers: 
Professor of Applied Mathematics, THOMAS MACFARLAND CHERRY, B.A. (Cantab. and Melb.), Ph.D., Sc.D. (Cantab.), F.A.A., F.R.S. 
Professor of Pure Mathematics, ERIC RUSSELL LOVE, B.A. (Cantab and Melb.), Ph.D. (Cantab.). 
Senior Lecturers, JOHN PHILIP RYAN, B.A., B.Sc. 
MARGARET LESTER, B.A. (On leave.) 
CHARLES FELIX MOPPERT, Dr.Phil. (Basle). 
IAN ANDREWS EVANS, M.Sc. (Oxon), M.A. (Cantab.). 
JOHN COLIN BARTON, B.A., B.Sc. 
JAMES KENNY STRACHAN, B.A., B.Sc. 
BRUCE DESMOND CRAVEN, B.A., M.Sc. 
ROBERT JOHN FINNS UPTON, B.A. (Oxon), M.A., Ph.D. 
Lecturers, BRIAN WILLIAM THOMPSON, B.A., B.Sc., Dip.Ed. 
ALLAN MAURICE RUSSELL, B.A. (Tas.). 
Acting Lecturers, DONALD HAWKINS ROW, B.Sc. (Tas.). 
MICHAEL ANDREW BERNARD DEAKIN, B.A. 
Senior Tutors, DAPHNE MORLEY, B.Sc. (W.A.). 
JOICE WINIFRED HARTON, B.Sc. 
ALLAN OATEN, B.A. 
ROGER BENJAMIN EGGLETON, B.Sc. 
PETER MAXWELL GILL, B.A., B.Sc. 
HUGH MATTHEW LACEY, B.Sc. 
Tutors, DEREK ALLAN HOLTON, B.Sc. 
ALEXANDER MacNEIL ROBERTS, B.A., B.Sc. 

English—

Full-time Officers: 
Professor IAN RAMSAY MAXWELL, B.Litt. (Oxon), B.A., LL.B. 
Robert Wallace Professor, GRAHAAME KEVIN WILSON JOHNSTON, M.A. (Oxon and N.Z.). 
Associate Professor KEITH LAMONT MACARTNEY, M.A. (Cantab.), B.A.
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Senior Lecturers, VERA CROWTHER JENNINGS, M.A. (Oxon and Melb.).
VINCENT TJOMAS HUCKLEY, M.A.
ALAN SARGENT COLE, A.B. (Bowdoin), Ph.D. (Dublin).
Lecturers, THOMAS BRIAN TOMLINSON, B.A. (Cantab. and W.A.), LL.B. (W.A.).
MARY TERESA TOMLINSON, B.A. (Cantab. and Melb.).
AMY GAYE COWPER TENNETT, M.A., Dip.Ed.
ANTHONY DAVID MOODY, B.A. (Oxon and N.Z.).
Lecturer in Rhetoric, HUME DOW, A.B. (Harvard). (On leave.)
Temporary Lecturers, JENNIFER MABEL HILL STRAUSS, B.A.
ANDREE MARIE DOHISON, B.A.

Lockie Fellow in Creative Writing and Australian Literature, CHRISTOPHER WALLACE-CRABBE, B.A.

WINIFRED MARGARET CUBBON, M.A. (Manchester), Teachers' Dip. (Manchester).
PHYLLIS MOODY, B.A. (Oxon).
JENNIFER GRIBBLE, B.A.
PHILIP JOHN TALBOT MARTIN, B.A.
PATRICIA KARAS, B.A. (Adel.).
JOANNE LEE DOW, B.A., Dip.Ed.
CLAIRE BALDING, B.A. (Syd.).

Tutors, JANET EADE AGAR, B.A.
PETER DOUGLAS NICHOLLS, B.A.
ANDREW McDONALD TAYLOR, B.A.

Part-time Officers;
Tutor, JUDITH O'NEILL, M.A.

French—
Tutor, CATHERINE RICHARDSON, M.A.

Full-time Officers:
Professor RONALD FRANCIS JACKSON, Officier de l'Instruction Publique, B.A. (Syd.), M.A.
Senior Lecturer in Philology, PAUL LEON GHISLAIN CANART, B.A.
Senior Lecturers, WILLIAM MacRAIN, M.A., Ph.D. (St. Andrews).
STANLEY JOHN SCOTT, M.A., Ph.D.
CLAYTON GILBRETH BURGER, M.A.
IVAN PETER BARKO, Lic. Ph.L. (Brussels), D. de l'U. (Stras.).
Lecturers, FRANK PELHAM JUST, D.U.P., B.A.
ALLAN KEITH HOLLAND, B.A. (Syd.), Dip.d'Etudes (Bordeaux).
PATRICK STROEPHEN BRADY, D.U.P., B.A. (Syd.).
PETER HAMBLY, D.U.P., B.A. (Adel.).
Assistant Lecturers, Grade A, THOMAS RAYMOND CASEY, M.A., Dip.Ed.
KATHLEEN HELEN MCPHEE, M.A., Dip.Ed.

Part-time Officers:
Tutors, JANINA BERAH, M.A.
ENID NEAL, Ph.D.

Italian—

Full-time Officers:
Senior Lecturer-in-charge, COLIN ANGUS McCORMICK, B.A. (Cantab.).
Lecturer, VITTORIO POLITI, Dott. Lett. (Turin).
Lecturers, CORDELIA GUNDOLF, Dott. Lett. (Rome).
GAETANO ANTHONY ANGELO COMIN, B.A. (Syd.).
Senior Tutor, CLARA ASTOLFI, Dr.Phil. (Vienna).

Part-time Officers:
Tutors, GIULIA VOLPATO.
MYRA CALIO

Germanic Languages—

Full-time Officers:
Professor RICHARD HERBERT SAMUEL, Dr.Phil. (Berlin), Ph.D. (Cantab.), M.A.
Reader, DOROTHEA REBECCA COVERLID, M.A., Dip.Ed.
Reader in Dutch and Germanic Philology, JACOB SMIT, Knight of the Order of Oranje Nassau, Litt.D. (Utrecht), M.A.
Senior Lecturer in German, HEINRICH WIERMANN, M.A., Ph.D.
Senior Lecturer in German, HECTOR MACLEAN, M.A., Ph.D., Dip.Ed.
Senior Lecturer in Dutch, REINDER PIETER MEIJER, M.A. (Amsterdam), Ph.D. (On leave.)
Lecturer in German, EVA RUFF, M.A. (On leave.)
Lecturer in German, GERHARD SCHULZ, Ph.D. (Leipzig).
Lecturer in Swedish, GLADYS HIRD, M.A. (Durham).
Senior Tutor in Dutch, KEES DE GRAAFF, B.A. (Amsterdam).
Tutor in German and Dutch, CHRISTA WUTTKE, B.A.

Tutors in German, HANS JOACHIM POTT, B.A.
DUSHAN STANKOVICH, B.A.
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**Russian—**

**Part-time Officer:**

**Lecturer in Icelandic,** AUGUSTIN LODEWYCKX, Officer of the Order of Oranje Nassau, M.A. (Cape of Good Hope and Melb.), Litt.D. (Ghent).

**Full-time Officers:**

Senior Lecturer-in-Charge, NINA CHRISTESEN, B.A. (Q'land), M.A.

Senior Lecturer in *Russian and Comparative Philology,* RÉGINALD GEORGE ARTHUR DE BRAY, B.A., Ph.D. (Lond.).

Senior Lecturers in *Russian Literature,* BORIS CHRISTA, M.A. (Cantab.). (On leave until June.)

DIMITRY GRISHIN (Kand.phil.nauk, formerly Docent, Pedagogical Institute, University of Moscow), Ph.D. (On leave.)

Lecturer, ZINAIDA UGLITZKY (Kand.phil.nauk, formerly Docent, University of Voronezh).

Assistant Lecturer, MARGARET BLANCHE TRAVERS, M.A., Dip.Slav.Studies (Oxon).

Tutor, NATALIA GRISHIN (Grad. Pedagogical Inst., University of Moscow).

**Part-time Officers:**

Tutors, GERTRUDE TIMM.

**Political Science—**

**Full-time Officers:**

Professor WILLIAM MACMAHON BALL, M.A.

Readers, ALAN FRASER DAVIES, M.A., CRÉIGHTON LEE BURNS, M.A. (Oxon), B.A.

Senior Lecturers, LLOYD GORDON CHURCHWARD, M.A., Dip.Ed.

HUGO ADOLF WOLFSOHN, B.A.

Lecturers, JAMES JUPP, M.Sc. (Econ.) (Lond.), EDMUN ARTHUR HUCK, M.A., KENNETH GREGORY ARMSTRONG, B.A. (Oxon and Melb.), DONALD FRANCIS MILLER, B.A.

Tutors, ROSS GLADWIN TERRILL, B.A., ROWAN HENRY IRELAND, B.A.

**Part-time Officers:**


GRAEME GEORGE CHAPLIN, B.A., B.Com.

**Semitic Studies—**

**Full-time Officers:**

Professor JOHN BOWMAN, M.A., B.D. (Glas.), D.Phil. (Oxon), M.A.

Lecturers in Hebrew, NICOL MILNE, M.A. (Glas.), DAVID PELES, M.A. (Jerus.),

Lecturer in Arabic, MICHAEL JOHN LEWIS YOUNG, M.A. (Cantab.), Ph.D.

Lecturer in Biblical Archaeology, WILLIAM CULICAN, M.A. (Edin.).

Lecturer in *Comparative Religion,* GEORGE BOLSTER, M.A., B.D. (Edin.).

Lecturer in *Islamic Studies,* ABDUL KHALID KAZI, B.A., Ph.D. (Lond.), Maulvi Fazil (Panj.), Ulimiya (Al Achar, Cairo).

Lecturer in *Comparative Semitic Philology,* AIMO EDWARD MURTONEN, Ph.D., Th.D. (Helsinki).

Assistant Lecturer in Biblical Studies, ARTHUR DUDLEY HALLAM, M.A., B.D. (Leeds).

**Psychology—**

**Full-time Officers:**

Professor OSCAR ADOLPH OESER, M.Sc. (S. Africa), Dr.Phil. (Marburg), Ph.D. (Cantab.), M.A., F.B.Ps.S.

Readers, PAUL LAFITTE, B.Sc. (Lond.), M.A., Litt.D., A.B.Ps.S.

SAMUEL BATTLE HAMMOND, B.A. (W.A.), Ph.D., A.B.Ps.S.

Senior Lecturers, IAN KELLIE WATERHOUSE, B.A. (Syd.), M.A., Ph.D. (Yale), M.A., F.B.Ps.S.

ALAN CHARLES JEFFREY, M.B., B.S., B.Sc., A.B.Ps.S.

PHILIP DACEES LANGLEY, B.A. (W.A.), R.Ed., A.B.Ps.S.

GODFREY GARDNER, B.A., Ph.D. (Lond.), M.A., A.B.Ps.S.

ALEXANDER RONALD GREIG, B.A.

KEVIN WILLIAM WALSH, B.A., M.B., B.S., M.Sc., A.B.Ps.S.

ARTHUR HENRY HILL, B.A. (W.A.), Ph.D. (Minn.).

FRANCIS NICOL COX, M.Sc. (Yale), M.A., Ph.D.

Lecturers, FRANK KNOPFELMACHER, B.A. (Bristol), Ph.D. (Lond.).

PATRICIA MARY LEAPER, M.A., A.B.Ps.S.

MAURICE DREIBURG, B.A., M.A.

Senior Tutors, NORMA GRIEVE, M.A.

RICHARD CHARLES STEWART TRAHAIR, B.A.

TAMARA KOTLER, M.A.

RONALD DAVID FRANCIS, M.A. (Canterbury and Melb.).

ROBERT ALAN KENNEDY, B.A., Ph.D. (Birm.).

Tutors, LAWRENCE BARTAK, B.A.

TALIS POLIS.

ARTHUR GRANT KEENE, B.A. (Auckland).
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GUY VON STURMER, B.A. (N.Z.).
REGINALD WALTER MARSH, M.A. (Wellington).
BARBARA LOUISE THOMPSON, B.A. (Lond.), B.A., Dip.Ed.
LAWRENCE ADOLPHUS ESTELLE VON STURMER
JAMES RAYMOND CROWLEY, LL.B.

Part-time Officers:
JOHN CADE, M.D., B.S.
DAVID BESWICK, M.A.

History and Philosophy of Science—

Full-time Officers:
Senior Lecturer-in-Charge, DIANA DYASON, M.Sc.
Senior Lecturers, FREDERICK JOHN CLENDINNEN, B.A.
FRANK DAVID ELLIS, B.A., B.Sc. (Adel.), B.Phil. (Oxon).
LEONARD TRENGOVE, B.D., M.Sc., Ph.D. (Lond.).
Lecturers, FREDERICK BRYANT, B.A., M.Sc
ELIZABETH BELMONT GASKING, B.Sc. (Liverpool), M.A.
JOHN CLIFTON POTTAGE, B.A.
Assistant Lecturer B, MONICA MACKINTOSH MacCALLUM, B.A.

Fine Arts—

Full-time Officers:
Professor JOSEPH TERENCE BURKE, O.B.E., M.A. (Lond., Yale and Melb.).
Senior Lecturers, FRANZ ADOLF PHILIPP, B.A. (On leave.)
Lecturers, LAURENCE JOHN COURSE, B.A.
Tutors, BASIL JAMES GILBERT, B.A.
MARY MARGARET GARLICK, B.A.

Curatorial:
Curator, JUNE MAUREEN STEWART, B.A.
Assistant Curator, JOCELYN ROSEMARY INEZ GRAY, B.A.

Part-time Officer:
Lecturer, URSULA HOFF, Ph.D. (Hamburg).

Statistics—

Full-time Officers:
Professor MAURICE HENRY BELZ, Chevalier de la Légion d’Honneur, B.Sc. (Syd.),
Reader and Associate Director of the Statistical Laboratory, GEOFFREY HARCOURT WETT, B.A. (Lond.), M.A., Ph.D. (Sheffield).
Senior Lecturers, GEOFFREY GREGORY, M.A. (Cantab.), M.S., Ph.D. (Stanford).
JOHANNES STEPHANUS MARITZ, M.Sc. (Witwatersrand).
ALISON GRANT DOIG, B.Sc., M.A.
Research Assistant, BETTY LUBY.
Tutor, P. R. SATYAMURTY, B.Sc. (Mysore), M.Sc. (Dharwar).

Indonesian and Malayan Studies—

Full-time Officers:
Senior Lecturer-in-Charge, JAMES AUSTIN COPLAND MCKIE, M.A. (Oxon), B.A.
Lecturer, JAN PIETER SARUMPAET, B.A. (Gadjah Mada), M.A. (Exeter).

Geography—

Full-time Officers:
Professor JOHN ANDREWS, B.A. (Syd.), Ph.D. (Cantab.), M.A.
Reader, ARTHUR ALAN WILCOCK, B.Sc., B.Ed.
Senior Lecturers, GORDON ROSS COCHRANE, B.Sc., M.A. (N.Z.),
Lecturers, LEONARD WILLIAM BRINWAN, M.Sc. (Wits.),
JOHN ROBERT VICTOR PRESCOTT, B.Sc., M.A. (Dunelm), Ph.D. (Lond.),
Dip.Ed.
GEOFFREY ROBINSON, B.A. (Cantab.).
Demonstrators, JOHN NIGEL HASKINGS BRITTON, B.A. (Syd.).
KENNETH JOHN FAIRBAIRN, M.A. (N.Z.).
JENNIFER MARY PHILPOTT, B.A. (Adel.).
JULIE PATRICIA WYATT, B.A.

Oriental Studies—

Full-time Officers:
Professor HARRY FELIX SIMON, B.A. (Lond.), M.A.
Senior Lecturer, DOUGLAS LANCASHIRE, B.A., B.D., M.A. (Lond.).
Lecturer, CHUNG-MING YUAN, B.A. (Peking).
Research Assistant, ROBERT CHENG-I KING, B.A. (Peking).

Part-time Officer:
Tutor, SOPHIE GWENDDA MILSTON, B.A. (Tas).

Indian Studies—

Full-time Officers:
Senior Lecturer-in-Charge, SIBNARAYAN RAY, M.A. (Calcutta).
Lecturer, JOSEPH TERESA FLORENT JORDENS, Ph.D. (Leuven), Dip.Ed.
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SOCIAL STUDIES

Acting Director of Social Studies, WILLIAM WOODRUFF, M.A. (Oxon), B.Sc. (Econ.) (Lond.), Ph.D. (Notts.), Dip.Econ.&Pol.Sc. (Oxon), M.Com.

Full-time Officers:
Lecturers, LORNA HAY, B.A., Dip.Soc.Stud., Cert. Mental Health (Lond.).
LAURIE ROSE CAMPBELL O'BRIEN, B.A.
GEOFFREY BRYCE SHARP, M.A. (On leave)

Part-time Officers:
AUDREY JOSEPHINE CAHN, B.Agr.Sc, Dip.Diet.*
MOLLY KINgSTON, B.A., LL.B. (W.A.), Barrister-at-Law.
WINSTON SELBY RICKARDS, M.D., B.S., B.Sc., D.P.M., M.R.A.C.P.
HUGH ROGERS, B.Com.
DALYS SARGEANT, B.Sc (W.A.).
HERYL THOMAS, Dip.Soc.Stud. (Syd.).
LENA THOMAS, M.B., B.S.
EVERETT ROWE TRETHEWIE, M.D., B.S., D.Sc., M.R.A.C.P.*
LANCE HOWARD WHITAKER, M.B., B.S., D.P.M.
MAX WRYELL, B.Com., Dip.Pub.Ad. (Tas.).

JOURNALISM

Part-time Officer:
Lecturer, GRAHAM PERKIN.

RESEARCH IN SOCIAL STUDIES

Full-time Officer:

CRIMINOLOGY

Full-time Officers:
Senior Lecturer-in-Charge, STANLEY WILLIAM JOHNSTON, B.A., LL.B., Barrister-at-Law.
Technical Assistant, ANTHONY BONNICI, B.A.

Part-time Officer:
Lecturer, LANCE HOWARD WHITAKER, M.B., B.S., D.P.M.

EDUCATION

Professor WILFRID HENRY FREDERICK, M.A., Dip. (Sorbonne), Dip.Ed., F.A.C.E.
Associate Professor WILLIAM VINCENT AUGHERSON, Ph.D. (Lond.), M.A., Dip.Ed.
Senior Lecturers, EDGAR LIONEL FRENCH, B.A., B.Ed., Ph.D.
ALBERT GORDON AUSTIN, M.C., B.A., M.Ed. (On leave).
GEORGE Dacre BRADSHAW, B.A., B.Sc, Dip.Ed. (W.A.).
BARBARA FALK, M.A., Dip.Ed. (Oxon).
THOMAS HUGH ESSON, B.A., Dip.Ed.
ELWYN Aisne MOREy, Ph.D. (Cali.). M.A., B.Ed.
WILMA DENISE HANNAH, M.A., B.Ed.
OLIVE WYKES, M.A., M.Ed., Ph.D.
GWYNETH MAUDE DOW, B.A., M.Ed. (On leave.)
Lecturers, NORMAN GEORGE CUBBY, B.A., B.Ed.
KATHLEEN IMELDA PALMER, B.A., B.Ed.
PETER NORMANTON GILL, B.A., B.Ed.
GRAHAM CHARLES FENDLEY, B.A., B.Ed.
ERIC GAUDRY, B.A. (Syd.).
JOHN GEORGE RAVANSKY, B.A. (W.A.).
RICHARD JOSEPH WHEELER SELLECK, B.A., B.Ed.
KENNETH JOHN COLLINS, B.A., B.Ed.
CHARLES POOLE, B.A.
Senior Tutors, BARBARA MONSELL-BUTLER, B.A., Dip.Ed.
IRENE WEBB.
Tutor, HELEN MYFANWY DEANS, B.A., B.Ed.
Educational Research Officer, DONALD STUART ANDERSON, M.A.
Librarian and Admissions Officer, OLIVE MAY BATTERSBY, B.A., A.L.A.

Part-time Officers:
Lecturers, ALEXANDRA ESTHER CAMERON, Mus.Bac, B.Ed.
RONALD HERBERT COWBAN, B.A., B.Ed.
KEITH SELWYN DARLING, B.Sc., B.Ed.

* Full-time officer with part-time duties in the Department mentioned.
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NEVILLE THOMAS DROHAN, B.Com., B.Ed.
FREDERICK FRANCIS FITRIDGE, B.Sc., Dip.Ed.
MANUEL GELMAN, M.A., B.Ed.
NORMAN GILL, B.A., B.Ed.
HELEN JEAN GORDON, B.A., Dip.Ed.
ISOBEL HAINING, B.Com., Dip.Ed.
DONALD STANLEY LUGG, B.Sc., B.Ed.
JOHN DIEN MADDOX, B.Sc., B.Ed.
ARTHUR MARKHAM, D.T.Sc., T.M.A.T.C.
WILLIAM CROPSAY RADFORD, M.B.E., Ph.D. (Lon.), M.A., M.Ed.
ROWLAND FRANK HAWKINS ROW, B.A., B.Ed.
MERVYN LEONARD TURNER, B.Sc., B.Ed.
KURT LUDGESCHER.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION

Full-time Officers:
Senior Lecturers, (Director of Physical Education) ALBERT WILLIAM WILLEE, V.R.D., B.A. (Lon.), M.S. (Oregon), B.Ed., Dip.Phys.Ed. (Lon.).
Lecturers, LORNA JEAN McCONCHIE, Dip.Phys.Ed.

Part-time Officers:
Lecturers, ERIC LEONARD ANGLISS, M.B., B.S., F.R.C.S.
WILLIAM LINDSAY ELRICK, M.B., B.S., F.R.C.S., F.R.A.C.S.
KENNETH JOHN COLLINS, B.A., B.Ed.
FRITZ DUKAS, M.D. (Freiburg), M.Ed.
ATHOL LEONARD HEKSETH, B.Sc., Dip.Ed.
JOHN HAMILTON THEOBALD, B.Sc., B.Ed.
Instructors, CYRIL JOSEPH BASS.
DOROTHY CARROLL, Dip.Mus.
JOHN THEODORE FRANCIS CHEFFERS, Dip.Phys.Ed.
FREDERICK JOSEPH PLANNERY.
LINDSAY GAZE.
ILMA KELSON, Dip.Mus.

LAW

Full-time Officers:
Professor of Public Law, ZELMAN COWEN, M.A., B.C.L. (Oxon), B.A., LL.M., of Gray's Inn, Barrister-at-Law.
Professor of Jurisprudence, DAVID PLUMLEY DERIAH, M.B.E., B.A., LL.M., Barrister-at-Law.
Professor of Commercial Law, HAROLD ARTHUR JOHN FORD, S.J.D. (Harvard), LL.M., Barrister-at-Law.
Heam Professor of Law, PETER BRETT, LL.B. (Lon.), LL.M. (W.A.), S.J.D. (Harvard), Barrister-at-Law.
Reader in Jurisprudence, ARTHUR LATHAM TURNER, B.A., LL.M., Barrister and Solicitor.
Reader in Comparative and International Law, JOHANNES LEYSER, D.Jur. (Freiburg), LL.B., Barrister and Solicitor.
Senior Lecturers, DONALD FARQUHAR MACKAY, D.Phil. (Oxon), M.A. (On leave.)
FRANCIS KEVIN HEATHCOTE MAHER, M.A., LL.B., Barrister and Solicitor.
DEREK MENDES DA COSTA, LL.B. (Lon.), Solicitor of the Supreme Court, England.
PETER LOUIS WALLER, B.C.L. (Oxon), LL.B.
JOHN DAVID SELTHAM, M.A. (Oxon), B.A., of Gray's Inn, Barrister-at-Law.
JULIAN PHILLIPS, B.Com., LL.B. (Rand), of the Middle Temple, Barrister-at-Law.
CLIFFORD LESLIE PANNAM, LL.M. (Ill.), LL.B.
Stanley Korman Special Lecturer in Law, PHILIP DAVID PHILLIPS, M.M., LL.B., Q.C.

Acting Lecturer, JOHN DUVOISON CORNWELL MORGAN, B.A. (Cantab.).
Senior Tutors, AILSA ZAINUDDIN, M.A.
HILARY BOX SELTHAM, LL.B., Barrister and Solicitor.
WILLIAM EILIF HOLDER, LL.B., Barrister and Solicitor.
ANN SUPERANNE LAHORE, LL.B.
Tutors, NEVILLE HOWARD CRAGO, LL.B., Barrister and Solicitor.
SANDFORD DELBRIDGE CLARK, LL.B. (Adel.), Barrister and Solicitor of the Supreme Court of South Australia.
Senior Administrative Officer, PETER MICHAEL NICKOLS, LL.B. (Adel.), Barrister and Solicitor of the Supreme Court of South Australia.
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Part-time Officers:

Independent Lecturer in Procedure, NEIL JAMES WILLIAMS, LL.B., Barrister-at-Law.
Independent Lecturer in Evidence, JAMES AUGUSTINE GOBBO, B.A. (Oxon and Melb.), Barrister-at-Law.

Independent Lecturer in Taxation, KEITH ALAN MCLENNEMERSON, B.A., LL.B., Barrister and Solicitor.

Independent Lecturer in Professional Conduct, ARTHUR HENRY BENJAMIN HEYMANSON, B.A., LL.B., Barrister and Solicitor.

Independent Lecturer in Accounting, STANLEY GEORGE HOGG, B.Com., LL.M., Barrister-at-Law.

Independent Lecturer in Conveyancing, ROSEMARY ANNE NORRIS, LL.B., Barrister and Solicitor.

Independent Lecturer in Law Relating to Executors and Trustees, RICHARD HENRY SEARBY, B.A. (Oxon), Barrister-at-Law.

Independent Lecturer in Criminal Procedure, RAYMOND HUDSON DUNN, LL.M., Barrister and Solicitor.

Independent Lecturer in Domestic Relations, MOLLY KINGSTON, B.A., LL.B. (W.A.), Barrister-at-Law.


Tutors, BRUCE WAINWRIGHT, LL.B., Barrister and Solicitor.

ALAN HENRY GOLDBERG, LL.B.

STEPHEN PENDRILL CHARLES, LL.B., Barrister-at-Law.

ALAN KINGSLEY CORNELL, LL.B., Barrister and Solicitor.

GRAHAM LEWIS FRICKE, LL.B., Barrister-at-Law.

M. NEIL O'SULLIVAN, B.C.L. (Oxon), LL.B., Barrister-at-Law.

SYDNEY BRUCE POWELL, LL.B., Barrister and Solicitor.

STUART T. MURDOCH, LL.B., Barrister-at-Law.

IAN FISHER BORRIE, LL.B., Barrister and Solicitor.

DENISE ADRIENNE KERR, LL.B., Barrister and Solicitor.

THOMAS VERNON OTTAWAY, LL.B., Barrister and Solicitor.

BRIAN PATRICK O'KEEFE, B.L., Barrister and Solicitor.

ARTHUR DEAN PEARCE, Barrister and Solicitor.

MARTIN CHARLES MARKS, LL.B., Barrister and Solicitor.

KENNETH PAUL, LL.B., Barrister and Solicitor.

JOHN FOUHY KEARNEY, LL.B., Barrister-at-Law.

ECONOMICS AND COMMERCE

Commerce and Business Administration—

Full-time Officers:

Professor FREDERICK JOHN WILLET, D.S.C., M.A. (Cantab.), Director of Summer School of Business Administration, HAROLD FARLOW CRAIG, F.A. (W.A.), D.C.S. (Harv.), A.C.A.A.

Senior Lecturer in Industrial Administration, GEOFFREY THOMAS BILLS, M.B.A. (Columbia), B.Com.

Part-time Officers:

Lecturer in Marketing, ARTHUR GORDON WHITIAM, B.A., B.Com.

Tutor in Marketing, DAVID THEODORE BOTTOMLEY, B.Sc., B.Ed.

Tutors in Industrial Administration,

WILLIAM JOHN BYRT, B.Com., M.A.

WILLIAM PETER BUTLER, B.Com.

WILFRED THOMAS WHITE, B.Com., F.R.M.T.C., F.I.M. (Lond.).

Economic Research—

Full-time Officer:

Professor RICHARD IVAN DOWNING, B.A., Dip.Ec. (Cantab.), Research Officer and Assistant to the Dean: JOHN HERBERT REEVES, B.A.

Institute of Applied Economic Research—

Director, RONALD FRANK HENDERSON, M.A., Ph.D. (Cantab.), Research Fellow, PETER CHARLES STUBBS, M.A. (Cantab.).

Economics—

Full-time Officers:

Professor (Truby Williams Chair) WILFRED PREST, M.A. (Leeds), M.A. (Com.) (Manchester), M.Com.

Professor JOSEPH EZRA ISAAC, Ph.D. (Lond.), B.Com.

Associate Professor MUKIEP JEAN POGLAIZE, M.B.E., M.Com.

Readers, KENNETH ALAN BLAKEY, B.A. (N.Z.), M.Sc. (Econ.) (Lond.), D.Phil. (Oxon), M.Com. (On leave).

CHARLES SAMUEL SOPER, B.Com.

Senior Lecturers, BARBU NICULESCU, M.A. (Cantab.), B.Sc. (Econ.), Ph.D. (Lond.).

ALAN HOWARD BOXER, B.Phil. (Oxon), B.A.

JAMES OLIVER NEWTON PERKINS, M.A., Ph.D. (Cantab.).

Lecturer, LESLIE ROY WEBB, B.Phil. (Oxon), A.U.A.

RAYMOND JOHN ALBERT HARPER, B.Com.

Lecturer, LESLIE ROY WEBB, B.Phil. (Lond.), B.Com.

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR STEWART DEEBLE, B.Com., A.A.S.A., L.H.A.

DONALD PHILIP GRAHAME, B.Com.

ALAN WILLIAM GUNTER, B.Com.
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JOHN HAYLES, B.Com., A.A.S.A.
ARNOLD KAN, B.Com.
JOSEPH ERNEST SULLIVAN, B.Com.
Senior Tutors, ROBERT GEORGE GREGORY, B.Com.
HARRY ANDREW GOSS, B.Com.
WILLIAM EDWIN NORTON, B.Com.
GEOFFREY LEWIS REVEL DIXON, B.Com.

Part-time Officers:
Temporary Senior Tutors, FRANCIS JAMES ARCHER, B.Com.
JOHN BENFIELD BATTRICK, B.Com.
EDMUND CHARLES BROWNBILL, B.Com.
BRIAN JAMES DIXON, B.Com.
NEVILLE THOMAS DROHAN, B.Com.
HAROLD VICTOR FEEHAN, B.Com.
NORMAN WILLIAM FREDERICK FISHER, B.Com.
ALAN ARTHUR FROOMES, B.Com., B.A. (Oxon).
KENNETH ROBINSON GRAHAM, B.Com.
PETER CHARLES JOYCE, B.Com.
LEO ROY MAGLEN, B.Com.
RUSSELL JAY RECHNER, B.Ec. (Adel.).
BRIAN SHEEHAN.
VICTOR SUBOCZ, B.Com.
YEOW EU MING, B.Com.

Economic Geography—

Full-time Officers:
Senior Lecturer-in-Charge, MARY MOORE BAYNE, M.A., Dip.Ed.
Senior Lecturer, ROBERT KENT WILSON, Ph.D. (A.N.U.), B.A. (N.Z.), M.A. (Lond.).
Lecturers, CLIFFORD SELBY WOODS, B.Com.
Assistant Lecturers, A.EGON JOSEPH DONATH, M.A. (Vienna).
B. GEORGE RUSSEL WEBB, M.Com.
CLIVE BEED, B.Com.
Senior Tutor, SALOMON PULVER, Ph.D. (Vienna).
Tutor, EDNA NURSE, B.Com., Dip.Ed.

Part-time Officers:
Tutors, NORMAN GILL, B.A., Dip.Ed.
ARTHUR GRAHAM WARD, M.A. (N.Z.), Dip.Ed.
JOHN FLOWERS, B.Com.
BRIAN SPICER, B.Com.
JOHN SALTAU, B.Com.

Economic History—

Full-time Officers:
Professor WILLIAM WOODRUFF, M.A. (Oxon), B.Sc. (Econ.) (Lond.), Ph.D. (Notts), Dip.Econ. and Pol.Sc (Oxon), M.Com.
Senior Lecturers, EDGARS DUNSDORFS, M.A., D.Ec (Riga), M.Com.
GEORGE TAKASHI KOTONO, B.Sc. (Tokyo), Ph.D. (Hokkaido) (Associate Professor, University of Hokkaido, Japan).
Lecturers, EDWARD ALAN BEEVER, B.A. (Oxon).
ALLAN GEORGE THOMPSON, B.Com., Dip.Ed.
Tutor, RAOUL MIDDELMANN, A.B. (Cornell), Diplom-Volkswirt (Frankfurt).

Part-time Officers:
Tutors, BENJAMIN JOSEPH MUNDAY, B.A., Dip.Ed.
JAMES HANNA, B.Com.
JOHN SHAW, B.A.
Research Assistant, TAN Tjin Kie, Dr.Econ. (Rotterdam).
Research Fellow, HIROYOSHI ISHIGAKI, B.Econ. (Tokyo), D.Econ. (Hokkaido).

Accountancy—

Full-time Officers:
Acting Professor, JEAN ST. GEORGE KERR, M.S. (Columbia), B.Com., A.A.S.A.
Senior Lecturers, EDWARD MCLAREN HOLMES, B.Com., F.C.A.
BASIL JOHN McMahan, B.Com., A.A.S.A.
MARTIN OTTO JAGER, B.Com., A.A.S.A.
Senior Lecturer in Commercial Law, GERARD PATRICK NASH, LL.M. (Tas.), LL.B.
Lecturer, ROBERT WILLIAM GIBSON, B.Com., A.A.S.A.
Assistant Lecturers, ALAN GEORGE TOPP, B.Com., A.A.S.A.
HANS PETER HAIN, Dr.Merc.Rer. (Vienna), A.A.S.A., A.C.I.S.
Senior Tutor in Accounting, CARRICK ALLEN MARTIN, B.Com., Dip.Ed.
Tutor in Accounting, JOAN WINIFRED SAUNDERS, B.Com., A.A.S.A.
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Part-time Officers:
Lecturer, JOHN ROYDEN BAILLANTYNE, B.Com., F.A.S.A.
Lecturer in Commercial Law, STANLEY GEORGE HOGG, B.Com., LL.M.
Tutors, GRAHAM JOHN ALLEN, B.Com., B.Ed., A.A.S.A.
KEVIN PERCY BALSON, B.Com., A.A.S.A.
KEITH GRAVEL, B.Com.
WILLIAM JOSEPH PERAZZO, B.Com., A.A.S.A.
THOMAS FRANCIS HACKETT, B.Com., Dip.Ed., A.A.S.A.
JOSEPH THOMAS PROWSE, B.Com., A.A.S.A.
ALAN THOMAS SORRELL, B.Com., A.A.S.A.
LOUIS JOSEPH MANGAN, B.Com., A.A.S.A.
MATTHEW HAROLD HUNTER, B.Com., Dip.Ed., A.A.S.A.
MICHAEL JOHN CROSBI, B.Com.
DAVID GARY BOYMAL, B.Com.
DAVID RINGSLEY LOONEY, B.Com.

Tutors in Commercial Law, JAMES FINDLAY PATRICK, LL.M.
IVOR JOHN GREENWOOD, LL.M.
JOHN EDWARD DATE, LL.B.
PETER ANTHONY LIDDELL, LL.B.
FRANCIS GILBERT DYETT, LL.B.
JOHN JOSEPH HEDIGAN, LL.B.
FADDON STOREY, LL.M.
GAY VANDELEUR TOLHURST, LL.B.
GEORGE HAMPHEL, LL.B.
DOUGLAS GILBERT WILLIAMSON, LL.B.
LOUIS CAREW VOUARD, B.A., LL.B., A.A.S.A.
MICHAEL O'BYRNE RICHARDSON, LL.B.
HARTOG BERKELEY, Barrister-at-Law.
WILLIAM FREDERICK ORMISTON, LL.B.
THOMAS ANTHONY NEESHAM, LL.B. (Lond.).

Science

Full-time Officers:
Professor of Physical Chemistry, ALAN STUART BUCHANAN, B.Sc., Ph.D., F.R.A.C.I.
Professor of Inorganic Chemistry, RAYMOND LESLIE MARTIN, Ph.D. (Canterb.), M.Sc., F.R.A.C.I.

Senior Lecturers in Physical Chemistry,
JOHN ROBERT ANDERSON, B.Sc. (N.S.W.), Ph.D. (Canterb.), A.R.A.C.I.
PETER JAMES FENSHAM, Ph.D. (Brist. and Cantab.), M.Sc., A.R.A.C.I. (On leave.)

Senior Lecturers in Inorganic Chemistry,
THOMAS ALOYSIUS O'DONNELL, M.Sc., Ph.D., F.R.A.C.I.
DONALD RICHARD STRANKS, M.Sc., Ph.D., A.R.A.C.I.

Senior Lecturers in Organic Chemistry,
EMILY FAY MORRISON STEPHENSON, Ph.D. (Glas.), M.Sc., A.R.A.C.I.

Lecturers in Physical Chemistry,
ROBERT ARROLL CRAIG, D.Phil. (Oxon), M.Sc.
JOAN TREASURE RADFORD, B.Sc. (On leave.)
WALTER DAVID McTIGUE, D.Phil. (Oxon), M.Sc., A.R.A.C.I.
COLIN GRANT BARRACLOUGH, Ph.D. (Lond.), M.Sc., A.M.T.C., A.R.A.C.I.
RONALD COOPER, B.Sc., Ph.D. (Leeds).

Lecturers in Inorganic Chemistry,
ALAN TERENCE CASEY, B.Sc. (Manitoba), M.Sc. (Br. Columbia), Ph.D. (Canterb.).
(Temporary) CHANDRAKANT RAMCHANDRA KANEKAR, M.Sc., Ph.D. (Bombay and Lond.).

Lecturers in Organic Chemistry,
QUENTIN NOEL PORTER, M.Sc., Ph.D., A.R.A.C.I.
JOHN MICHAEL LAWLOR, B.Sc., Ph.D. (Lond.).

Assistant Lecturer A in Physical Chemistry,
ALAN ARTHUR HUMFFRAY, B.Sc. (Syd.).

Assistant Lecturer A in Inorganic Chemistry,
WARREN WILLIAM FEE, B.Sc. Ph.D. (Adel.).

Senior Demonstrators, MAUREEN FLORENCE MACKAY, B.Sc. (Syd.).
MARGARITA MINGIN, M.Sc., Ph.D.
DONALD FERGUSSON STEWART, M.Sc.
WILLIAM ROBB, M.Sc. (Rand).

Assistant Lecturer B in Chemistry,
VALDA MAY HERAUD, B.Sc., B.Ed., A.R.A.C.I.
IAN MAXWELL RITCHIE, M.A. (Canterb.).

HAROLD EDGAR Mc Donald, B.Sc. (Belfast).
JOHN MICHAEL EWARDS, M.A. (Canterb.).
BRIAN LLOYD JOHNSON, M.Sc., A.R.A.C.I.
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Demonstrator, WILLIAM GEORGE BALDWIN, M.Sc. (Man.).
Research Fellows, GEORGE WINTER, M.Sc. (N.S.W.).
DEMONSTRATOR, ROBERT THOMAS, B.Sc., Ph.D. (Lond.).
Demonstrator in Glass Technology, HEINS AUGUST KAMPHAUSEN.

Terminal Courses—
Senior Lecturer, NORMAN HENRY OLVER, M.Sc., A.R.A.C.I.
Assistant Lecturer, HEATHER MARGARET SANDERS, M.Sc. (Syd.).
Senior Demonstrator, GILLIAN MURIEL LANE, B.Sc. (Lond.).

Part-time Officers:
Lecturer, DENIS ROBERT DRISCOLL, B.Sc., Dip.Ed., A.R.A.C.I.
Senior Demonstrator, JEAN LOGAN ALEXANDER, M.Sc., A.R.A.C.I.

Chemistry (R.A.A.F. Academy)—
Lecturer, DONALD MARDER DOUGLAS, B.Sc. (W.A.), A.R.A.C.I.

Physics—
Full-time Officers:
Professor of Experimental Physics, DAVID EDMUND CARO, Ph.D. (Birm.), M.Sc., F.Inst.P.
Professor of Theoretical Physics, COURTNEY BALTHAZAR OPPENHEIM MOHR, DONALD DEL, M.Sc., F.Inst.P.
Professor (Chair of Manufactures Chair), JOHN MAXWELL COWLEY, D.Sc. (Adel.), Ph.D. (M.I.T.), F.Inst.P.
Reader, BRIAN MALIN SPICER, M.Sc., Ph.D. F.Inst.P.
Reader in Automatic Computing, FRANK HIRST, M.Sc., Ph.D., F.Inst.P.
Honorary Senior Associate in Solid State Physics, WALTER BOAS, B.Sc.

Full-time Officers:
Professor of Experimental Physics, DAVID EDMUND CARO, Ph.D. (Birm.), M.Sc., F.Inst.P.
Professor of Theoretical Physics, COURTNEY BALTHAZAR OPPENHEIM MOHR, DONALD DEL, M.Sc., F.Inst.P.
Professor (Chair of Manufactures Chair), JOHN MAXWELL COWLEY, D.Sc. (Adel.), Ph.D. (M.I.T.), F.Inst.P.
Reader, BRIAN MALIN SPICER, M.Sc., Ph.D. F.Inst.P.
Reader in Automatic Computing, FRANK HIRST, M.Sc., Ph.D., F.Inst.P.
Honorary Senior Associate in Solid State Physics, WALTER BOAS, B.Sc.

Part-time Officers:
Lecturer, ALEXANDER RENFREW MILLER, Ph.D. (Cantab.), F.Inst.P.
Demonstrator, HILARY JANET STEPHEN, B.Sc. (St. Andrews).

Mathematics (R.A.A.F. Academy)—
Professor BASIL CAMERON RENNIE, Ph.D. (Cantab.), M.A.
Senior Lecturer, DONALD ROSS WATSON, M.A., B.Sc., Dip.Ed.
Lecturer, MICHAEL JOHN CHRISTOPHER BAKER, M.A. (Cantab.).

Computation Laboratory—
Senior Lecturer, WILLIAM ROY FLOWER, B.A., B.Sc.
Lecturer, REX PHILIP HARRIS, M.Sc. (N.Z.).

Geology—
Full-time Officers:
Professor EDWIN SHERBON HILLS, Ph.D. (Lond.), D.Sc., D.I.C., F.A.I.P., E.R.S.
Acting Professor, CHARLES MAURICE TATTAM, Ph.D. (Lond.), Sc.D. (Colorado Sch. Min.), B.Sc.
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Reader in Geophysics, COLIN KERR GRANT, B.A. (Cantab.), B.Sc. (Adel.), M.Sc., F.R.A.S.

Senior Lecturers, OWEN PEMBER SINGLETON, Ph.D. (Cantab.), M.Sc.

FRANCIS CLIFFORD BEAVIS, B.Sc., Ph.D.

REGINALD TERRENCE MATHEWS, M.Sc. (Q'land).

ROBERT JOSEPH WILLIAM MCLAUGHLIN, M.Sc. (N.Z.), Ph.D. (Cantab.).

CLIFFORD DAVID OLLIER, M.Sc. (Bristol).

Lecturers, MARCUS ALDRIDGE HUDSON MARSDEN, B.Sc.

GEORGE ANTHONY THOMAS, B.Sc., Ph.D.

Assistant Lecturer, JAMES MAURICE BOWLER, M.Sc.

Senior Demonstrator in Geophysics, LESLIE JOHN STARKEY, B.Sc. (Qld.).

Demonstrators, ELIZABETH JEAN CARROLL, B.Sc.

THOMAS ALWYNNE DARRAGH, B.Sc., Dip.Ed.

Research Assistant, CECILY JOAN FINLAY, B.Sc. (Syd.).

Zoology—

Professor MICHAEL JAMES DENHAM WHITE, D.Sc. (Lond.), M.Sc., F.A.A., F.R.S.

(On leave to September, 1963.)

Acting Professor, FRANK HARVEY DRUMMOND, B.Sc. (W.A.), Ph.D. (Lond.), M.Sc.

Reader in Human Genetics, PETER ANGAS PARSONS, B.Ag.Sc (Adel.), Ph.D. (Cantab.), M.Sc.

Reader in Physiological Zoology, GEOFFREY BURNSTOCK, Ph.D. (Lond.), M.Sc.

Senior Lecturers, WILLIAM BOARDMAN, M.Sc. (Syd. and Melb.).

ALISTAIR GRAEME WILLIS, M.Sc. (Wales and Melb.).

MURRAY LITTLEJOHN, Ph.D. (W.A.).

Lecturers, MARY MERCY GUNSON, M.Sc.

JOHN ALEXANDER THOMSON, M.Sc. (Wales and Melb.).

RALPH HERBERT MILLER, B.Sc., Dip.Ed.

Senior Demonstrators, VINCENT ANTHONY STRANGIO, M.Sc.

JON MARTIN, M.Sc.

Demonstrators, MARGARET JOAN WOOD, B.Sc.

ANGUS MARTIN, B.Sc. (Witwatersrand).

PETER MAXWELL ROBINSON, B.Sc.

North Atlantic Treaty Organization Post Doctoral Fellow, JAMES HENRY OLIVER, Ph.D. (Kansas).

Senior Research Fellow, NIKOLAI DOBROTWORSKY, M.Sc. (Leningrad and Melb.), Ph.D.

Research Assistant, JENNIFER CHENEY, B.Sc. (W.A.).

Botany—

Full-time Officers:—

Professor JOHN STEWART TURNER, M.A., Ph.D. (Cantab.), M.Sc., F.A.A.

Reader, RAYMOND LOUIS SPECHT, M.Sc., Ph.D. (Adel.).

Senior Lecturers, MARGARET BLACKWOOD, Ph.D. (Cantab.), M.Sc.

KINGSLEY SPENCER ROWAN, Ph.D. (Cantab.), M.Sc.

TOM FINNIS NEALES, M.A. (Oxon), Ph.D. (Lond.).

SOPHIE CHARLOTTE DUCKER, M.Sc.

LYLE BOYCE THROWER, M.Sc.

FREDERICK LESLIE MILLER, M.P.S. (Lond.), B.Sc. (Wales), Ph.D. (Kansas).

Lecturers, DAVID HUNGERFORD ASHTON, B.Sc., Ph.D.

THOMAS CARRICK CHAMBERS, M.Sc. (N.Z.), Ph.D. (Syd.).


Senior Demonstrators, DONALD FREDERICK GAFF, M.Sc.

STELLA LAVINIA THROWER, B.Sc.

GRETNA MARGARET WEST, M.Sc.

Senior Research Officer, SUZANNE LAWLESS DUIGAN, Ph.D. (Cantab.), M.Sc.

Part-time Officers:—

Keeper of the Herbarium, ETHEL IRENE McLENNAN, D.Sc.

Research Fellow, ISABEL CLIFTON COOKSON, D.Sc.

Senior Demonstrator, OLIVE BESSIE LAWSON, B.Sc., Ph.D. (Aberd.).

Microscopy—

Laboratory: Officer-in-Charge and Part-time Lecturer, ERNST ARTHUR FRANZ MATTHAEI, Dip.Optics (Jena).

Senior Demonstrator, RONALD JOWETT OLDFIELD, B.Sc.

Anthropology—

Full-time Officer:—

University Research Fellow, DONALD FINLAY FERGUSSON THOMSON, O.B.E., Ph.D. (Cantab.), D.Sc., Dip.Anthrop. (Cantab. and Syd.).

Forestry—

Full-time Officers:—

Reader-in-Charge, JOHN HARDING CHINNER, B.Sc. (Oxon), B.Sc., Dip.For. (Vic.).

Senior Lecturer in Forest Management, ALFRED JOHN LESLIE, B.Sc.F., Dip.For. (Cres.).

Lecturer in Forest Inventory, JOHN ANTONY HOWARD, M.For. (Minnesota), B.Sc., Dip.For. (Bangor).
Part-time Officers:

Lecturer in Principles of Statistics, JOHANNES STEPHANUS MARITZ, M.Sc. (Johannesburg).*

Lecturer in Forest Economics, ARTHUR WEETMAN, B.Com., Dip.For. (Vic.).

Lecturer in Forest Products:

Under the supervision of the following officers of the Division of Forest Products of the C.S.I.R.O.:


Seasoning and Veneers and Glueing, GEORGE WILLIAM WRIGHT, B.E. (W.A.), A.M.I.E.

Preservation, NORMAN EDWIN TAMBLYN, M.Sc. (Agric.) (W.A.).

Utilisation, RAYMOND FREDERICK TURNBULL, B.E. (W.A.), A.M.I.E.

Lecturer in Silviculture, RONALD JEFFREY GROSE, Ph.D., B.Sc. (For.), Dip.For. (Cres.).

Meteorology—

Full-time Officers:

Reader-in-Charge, UWE RADOK, B.Mech.Eng. (Munich), Ph.D.

Lecturer in Glaciology, PETER SCHWERDTFEGER, M.Sc., Ph.D. (McGill).

Assistant Lecturer, MARTIN JAMES DITMAR JENSSEN, M.Sc.

Research Assistant, ALISON MARJORIE GRANT, M.Sc.

Part-time Officers:

Lecturer in Structural Glaciology, JOHN McANDREW, Ph.D. (Toronto), B.Sc., A.M.Aus.I.M.M.

Lecturer in Micrometeorology, DAVID EDGAR ANGUS, Ph.D. (Calif.), B.Sc.

Languages (Science Courses)—

Full-time Officers:

Senior Lecturer-in-Charge: EDWARD KEITH HORWOOD, M.A.

Senior Lecturer, ANITA HEDWIG RODGERS, LL.D. (Giessen).

Lecturer, GERDA MEYER, M.A.*

Lecturer in Science Russian, RICHARD JANUSZ ZATORSKI, M.A.

APPLIED SCIENCE

Full-time Officers:

Dean and Head of Department: Professor JOHN NEILL GREENWOOD, D.Sc. (Manchester and Melbourne), M.Met.E.


Lecturers, BRYAN MICHAEL GATEHOUSE, B.Sc. (Tas.), M.Sc. (N.S.W.), Ph.D. (Lond.), OŠKAR DELATYCKI, Dipl.-Ing. (Munich).

Assistant Lecturer, A. GRAEME JOHN PRATT, B.Sc.

Administrative Assistant to the Dean, CYNTHIA RAE LOUIS, B.A. (Queensland).

Part-time Officer:

Tutor, ELIZABETH WAYNE HAMANN, B.A. (Syd.).

AGRICULTURE

Full-time Officers:

Professor HOWARD CARLYLE FORSTER, Ph.D. (Iowa), M.Agr.Sc.

Reader in Physiology of Domestic Animals, DEREK EDWARD TRIBE, B.Sc. (Agric.) (Oxford), Ph.D. (Aberdeen).

Reader in Agricultural Biochemistry, FRANCIS JOHN RAYMOND HIRD, Ph.D. (Cantab.), M.Agr.Sc.

Reader in Agricultural Engineering, GILBERT HOWARD VASEY, B.C.E., A.M.I.E.

Senior Lecturers in Agriculture, YVONNE AITKEN, M.Agr.Sc., JOHN HEATHERBELL WILSON, Ph.D. (Lond.), B.Agr.Sc.

Senior Lecturer in Animal Husbandry, NORMAN TULLOII, M.Agr.Sc.

Senior Lecturer in Agricultural Economics, ALAN GRAHAME LLOYD, B.Ec. (Syd.).

Senior Lecturer in Rural Sociology, HARTLEY ARNOLD PRESSER, B.A.

Lecturer in Agriculture (at Dookie Agricultural College), DAVID FLOYD SMITH, M.Agr.Sc. (Adel.).

Administrative Assistant to the Dean, ALEC BROOKE CASHMORE, B.Sc. (Agric.), M.Sc. (Adel.).

Part-time Officers:

Lecturer in Agricultural Engineering, ALFRED KEITH TURNER, B.C.E., M.E., A.M.I.E.Aust.*

Lecturer in Agricultural Bacteriology, ROSE MUSHIN, M.Sc., Ph.D.

Lecturers in Agricultural Botany,

Professor JOHN STEWART TURNER, M.A., Ph.D. (Cantab.), M.Sc., F.A.A.*

RAYMOND LOUIS SPECHT, M.Sc., Ph.D. (Adel.).

MARGARET BLACKWOOD, Ph.D. (Cantab.), M.Sc.*

TOM FINNIS NEALES, M.A. (Oxon), Ph.D. (Lond.).

DOUGLAS GEORGE PARBERY, B.Agr.Sc. (Syd.).

Lecturer in Biochemistry (Agriculture Course), LINDSAY MICHAEL BIRT, Ph.D., B.Sc., B.Agr.Sc., D.Phil. (Oxon).*

* Full-time officer with part-time duties in the Department mentioned.
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Lecturer in Physiology (Agriculture Course), DOUGLAS ALAN COATS, M.B., B.S.
(Adel.).*
Lecturer in Animal Health and Production, COLIN JOHN RICHARD GORRIE, B.V.Sc.*
Lecturers in Horticultural Science, PAUL BAXTER, M.Agr.Sc.
RONALD ARTHUR MULLETT, B.Agr.Sc.
The Principal (JAMES LESLIE PROVAN, B.Agr.Sc.) and members of the staff of Dookie Agricultural College.

Agricultural Chemistry—
Full-time Officers:
Professor GEOFFREY WINTHROP LEEPER, M.Sc, F.R.A.C.I.
Lecturer, GERT PETER BRINER, B.Sc. (W.A.), M.Sc. (New Eng.), Ph.D., A.R.A.C.I.
Part-time Officer:

VETERINARY SCIENCE

Veterinary Medicine—
Full-time Officer:
Professor DOUGLAS CHARLES BLOOD, B.V.Sc. (Syd.).

VETERINARY PATHOLOGY—
Full-time Officer:
Professor KENNETH VINCENT FINLAYSON JUBB, B.V.Sc. (Syd.), M.Sc., Ph.D.

VETERINARY RESEARCH INSTITUTE

Full-time Officers:
Director, EDWARD MURRAY PULLAR, D.V.Sc.
Senior Veterinary Research Officer, COLIN JOHN RICHARD GORRIE, B.V.Sc. (Syd.).
Veterinary Research Officers, THOMAS EVAN JONES, B.V.Sc. (Syd.).
DAVID DOWNER LEAVER, B.V.Sc. (Syd.), M.Sc.
Biochemists, NORMA HILDA SCHUSTER, B.Sc.
ANNA KATHERINE GASKELL, B.Sc.
Milk Bacteriologists, JEAN DUDLEY EALES, M.Sc.
JEAN SWAN, M.Sc.

MEDICINE

Experimental Neurology—
Full-time Officer:
Professor SYDNEY SUNDERLAND, C.M.G., D.Sc., M.D., B.S., F.R.A.C.S., F.R.A.C.P., F.A.A.

Anatomy—
Full-time Officers:
Professor LESLIE JOHN RAY, M.B., B.S., Ph.D. (On leave.)
Acting Professor, Associate Professor in Anatomy and Reader in Medical History,
KENNETH FITZPATRICK RUSSELL, M.B., M.S., F.R.A.C.S.
Reader in Histology and Embryology, JOHN OCHILTREE LAVARACK, M.B., B.S., Ph.D.
Reader in Anatomy, ALEXANDER FRANCIS ROCHE, M.B., B.S., Ph.D.
Senior Lecturer, GEOFFREY CHARLES TREADGOLD KENNY, M.B., B.S. (O'land).
Senior Lecturer in Histology and Embryology, NEIL CAMERON RAoul MERRILLEES, M.B., B.S.

Physiology—
Full-time Officers:
Professor ROY DOUGLAS WRIGHT, M.B., M.S., D.Sc., F.R.A.C.P.
Readers, WILFRED TALBOT AGAR, B.Sc. (Melb. and Oxon), M.B., B.S.
EVERTON ROWE TRETHEWIE, M.D., M.B., B.S., F.R.A.C.P.
Senior Lecturers, DOUGLAS ALAN COATS, M.B., B.S. (Adel.).
DAVID JOHN DEWHURST, B.A., M.Sc., Ph.D.
PATRICIA PRICE KEOGH, M.Sc.
MARY HAZEL DEAN CHENNELL, B.Sc., Ph.D. (Lond.).
Lecturer, MARGARET ANN RESSOM, Pharmacy. (Lond.).
Senior Demonstrator, MARGARET HUTCHINSON.
Demonstrators, ELVIE MARELYN WINTOUR, B.Sc.
JOHN RICHARD HILL, B.Sc.

Part-time Officer:
Senior Lecturer, AUDREY JOSEPHINE CAHN, B.Agr.Sc., Dip.Diet.*

Pharmacology—
Full-time Officers:
Professor FRANK HERBERT SHAW, Ph.D. (Lond.), M.Sc.
Senior Lecturer, SHIRLEY ESTELLE SIMON, Ph.D., M.Sc.
Lecturer, KEITH DOUGLAS CAIRNCROSS, M.A. (Oxon).
Senior Demonstrators, DAVID WOODLAND BRUCE, M.A. (Aberdeen).
WILLIAM LANG, B.Sc.

Biochemistry—
Full-time Officers:
Professor VICTOR MARTIN TRIKOJUS, D.Sc. (Syd.), D.Phil. (Oxon), M.Sc., F.A.A.
Associate Professor, WILLIAM ARTHUR RAWLINSON, M.Sc.

* Full-time officer with part-time duties in the Department mentioned.
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Reader in Biochemistry, JOHN WILLIAMSON LEGGE, M.Sc.
Reader in Agricultural Biochemistry, FRANCIS JOHN RAYMOND HIRD, Ph.D.
Senior Lecturer in Nutrition and Applied Dietetics, AUDREY JOSEPHINE CAHN, B.Agri.Sc, Dip.Diet.
Senior Lecturers, MARY TERESA MCQUILLAN, M.Sc., Ph.D.
CHARLES ALBERT MICHAEL MAURITZEN, Ph.D. (Edin.), A.H.W.C., A.R.I.C.
ROBERT WILLIAM HENDERSON, B.Sc., Ph.D.
BRUCE ARTHUR STONE, Ph.D. (Lond.), B.Sc.
Lecturers, MURIEL GRACE CRABTREE, M.Sc.
MAXWELL ARTHUR MARGINSON, B.Sc.
PAMELA ELLEN EMMA TODD, B.Sc., Ph.D.
LINDSAY MICHAEL BIRT, Ph.D., B.Sc. B.Agri.Sc., D.Phil. (Oxon).
LLOYD ROSS FINCH, Ph.D., B.Sc. (W.A.).
Senior Demonstrators, BARRIE ERNEST DAVIDSON, B.Agri.Sc.
CHRISTOPHER HASTINGS MOORE, B.Sc. (St. Andrews).
Demonstrator, MARGARET FRANCES McLEOD, B.Sc.

Part-time Officers:
Principal Research Officer, FREDERICK DARIEN COLLINS, M.Sc. (N.Z.), Ph.D. (Liverpool), F.R.I.C.
Senior Research Officer, GEORGE RICHARD JAGO, H.D.D., B.Sc. (Syd.), Ph.D.
Senior Associate, CAMERON WILLIAM BAIRD, M.D., B.S., B.Sc., Ph.D., M.R.A.C.P., M.C.P.A.

Pathology—

Full-time Officers:
Associate Professor GEORGE SWANSON CHRISTIE, M.D., B.S., F.R.A.C.S., M.C.P.A.
Senior Lecturers, JOHN VICTOR HURLEY, M.B., B.S., Ph.D., M.R.A.C.P., M.C.P.A.
WILLIAM MENZIES, M.R. Ch.B. (Glasgow), Ph.D.
Senior Lecturer in Neuropathology, ROSS MCDONALD ANDERSON, M.B., B.S., Ph.D., M.C.P.A. (On leave.)
Lecturer (Stewart), NANCY JOAN HAYWARD, Ph.D. (Lond.), M.Sc.
Lecturers, JOHN DAMIEN TANGE, M.B., B.S., M.R.C.P., M.R.A.C.P.
STANLEY WEINER, M.D. (Zurich).

Lecturers in Chemical Pathology,
NORMAN ELLIOTT WHITE McCALMUM, M.Sc., Ph.D., F.R.A.C.I.
JAMES GILBERT SCROGGIE, M.Sc., Ph.D.
Lecturer in Forensic Chemistry, RONALD CECIL BAYLY, M.Sc., A.M.T.C.
Research Fellows, IAN KENNETH BUCKLEY, M.B., B.S., Ph.D.
PETER EVANS HUGHES, M.B., B.S., Ph.D.
GISDON STOREY, D.D.Sc., Ph.D.
NICHOLAS XEROS, B.Sc., Ph.D. (Cantab.).
Research Scholars, KATHRYN NAKASHIAN HAM, B.A. (Calif.), M.D. (Chicago), Ph.D. (On leave.)
ANNE GILMOUR JABARA, M.Sc., Ph.D.

Part-time Officers:
Senior Associates in Pathology,
HANS FREDERICK BETTINGER, M.D. (Breslau), F.R.A.C.P., M.C.P.A.
SHEILA CLIFTON, M.D., B.S., M.R.A.C.P., M.C.P.A.
JOHN FRANCIS FUNDER, B.Sc., M.B., B.S., F.R.A.C.P.
GRACE WILLY HUGH GREER, M.R. M.B., B.S. (Lond.), M.C.P.A.
JOHN DOUGLAS HICKS, M.B., B.S., M.R.A.C.P., M.C.P.A.
ALAN VAUGHAN JACKSON, M.D., B.S., M.R.A.C.P., M.C.P.A.
IAN LLEWELYN WILLIAMS, M.D., M.B., B.S., M.C.P.A.
Demonstrator (Beany Scholar), Vacant.
Special Lecturer in Pathology to Dental Students, VERNON DOUGLAS PUECKHAHN, M.D., B.S., M.C.P.A.
Lecturer/Demonstrators, BRUCE JUSTIN ROBINSON, M.D., B.S., M.R.A.C.P.
MICHAEL PHILIP KENDAL SHOObRIDGE, M.D., B.S., D.C.P. (Lond.), M.C.P.A.

Bacteriology—

Full-time Officers:
Professor SYDNEY DATILLO RUBBO, B.Sc. (Syd.), Ph.D. (Lond.), M.D., B.S., Dip.Bact. (Lond.), M.P.S. (Syd.).
Associate Professor DAVID FRANCIS GRAY, B.V.Sc. (Syd.), B.Sc. (Q'land), M.D., B.V.Sc., Dip.Bact. (Lond.), M.P.S.
Readers, FRANK WILLIAM ERNEST GIBSON, D.Phil. (Oxon), B.Sc.
(On leave.)
Senior Lecturers, ROSE MUSHIN, M.Sc., Ph.D.
NANCY MILLIS, Ph.D. (Bristol), M.Agr.Sc. (On leave.)
JOAN FORREST GARDNER, D.Phil. (Oxon), M.Sc.
BERNARD LILIENTHAL, B.Sc., D.D.Sc. (Syd.), D.Phil. (Oxon).
GEOFFREY NORTON COOPER, M.Sc., Ph.D.
Lecturer, COLIN HERBERT DOY, B.Sc. (Wales), Ph.D., A.R.I.C., A.R.A.C.I.

* Full-time officer with part-time duties in the Department mentioned.
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Senior Demonstrators, HILARY MARGARET OLIPHANT, B.Sc.
BARBARA FARGIE, B.Sc.
IAN HOLMES, B.Sc, Ph.D. (A.N.U.)
LYNETTE HOWDEN, B.Sc.

Laboratory Manager, VICTOR FREDERICK HOPE, A.I.M.L.T.

Full-time Officers (Diagnostic Microbiology):
Bacteriologists, THOMAS MACAVAN, A.I.M.L.T.

JENNIFER TAPLIN, B.Sc.
CHRISTINE DUCKETT, A.I.M.L.T.

Part-time Officers (Teaching):
Professor SIR FRANK MACFARLANE BURNET, O.M., M.D., Ph.D. (Lond.), Sc.D. (Cantab.), F.R.S., F.R.C.P., F.R.A.C.P., F.A.A.,
ERIC LANCELOT FRENCH, M.Sc. (Adel.), Ph.D.
BRYAN CRAIG AEKINS STRATFORD, M.D., B.S.*
JOAN SCHIAVONE, M.B., B.S., M.C.P.A.

ALLAN EDWARD DUXBURY, M.B., B.S.
SAUL WIENER, M.D., B.S., Ph.D.

Full-time Officers (Teaching):
Professor RICHARD ROBERT HAYNES LOVELL, M.D., B.S. (Lond.), M.R.C.P., M.R.A.C.P., M.C.P.A.
First Assistant and Reader, AUSTIN ERIC DOYLE, M.D., B.S. (Lond.), M.R.C.P., M.R.A.C.P.
First Assistant, ROGER AZIZ MELICK, M.B., B.S. (Syd.), M.R.C.P., F.R.A.C.P. (On leave.)
First Assistant in Industrial Medicine, Vacant.
Third Assistant, PAUL JOHN NESTEL, M.B., B.S. (Syd.), M.R.A.C.P.

Research Fellow, MICHAEL ANTONY DENBOROUGH, M.B., Ch.B. (Cape Town), D.Phil. (Oxon), M.R.C.P., M.R.A.C.P.

Part-time Officers:
Senior Associates in Medicine, JOSEPH ROBERT EMMOTT FRASER, M.D., B.S., M.R.C.P., M.R.A.C.P.
PRISCILLA SHEATH KINCAID SMITH, B.Sc, M.B., B.Ch. (Witwatersrand), D.C.P. (Lond.), M.R.C.P., M.R.A.C.P.
Associate Research Fellows, KENNETH FAIRBURY FAIRLEY, M.D., B.S., M.R.C.P., M.R.A.C.P.
FRANK IAIN RUSSELL MARTIN, M.D., B.S., M.R.A.C.P.
Stewart Scholar, BRIAN LAWRENCE MARKS, M.B., B.S., M.R.C.P., M.R.A.C.P.

Ernest E. Atkins Senior Fellow in Industrial Medicine, Vacant.

Assistant Physician, GRAHAM WINDHAM COOPER, M.B., B.S., M.R.C.P., M.R.A.C.P.


Ernest E. Atkins Senior Fellow in Industrial Medicine, Vacant.

Assistant Physician, GRAHAM WINDHAM COOPER, M.B., B.S., M.R.C.P., M.R.A.C.P.

* Full-time officer with part-time duties.

Department of Medicine, St. Vincent's Hospital:

Full-time Officers:
Professor GORDON CARLE de GRUCHY, M.D., B.S., M.R.C.P., F.R.A.C.P., M.C.P.A.
FRANK IAIN RUSSELL MARTIN, M.D., B.S., M.R.A.C.P.

Part-time Officer:
Associate Physician, JOHN DAMIEN TANCE, M.B., B.S., M.R.C.P., M.R.A.C.P.
Surgery—

**Full-time Officers:**

First Assistant and Lecturer in Surgery to Dental Students, EDWARD AMBROSE ALLCOCK, M.B., Ch.B., B.D.S. (Manchester), F.D.S.R.C.S., F.R.C.S., F.R.A.C.S.  
Lecturer in Experimental Surgery, GEORGE BERCI, M.D.

**Part-time Officers:**

Lecturer, NEIL JOHNSON, M.B., M.S., F.R.C.S., F.R.A.C.S.  
Lecturer (Stewart Scholar), ALAN MORTON CUTHBERTSON, M.B., M.S., F.R.C.S., F.R.A.C.S.  
Lecturer (Guy Miller Tutor), JOHN TURNER HUESTON, M.B., M.S., F.R.C.S., F.R.A.C.S.  
Independent Lecturer in Surgical Anatomy, HOWARD IANFIELD EDDEY, B.Sc., M.B., B.S., F.R.C.S., F.R.A.C.S.  
Assistant Lecturers in Surgical Anatomy, ROBERT SUTHERLAND LAWSON, M.B., M.S., F.R.C.S., F.R.A.C.S.  
CHARLES DOUGLAS DONALD, M.B., B.S., L.R.C.P., F.R.C.S., F.R.A.C.S.  
Honorary Research Assistants, HOWARD IANFIELD EDDEY, B.Sc., M.B., B.S., F.R.C.S., F.R.A.C.S.  
Assistant Lecturers in Surgical Anatomy, ROBERT SUTHERLAND LAWSON, M.B., M.S., F.R.C.S., F.R.A.C.S.  
CHARLES DOUGLAS DONALD, M.B., B.S., L.R.C.P., F.R.C.S., F.R.A.C.S.  
Lecturer in Experimental Surgery, GEORGE BERCI, M.D.

Obstetrics and Gynaecology—

**Full-time Officers:**

Professorial Unit at Royal Women's Hospital—  
NORMAN ALBERT BEISCHNER, M.B., B.S., F.R.C.S. (Edin.), M.R.CO.G.  
First Assistant (Endocrinologist), JAMES BOYER BROWN, M.Sc. (N.Z.), Ph.D. (Edin.).  
Second Assistants, JANUS MEDERIC GARTAN FRAILLON, M.B., B.S.  
JOHN RICHARD HENRY FLEIGNER, M.B., B.S.  
PETER ANTHONY TYNAN, M.B., B.S.  
Assistant Lecturers A, LUCY FRANCES KERLEY, B.Sc., D.A.C, A.R.A.CI.  
MARGERY ADA SMITH, B.Sc.  
Thalia Roche Demonstrator in Obstetrics, RONALD McKENZIE ROME, M.B., B.S., D.G.O., F.R.C.O.G.

Child Health—

**Full-time Officers:**

First Assistant, ARTHUR LINDSEAY CLARK, M.D., B.S., M.R.A.C.P.  
Clinical Studies—

**Full-time Officer:**


**Part-time Officers:**

Lecturers in Therapeutics:  
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WILLIAM RONALD KINGSTON, B.Sc., M.D., B.S., D.P.M. (Alfred Hospital.)
HENRY JAMES BONDIELD STEPHENS, M.B., B.S., D.T.M. (Syd.), D.F.M., F.R.A.C.P. (St. Vincent's Hospital.)
PRESTON GUY REYNOLDS, M.B., B.S. (Prince Henry's Hospital.)

Acting Lecturers in Anaesthetics:

Lecturers in Radiology:
COLIN ROBERT LAING, M.B., B.S., D.D.R. (Alfred Hospital.)
MEREDITH GORDON FRANCIS DONNAN, M.B., B.S., D.R. (Syd.), F.F.R. (Lond.), F.R.C.A. (St. Vincent's Hospital.)
ALBERT ERNEST PIPER, M.B., B.S., D.D.R. (Prince Henry's Hospital.)

Forensic Medicine—
Part-time Officers:
Independent Lecturer, KEITH MACRAE BOWDEN, M.S., M.C.P.A.
Lecturer in Medical Ethics, CYRIL HOPETOUN DICKSON, M.B., B.S.
Lecturer in Mental Diseases, JOHN FREDERICK JOSEPH CADE, M.D., B.S.

Experimental Medicine—
Full-time Officers:

DENTAL SCIENCE

Oral Medicine and Surgery—
Full-time Officers:
Senior Lecturer in Oral Surgery, JOHN PRITCHARD STEWART CAMPBELL, M.D.Sc.
Senior Lecturer in Dental and Oral Pathology, BERNARD LILJENTHAL, B.Sc., D.D.Sc. (Syd.), D. Phil. (Oxon).
Senior Lecturer in Dental Science, PHILIP RICHARD NEVILLE SUTTON, D.D.Sc.

Part-time Officers:
Senior Lecturer in Oral Pathology, WILFRED EDWARD FLEMMING, M.B., B.S., D.D.Sc., D.L.O.
Senior Lecturer in Oral Surgery, VERNON THOMAS SEALEY, D.D.Sc.
Senior Demonstrators in Exodontics, ROBERT MALCOLM COOK, M.D.Sc., F.D.S.R.C.S.
WILLIAM CHARLES DWYER, M.D.Sc.
WILLIAM TYNDALE SMITH, L.D.S.R.C.S.
Senior Demonstrator in Radiology, REX WINCH, B.D.Sc.
Special Lecturers, GERALD DAVID DALITZ, D.D.Sc.
PAUL PINCUS, D.D.Sc., Ph.D. (Lond.), F.D.S.R.C.S.

Dental Prosthetics—
Full-time Officers:
Professor HENRY FORMAN ATKINSON, M.B.E., M.Sc., D.D.S. (Manchester), M.D.Sc., F.D.S.R.C.S. (Edin.).
Reader, ROY WILFRED SHEPHERD, D.D.Sc.
Senior Lecturers, CLIVE GEOFFREY DENNIS, D.D.Sc.
HARRY IAN GILL, M.D.Sc.
Lecturers, JOHN KENNETH HARCOURT, M.D.Sc.
ALAN GRANT, D.D.Sc.
Senior Demonstrator, ALLIN LIM, B.D.Sc.

Part-time Officers:
Senior Clinical Demonstrators, LAWRENCE RAY ALBERT WILLIAMS, D.D.S.
(Northwestern), B.D.Sc.
ALEJZY SZWAJ-CER-PRICE, B.D.Sc.
NATALIA NEIBURGS, B.D.Sc.
KENNETH JOHNSON, M.D.Sc.
EDWARD HUBERT MARKS, D.D.Sc.
ERIC FRANCIS SEIR, B.D.Sc.
RODNEY PEARCE DELBRIDGE, B.D.Sc.
RAYMOND MAXWELL VINCENT HALLAM, B.D.Sc.
IAN HOWARD JOHNSON, B.D.Sc.

Conservative Dentistry—
Full-time Officers:
Acting Professor, MELDRUM JAMES ARTHUR CAMPBELL, M.D.Sc.
Senior Lecturer, ALAN SCOTT MALCOLM, M.D.Sc.
Lecturers, ASJA ALMA STRAGGS, B.D.Sc.
HARRY ATHEA MCINTOSH, B.D.Sc.
Assistant Lecturer, LOUISE JANINE BREARLEY, B.D.Sc.

Part-time Officers:
Special Lecturers, JAMES EUSTACE LETHLEAN JEFFREY, M.D.Sc.
ROBERT WILLIAM STUART CANNON, M.B.S., D.D.Sc. (Toronto).
* Full-time officer with part-time duties in the department concerned.
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Senior Clinical Demonstrators, JOHN COURT BINNS, B.D.Sc., D.D.S. (Toronto).
GORDON JOHN HINRICHS, B.D.Sc.
ROSS WILLIAM KING, B.D.Sc.
BRIAN WILLIAM LEE, B.D.Sc.
KURT KARL MIGLIC, B.D.Sc.
LEONARD AUSTIN NASH, B.D.S. (Syd.), N.D.Sc.
VILKO SKACEJ, B.D.Sc.
ANTHONY DILLON WOODHOUSE, B.D.Sc.
CHARLES ROBERT EWART, B.D.Sc.
YAT WAH LAM, B.D.Sc.
PAMELA LYNCH, B.D.Sc.
DONALD FREDERICK READ, B.D.Sc.
ANTHONY WILLIAM SCARFF, B.D.Sc.

Orthodontics—

Part-time Officers:
Senior Lecturer-in-Charge, KENNETH THOMAS ADAMSON, D.D.Sc., F.D.S.R.C.S., F.A.C.D.
Senior Clinical Demonstrators, ELSDON STOREY, D.D.Sc., Ph.D.
DONALD FRANCIS SPRING, D.D.Sc.
RICHARD CORNELIUS CASE, D.D.Sc.
CHARLES RENTON NEWBURY, M.D.Sc.
ALAN GEORGE PARKER, D.D.Sc.

Visual Aids Laboratory—


Medicine—

Part-time Officers:
Professor RICHARD ROBERT HAYNES LOVELL, M.D., B.S. (Lond.), M.Sc., F.R.C.P., F.R.A.C.P., M.R.C.S.*
Special Lecturer, BRIAN LAWRENCE MARKS, M.B., B.S., M.R.C.P., M.R.A.C.P.*

Surgery—

Part-time Officers:
Professor MAURICE ROSSIE EWING, M.B., Ch.B. (Edin.), M.Sc., F.R.C.S. (Edin.), F.R.C.S., F.R.A.C.S., F.A.C.S.*
Lecturer, EDWARD AMBROSE ALLOCOK, M.B., Ch.B., B.D.S. (Manchester), F.D.S.R.C.S., F.R.A.C.S.*

Pharmacology and Therapeutics—

Part-time Officers:
Professor FRANK HERBERT SHAW, Ph.D. (Lond.), M.Sc.*

Oral Histology and Embryology—

Part-time Officers:
Professor SIR ARTHUR AMIES, C.M.G.*
Lecturer, JOHN KENNETH HARCOURT, M.D.Sc.*

Dental Anatomy—

Part-time Officers:
Professor SIR ARTHUR AMIES, C.M.G.*
Lecturers, GEOFFREY GRANT QUIL, M.D.Sc.
JAMES WUNDERLY, D.D.Sc., D.Sc.
Demonstrators, PETER JOHN CUNNINGHAM, B.D.Sc.
IAN HOWARD JOHNSON, B.D.Sc.
GEOFFREY WILLIAM SPURWAY, B.D.Sc.

Metallography and Dental Materials—

Part-time Officers:
Senior Lecturer, ALAN ROBERT DOCKING, M.Sc., F.R.A.C.I.

Ethics and Business Management—

Part-time Officers:
Professor SIR ARTHUR AMIES, C.M.G.*
Professor ZELMAN COWEN, M.A., B.C.L. (Oxon), B.A., LL.M., of Gray's Inn, Barrister-at-Law.*
Lecturers, FREDERICK ANDREW AIRD, D.D.Sc.
FRANCIS HENRY GAUNSON, B.D.Sc.
HARTLEY GIBSON, B.D.Sc.
LAWRENCE RAY ALBERT WILLIAMS, B.D.Sc., D.D.S. (Northwestern).*
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ENGINEERING

Civil Engineering—

Full-time Officers:

Professor ARTHUR JAMES FRANCIS, M.Sc, Ph.D. (Birm.), M.C.E., M.I.C.E., M.I.Struct.E., M.I.A.E.
Senior Lecturers, JACK VASEY WOOD, B.C.E., Dip.C.E., A.M.I.E.Aust.
DOUGLAS HOWARD CLYDE, B.Sc. (Eng.) (Rand), Ph.D. (Cantab.), A.M.S.A.I.C.
LEWIS CHRISTIAN SCHMIDT, B.C.E., M.Eng.Sc.
Research Consultant, FRANZ LASZLO, B.Sc. (Darmstadt), M.C.E., Dip.Ing. (Budapest).
Lecturers, SAMUEL ARONI, B.C.E., A.M.I.E.Aust.
Temporary Assistant Lecturers, WILLIAM LEO GRIGG, B.C.E.
JAMES COLIN HOLDEN, B.C.E., Dip.C.E.
Part-time Officers:

Lecturers in Roads and Streets, FRANK WEST, B.C.E., A.M.I.E.Aust., C.E.
IAN SIVIUS REIHER, B.C.E., A.M.I.E.Aust.

Surveying—

Full-time Officers:

Associate Professor GEORGE JAMES THORNTON-SMITH, B.E., B.Surv. (W.A.), M.C.E., L.S., F.I.S.Aust.
Senior Lecturer, BRIAN THOMAS MURPHY, M.Surv., L.S., M.I.S.Aust.
Lecturer, SIMON GERRIT BERVOETS, Ir. Geod. (Delft.), Assoc. M.A.I.C.
Part-time Teaching Officers:

Lecturer in Hydrology, GEOFFREY NEWMAN ALEXANDER, M.C.E., A.M.I.E.Aust., Assoc. M.A.S.C.E.
Lecturer in Elementary Ecology, Vacant.

Mechanical Engineering—

Full-time Officers:

Reader, JOHN PATTERSON, B.Sc. (Belfast), D.G.S. (Birm.), Ph.D. (Birm.), A.M.I.Mech.E.
CECIL JOHN PENGILLEY, B.E. (N.S.W.), Ph.D. (Birm.), A.M.I.E.Aust.
PETER NUMA JOUBERT, B.E. (Syd.), A.F.R.Ae.S.
SILVIA JOHN CLIPTON, B.E. (Syd.), A.M.I.E.Aust.
Lecturers, RAYLEIGH ST. CLAIR PITT, B.Sc., B.E. (Syd.), A.M.I.E.Aust.
ABRAM ROTENBERG, Grad.Eng. (Tashkent), Grad.I.E.Aust.
EDWIN JOSEPH ARMAREGO, B.Sc. (Eng.) (Lond.), M.Eng.Sc., A.B.C.T.
WILLIS GERARD TEAGUE, B.E. (Mech.).
IAN DAVIES HARRAY, B.Mech.E.
Demonstrator in Machine Tools, DOUGLAS WILLIAM CAMPBELL.

Electrical Engineering—

Full-time Officers:

Senior Lecturers, THOMAS BROWNLEE, B.Sc. (Electr.Eng.) (Glas.), M.E.E., A.M.I.E.E.
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Aust. (On leave.)


DONALD FRANCIS HEWITT, B.Sc

Lecturer in Power System Analysis, DAVID PENDRIL DAVIES, M.Sc. (Rangoon),

Assistant Lecturer, GRAHAM AUSTIN RIGBY, B.Sc., Grad.I.R.E.Aust.

Part-time Officers:

Lecturer in English, HUME DOW, A.B. (Harvard).* (On leave.)

Lecturer in Illumination and Photometry, JAMES CARSTAIRS LOWSON, B.E.
(Q’land), A.M.I.E.E., F.I.E.S. (Lond.), F.I.E.S.Aust.

Lecturer in Radio Communication, JAMES FREDERICK WARD, B.A., B.Sc. D.I.C.,

Lecturer in Acoustics, WERNER KARL RICHARD LIPPERT, R.E.R. (Berlin), N.A.T.
Senior Demonstrators, ROBERT JAMES CUNNINGHAM, B.E., Grad I.E.E., Stud.I.E.

BERNARD THOMAS O’SHANASSY, Stud.I.E.Aust.

Metallurgy—

Full-time Officers:

Reader in Chemical Metallurgy, GEORGE MÉRIVYN WILLIS, M.Sc., A.M.Aus.I.M.M.,
A.R.A.C.I., A.I.M.

Reader in Metal Physics, WILLIAM ARNOLD WOOD, D.Sc. (Mane.), M.Sc., F.Inst.P.
Senior Lecturer in Metallurgical Engineering, KEITH JEFFREY CANNON, B.E.
(Chem.) (Syd.), Ph.D. (Cantab.), A.M.I.Chem.E., A.M.Aus.I.M.M.

Senior Lecturer in Mechanical Metallurgy, JOHN STUART HOOGART, B.Met.E.
Senior Lecturer in Engineering Materials, CYRIL JOHN OSBORN, Ph.D. (Lehigh),
B.Met.E.

Senior Lecturer in Physical Metallurgy, JOHN JAMES CARTER, B.Met.E.
Senior Lecturer in Metallurgical Analysis, BRUCE DIXON GUERIN, M.Sc., A.R.A.C.I.,
A.M.Aus.I.M.M.

Lecturer in Metallography, DOUGLAS WILSON BORLAND, B.Met.E.
Assistant Lecturer in Chemical Metallurgy, CHARLES AUSTEN ANGELL, Ph.D.
(Loud.), D.I.C., M.Sc.

Assistant Lecturer in Physical Metallurgy, PETER FREDERICK THOMSON, M.Eng.Sc.
(Warsaw).

Part-time Officers:

Lecturers, EDWARD ALBERT HANSON, Ph.D. (Leyden), A.R.A.C.I.
ROBERT CECIL GIPKINS, B.Sc. (Loud.), D.Sc., F.I.M.

JOHN WILLIAM SUITER, Ph.D.
DAVID ROSS MILLER, Ph.D. (Cantab. and Melb.).

Mining—

Full-time Officers:

Associate Professor HENRY HAUGHTON DUNKIN, B.Met.E., M.Eng.Sc., M.Aus.I.M.M.
Senior Lecturer in Mining Engineering, HILARY FYNE-CLEW Enables NEILL,
A.O.S.M., A.M.Aus.I.M.M., A.I.M.

Senior Lecturer in Ore Dressing, JOHN STEWART CARR, B.Sc. (N.Z.), B.E. (N.Z.),

Part-time Officers:

Lecturers, JAMES THORPE WOODCOCK, B.Met.E., M.Eng.Sc., M.Agus.I.M.M.
STANLEY BOWES HUDSON, B.Sc. (W.A.), M.Sc., A.M.Aus.l.M.M.,
A.M.A.I.M.E.

KENNETH SELWAY BLASKETT, B.E. (Adel.), M.Aus.I.M.M.

Demonstrators, WILLIAM JOHN TAILAR, B.Sc.
JOHN STEWART HENKEL, B.Met.E., A.M.Aus.I.M.M.

Agricultural Engineering—

Full-time Officers:

Reader-in-Charge, GILBERT HOWARD VASEY, B.C.E., A.M.I.E.Aust.
Senior Lecturer, ALFRED KEITH TURNER, B.C.E., M.E., A.M.I.E.Aust.

Chemical Engineering—

Full-time Officers:

Reader-in-Charge, OWEN EDWARD POTTER, M.Sc. App. (Q’land), M.Sc. (Loud.),

Senior Lecturer, WILLIAM REGINALD BULMER MARTIN, M.Sc. (N.Z.),

* Full-time officer with part-time duties in the Department mentioned.
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JOHN BROUGHTON AGNEW, B.E. (Syd.), A.M.I.Chem.E.
Assistant Lecturer, JACK CHANGFOOT, M.Sc., Ph.D. (Rand.).
Special Lecturer, BRIAN JUSTIN BYRNE, Ph.D. (London), B.Sc., F.R.A.C.I.

Part-time Teaching Officers:
GERARD WERNER BENKENDORFF, Dr. rer. nat. (Berlin), A.R.A.C.I.
ROBERT SELWYN YOST, B.Sc. App. (Tas.), A.R.A.C.I.

Chemistry for Engineering Students—
Full-time Officers:
Senior Lecturer, NORMAN HENRY OLVER, M.Sc., A.R.A.C.I.
Assistant Lecturer A, HEATHIE MARGARET SANDERS, B.Sc. (Syd.).

ARCHITECTURE AND BUILDING

Full-time Officers:
Senior Lecturers, RAYMOND BERG, Dip.Arch.Dex., F.R.A.I.A.
HUBERT LOCKSLEY WAUGH, B.Arch., A.R.I.B.A., F.R.A.I.A.
FREDERICK ALOIS ZANEBA, Deg.Arch. (Vienna), M.Arch. (Prof. h.c. (Vienna)), A.R.A.I.A. (On leave).
DUNCAN CARMCHEL BARTON, B.Arch., A.R.A.I.A.

Lecturers, DOUGLAS DIOMEDES ALEXANDRA, B.Arch., A.R.A.I.A.
ROSEMARY EGGLESTON, B.Arch.

Part-time Officers:
Senior Lecturer in Town and Regional Planning, FREDERICK WILLIAM LEDGAR, M.A., Ph.D. (Manchester), Dip.T.C.P. (Manchester), M.T.P.I., F.A.P.I.*
JOHN PATERSON ADAM, M.A., LL.B., Dip.Ed.
CHARLES FRANCIS, B.A., LL.B.
RAYMOND JOHN ALBERT HARPER, B.Com.

HARRY WEXLER, A.R.I.C.S., M.V.I.Q.S.
WILLIAM IRWIN, B.E., A.M.I.E.Aust.
JOHN BARING, B.Sc.

RAYMOND FREDERIC TURNBULL, B.E. (W.A.), A.M.I.E.Aust.
WILLIAM RICHARD CARTER, B.Sc., B.E. (Q'land), A.M.I.E.Aust.
ERNST HENRY WATERS, M.Sc.

Lecturer in Interior Architecture, RONALD ALFRED ROSENFELDT.
Lecturers in Free Drawing, WESLEY PENBERTHY.
RENALD GROUSE, B.Arch., A.R.A.I.A.
KARINA BANNATYNE WEBB, B.Arch., A.R.A.I.A.

Evening Staff—

Part-time Officers:
ROBIN JAMES BRADNICK.
ALFRED DONALD COLE, A.R.A.I.A.
JAMES CLAYTON MacCORMICK, B.Arch., A.R.I.B.A., A.R.A.I.A.

TOWN AND REGIONAL PLANNING

Full-time Officers:
Senior Lecturer-In-Charge, FREDERICK WILLIAM LEDGAR, M.A., Ph.D. (Manchester), Dip.T.C.P. (Manchester), M.T.P.I., F.A.P.I.
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BASIL TREVOR TYSON, B.A. (Cantab.).
Part-time Officers:
Professor BRIAN BANNATYNE LEWIS, M.A. (Arch.) (Liverpool), Ph.D. (Lond.), B.Arch., F.R.I.B.A., F.R.A.I.A., F.A.P.I.*
EGON JOSEPH DONATH, M.A. (Vienna), Dip.Ed. (Vienna).*
JOHN HARDING CHINNEN, B.Sc. (Oxon), B.Sc., Dip.For. (Vic.).*
FRANK GEOFFREY DAVIDSON, M.A. (Cantab.).
ARTHUR LATHAM TURNER, B.A., LL.M.*
JOHN STEVENS, B.Agri.Sc., A.I.A.S.
WILLIAM MAXWELL HIAM, A.C.I.V.
JOHN THORPE, C.E., A.M.I.E.Aust.
KENNETH HARRIL GIFFORD, LL.B., Barrister-at-Law.
COLIN EDWARD MIDDLETON, L.S., M.I.S.Aust., M.A.I.C.
JOSEPHINE JOHNSON, B.Arch., Dip.T.P. (Lond.), A.R.I.B.A.
DUNCAN CARMICHAEL BARTON, B.Arch., A.R.A.I.A.*
GODFREY GARDNER, Ph.D. (Lond.).*
JOHN DEMPSTER LAWSON, B.E. (W.A.), Ph.D. (Aberdeen), A.M.I.E.Aust.*
PETER LOUIS WALLER, B.C.L. (Oxon), LL.B.*
NOEL FREDERICK GOSS, B.A.
ALAN MERCER, Dip.T.R.P., L.S., M.V.I.S., M.A.P.I.*
DONALD SPENCER-JONES, B.Sc.
NEVILLE QUARRY, M.Arch. (Rice Inst.), A.R.A.I.A.*

MUSIC

Full-time Officers:
Professor GEORGE FREDERICK LOUGHLIN, D.Mus. (Dunelm), M.A., F.R.C.M., F.R.C.O.
Vice-Director of the Conservatorium, THE REVEREND PERCY JONES, Ph.D. (Pontifical Urban Univ., Rome), Mus.Doc. (Pontifical Inst. of Sacred Music, Rome), M.A.
Senior Lecturers, BASIL DEANE, B.A., B.Mus. (Belfast), Ph.D. (Glas.).
NOEL NICKSON, D.Mus. (Dublin), B.Mus., A.R.C.M.
Senior Lecturer in Violin and Viola, JOHN GLICKMAN.
Senior Lecturer in Violoncello, JOHN KENNEDY, A.R.A.M.
Senior Lecturers in Pianoforte, ROY SHEPHERD, Licence, Ecole Normale (Paris).
Lecturer in Singing, ELSA SONIA HAAS.
Lecturer, DONALD WILLIAM THORNTON, B.Mus. (Lond.), B.Sc. (W.A.).
Part-time Officers:
Lecturer in Wind Instruments, LESLIE RAYMOND BARKLAMB, Dip.Mus.
Lecturer in Pianoforte, MACK JOST, B.Mus., Dip.M.Mus., A.R.C.M.

LIBRARY

Librarian, KAREL AXEL LODEWYCKS, B.A.
Deputy Librarian, GRAEME JAMES LENNOX MACFARLAN, B.A. (On leave, May—October.)
Cataloguing Librarian, LOIS HELENA SEMMENS, B.A., A.L.A.
Reference Librarian, MARY EVELYN LUGTON, B.A., A.L.A.
Acquisitions Librarian, VALERIE RUTH SKEENE TURNBULL, B.A. (On leave.)
Medical Branch Librarian, ANNE HARRISON, B.A. (W.A.). (On leave.)
Engineer Branch Librarian, JOHN SAUNDERS GREIG, B.A.

ADMINISTRATIVE AND OTHER STAFF

Vice-Chancellor, Professor Sir GEORGE WHITECROSS PATON, B.A., B.C.L. (Oxon), LL.D. (Glas., Syd. and Qld.), D.C.L. (Western Ontario), M.A., of Gray’s Inn, Barrister-at-Law.
Registrar, FRANK HORACE JOHNSTON, B.A., B.Com., L.C.A., J.P.
Assistant Registrar, ALBERT JAMES GLASSON WILLIAMS, B.Arch.
Accountant, RUPERT ALEXANDER CUMMING, B.Com., A.A.S.A., J.P.
Academic Secretary, STEPHEN HARTON SHEFFIELD, B.A.
Officer-in-Charge, Scientific, Medical and Technical Branches, FRANCIS GORDON ELFORD, B.Sc., B.Ed.
Secretary for Graduate Studies, LAWRENCE RICHARD DIMOND PYKE, M.A., Dip.Ed. (Oxon), B.Sc.

University Office

Vice-Chancellor’s Branch—
Vice-Chancellor, Professor Sir GEORGE WHITECROSS PATON, B.A., B.C.L. (Oxon), LL.D. (Glas., Syd. and Qld.), D.C.L. (Western Ontario), M.A., of Gray’s Inn, Barrister-at-Law.
Deputy Vice-Chancellor, Professor EDWIN SHERBON HILLS, Ph.D. ((Lond.), D.Sc., D.I.C., F.A.A., F.R.S.

* Full-time officer with part-time duties in the Department mentioned.
ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF

Secretary, Australian Vice-Chancellors' Committee, Brigadier RONALD GODFREY HOWY IRVING, C.B.E.
Archivist, FRANK STRAHAHN, B.A.
University Draftsman, DEREK MENDES DA COSTA, LL.B. (Lond.).
Director, Student Health Service, HAROLD DUDLEY GRINDLEY HETHERINGTON, M.D., B.S. (Lond.), M.R.C.P., M.R.C.S., L.R.C.P.

Registrar's Branch—
Registrar, FRANK HORACE JOHNSTON, B.A., B.Com., L.C.A., J.P.
Assistants to the Registrar,
RICHARD BENTLEY OSBORN, D.S.O., D.F.C., M.A. (Cantab.).
IAN RAYMOND BARRAH, B.Sc.
GEOFFREY ANDERSON.
Statistical Officer, Vacant.

Graduate Studies Branch—
Secretary for Graduate Studies, LAURENCE RICHARD DIMOND PYKE, M.A., Dip.Ed. (Oxon), B.Sc.

Accounts Branch—
Accountant, RUPERT ALEXANDER CUMMING, B.Com., A.A.S.A., J.P.
Assistant Accountant, MAXWELL NORMAN FERGUSON, B.Com., A.A.S.A.
Buildings Officer, FREDERICK ERNEST BEDBROOK, B.Com., A.A.S.A., A.C.A.A.
Maintenance Officer, RAYMOND ARTHUR ELLIS.

Assistant Registrar's Branch—
Assistant Registrar, ALBERT JAMES GLASSON WILLIAMS, B.Arch.
Special Matriculation Officer, HAROLD GEORGE HELMS, B.A., B.Sc., B.Ed.
Administrative Assistant, BRIAN LEONARD COOPER, B.A.

Academic Secretary's Branch—
Academic Secretary, STEPHEN HARTON SHEFFIELD, B.A.
Editor, University Gazette, and Publications Officer, PETER GEORGE KELLY.
Assistant Editor, NORMA OLIVE MARY SCULLY, B.A.

Scientific, Medical and Technical Branches—
Officer-in-Charge, FRANCIS GORDON ELFORD, B.Sc., B.Ed.
Secretary, Medical Branch, ALBERT ANDERSON.
Secretary, Scientific Branch (Science and Applied Science), DOUGLAS BEATSON MILLER.
Secretary, Scientific Branch (Agriculture and Veterinary Science), IAN LAMONT MILNE, B.A.

Schools Board Branch—
Secretary, Schools Board, JOHN EDWARD WARFE, M.A., B.Ed.
Administrative Assistant, LINDSAY RONALD BENT.

Student Counsellor's Branch—
Student Counsellor, ROBERT RUSSELL PRIESTLEY, B.A. (Q'land).
Assistant Student Counsellors, MARJORIE ROSS, B.A.
GEORGE ANDREW CALLY, B.A.

Students' Records Branch—
Clerk of Students' Records, EDMUND FINN.
Fee Clerk, ROBERT HENRY SHUREY.
Administrative Assistant, RAYMOND SHEFFIELD.

Public Examinations Branch—
Clerk of Public Examinations, FRANK HENRY JOHNSTON.
Administrative Assistant, WILLIAM DAVID BRUCE WATSON.

University Press
Director, PETER ALLEN RYAN, M.M., B.A.
Senior Editor, BARBARA MARY RAMSDEN, B.A.
Printing Manager, DUNCAN HARINGTON WADE.
Retail Manager, FREDERICK WALTER KROHN.
Accountant, HAROLD GEORGE THOMAS, A.A.S.A., A.C.A.A.
Trade Department Manager, ARTHUR WILLIAM COCKRAM.
Senior Retail Assistant, ROY ARTHUR FARRELL.

Dental School
Secretary, IVAN BRUCE POSTLE, LL.B. (Tas.).
Librarian, HEATHER NANCY RANKIN.
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Conservatorium of Music
Secretary, IAN PAULL FIDDIAN, Barrister and Solicitor.

Extension Committee
Secretary, KENNETH GREGORY ARMSTRONG, B.A. (Oxon and Mclb.).

Department of Audio-Visual Aids
Director, NEWMAN HENRY ROSENTHAL, B.A., B.Sc.
Research Officer, SAMUEL CYRIL DRIVER, B.Sc., Dip.Ed.
Senior Technician, GEOFFREY ROBERT ALEXANDER OGILBY.

Tractor Testing Officers
Officer-in-Charge, GILBERT HOWARD VASEY, B.C.E., A.M.I.E.Aust.*
Tractor Testing Officer, WILLIAM FARNES BAIIIE, Dip.M.Eng. and E.Eng.

Appointments Board
Secretary, HENRY FRANK DOWNES, Dip.Com., A.A.S.A., A.C.A.A.
Assistant Secretary, KEITH GRAVELL, B.Com.
Assistant Secretary (Scientific), STEPHEN JOSEPH OERTEL, B.Sc.

Graduate Union
Secretary-Warden, WILLIAM EVELEIGH FRANCIS BERRY, B.A., B.Com.

University Union
Warden of the Union, JAMES BAWTREE WEBB, B.A.
Theatre Manager and Activities Officer, RONALD FIELD.

Sports Union
Secretary, WILLIAM KENT TICKNER, Dip.Com.

Athletics
Adviser on Athletics, FRANZ STAMPFL.

* Full-time officer with part-time duties in the Department mentioned.
FACULTY OF MEDICINE
RECOGNIZED GENERAL AND SPECIAL HOSPITALS

CLINICAL INSTRUCTORS OF
THE ROYAL MELBOURNE HOSPITAL CLINICAL SCHOOL

Dean of the Clinical School:
K. J. GRICE, M.D., B.S., M.R.C.P., F.R.A.C.P.

Sub-Dean of the Clinical School:
N. JOHNSON, M.B., M.S., F.R.C.S., F.R.A.C.S.

University Department of Medicine:

University Department of Surgery:

In-patient Physicians:
L. E. ROTHSTADT, M.D., M.S., M.R.C.P., F.R.A.C.P.
J. II. BOLTON, M.D., B.S., F.R.C.P.
K. J. GRICE, M.D., B.S., M.R.C.P., F.R.A.C.P.
J. L. FREW, M.D., B.S., F.R.C.P., F.R.A.C.P.
MARGARET HENDERSON, M.D., B.S., M.R.C.P., F.R.A.C.P.
W. E. KING, M.D., B.S., F.R.C.P., F.R.A.C.P.

Head of the Clinical Research Unit:
I. J. WOOD, M.B.E., M.D., B.S., F.R.C.P., F.R.A.C.P.

Out-patient Physicians:
W. Mel. ROSE, M.D., B.S., M.R.C.P., F.R.A.C.P.
M. J. ETHERIDGE, M.D., B.S., F.R.A.C.P.
T. H. HURLEY, M.D., B.S., M.R.C.P.
B. L. MARKS, M.D., B.S., M.R.C.P., M.R.A.C.P.
J. S. PENINGTON, M.D., B.S., M.R.C.P., M.R.A.C.P.

In-patient Surgeons:
P. JONES, M.B., B.S., F.R.C.S., F.R.A.C.S.
J. H. ACKLAND, M.D., M.S., F.R.C.S., F.R.A.C.S.
D. R. LESLIE, M.B., M.S., F.R.C.S. F.R.A.C.S.

Out-patient Surgeons:
E. S. R. HUGHES, M.D., M.S., F.R.C.S., F.R.A.C.S.
N. JOHNSON, M.B., M.S., F.R.C.S., F.R.A.C.S.
W. B. FLEMING, M.B., M.S., F.R.C.S., F.R.A.C.S.
D. G. MACLEISH, M.B., M.S., F.R.C.S., F.R.A.C.S.

Allergist:
S. WEINER, M.D., B.S., Ph.D., M.R.A.C.P. (Acting)

Anaesthetists:

Cardiologist:

Dermatologist:

Endocrinologist:
H. P. TAFT, M.D., B.S., F.R.A.C.P.

Gynaecologist:

Medical Officer for Physical Medicine:
J. S. COLLINGS, B.Sc.Agr., M.B., B.S. (Syd.).

Neurologist:
E. G. ROBERTSON, M.D., B.S., F.R.C.P., F.R.A.C.P.

Neuro-Surgeon:

Ophthalmologist:
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Orthopaedist:

Otorhinolaryngologist:

Plastic Surgeon:
B. K. RANK, C.M.G., M.B., M.S., L.R.C.P., F.R.C.S., F.R.A.C.S.

Psychiatrist:

Radiologist:

Radio-Therapist:

Rheumatologist:
R. F. A. STRANG, M.B., B.S., F.R.A.C.P.

Thoracic Surgeon:
J. I. HAYWARD, M.D., M.S., F.R.C.S., F.R.A.C.S.

Urologist:
J. B. SOMERSET, M.D., B.S., F.R.C.S., F.R.A.C.S.

In addition to the above-named who are members of the Honorary Medical Staff, instruction is given by:

First Assistants, University Department of Medicine:
A. E. DOYLE, M.D., B.S. (Lond.), M.R.C.P., M.R.A.C.P.

First Assistant, University Department of Surgery:

Second Assistants, University Department of Surgery:
V. C. MARSHALL, M.B., B.S., F.R.A.C.S.

Third Assistant, University Department of Surgery:
K. A. MYERS, M.D., B.S., F.R.A.C.S.

Clinical Pathologist:
D. C. COWLING, M.D., B.S., M.R.A.C.P., M.C.P.A.

Director of Anaesthetics:

Director of Biochemistry:
C. W. BAIRD, M.D., B.Sc., Ph.D., M.R.A.C.P., M.C.P.A.

Pathologist:
J. D. HICKS, M.B., B.S., M.C.P.A.

Senior Assistants in Units and Departments participate as required.

CLINICAL INSTRUCTORS OF THE ALFRED HOSPITAL CLINICAL SCHOOL

Dean of the Clinical School:
J. E. CLARKE, M.D., B.S., F.R.C.P., F.R.A.C.P.

Sub-Dean of the Clinical School:

In-patient Physicians:
M. C. DAVIS, M.D., B.S., F.R.A.C.P.
J. E. CLARKE, M.D., B.S., F.R.C.P., F.R.A.C.P.
T. H. STEEL, M.D., B.S., M.R.C.P., F.R.A.C.P.

Out-patient Physicians:
H. R. KAY, M.D., B.S., M.R.C.P., F.R.A.C.P.
D. G. DUFFY, M.D., B.S., F.R.A.C.P.
P. J. PARSONS, B.Sc., M.D., B.S., M.R.C.P., F.R.A.C.P.
J. M. GARDINER, M.D., B.S., M.R.C.P., F.R.A.C.P.
J. L. STUBBE, M.D., B.S., M.R.C.P., M.R.A.C.P.

In-patient Surgeons:
H. A. PHILLIPS, M.D., M.S., F.R.C.S., F.R.A.C.S.
R. S. LAWSON, M.B., M.S., F.R.C.S., F.R.A.C.S.
G. L. GROVE, M.B., M.S., F.R.C.S.
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Out-patient Surgeons:
N. T. HAMILTON, M.B., B.S., F.R.C.S., F.R.A.C.S.
J. L. McVEY, M.B., B.S., F.R.C.S., F.R.A.C.S.
I. H. OGILVY, M.B., M.S., F.R.C.S., F.R.A.C.S.

Orthopaedic Surgeons:
J. C. McNEUR, M.B., Ch.B. (N.Z.), F.R.C.S., F.R.A.C.S.

Thoracic Surgeon:
K. N. MORRIS, M.B., M.S., F.R.C.S., F.R.A.C.S.

Neuro-Surgeon:
K. C. BRADLEY, B.C.E., M.B., B.S., F.R.C.S.

Urologist:

Traumatic Facio-Maxillary Surgeon:
W. A. DOTT, M.B., B.S., D.D.Sc, L.D.S.

Plastic Surgeon:
J. A. SNEILL, M.B., B.S., F.R.C.S., F.R.A.C.S.

Physician to Diabetic and Metabolic Unit:
Vacant.

Assistant Physician in Charge of Clinical Studies:
Vacant.

Physician to Asthma Clinic:
V. G. BRISTOW, M.D., B.S., M.R.A.C.P.

Physician for Diseases of Children:
L. E. SLOAN, M.B., B.S., M.R.A.C.P.

Surgeon for Diseases of Children:
E. DURHAM SMITH, M.B., B.S., F.R.A.C.S.

Dermatologist:
J. SUMMONS, M.B., B.S., D.D.M.

Surgeons for Diseases of the Ear, Nose and Throat:

Gynaecologist:

Neurologist:
J. A. GAME, M.D., B.S. (Adel.), M.R.A.C.P.

Ophthalmic Surgeon:

Psychiatrist:
W. R. KINGSTON, B.Sc, M.D., B.S., D.P.M., M.R.A.C.P.

Radiologist:
D. LLOYD DICK, M.B., B.S., D.D.R., F.F.R.

Radiotherapist:

Haematologist:
M. G. WHITESIDE, M.D., B.S., M.R.A.C.P.

Anaesthetists:
PHYLLIS WEDLICK, M.B., B.S., F.F.A.R.A.C.S.

Pathologist:
A. V. JACKSON, M.D., B.S., F.R.A.C.P.

Clinical Pathologist:
R. J. SAWERS, M.B., B.S. (Adel.), M.R.A.C.P.

Director of Anaesthesia and Resuscitation:

Director of Diagnostic Radiology:

Director of Cardiovascular Diagnostic Service:
K. H. MCLEAN, M.D., B.S., Ph.D., M.R.A.C.P.
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CLINICAL INSTRUCTORS OF THE
ST. VINCENT'S HOSPITAL CLINICAL SCHOOL

Dean of the Clinical School:

Sub-Dean of the Clinical School:
LUKE MURPHY, M.D., B.S., M.R.C.P., F.R.A.C.P.

University Department of Medicine:

Full-time Officers:
Professor GORDON CARLE de GRUCHY, M.D., B.S., M.R.C.P., F.R.A.C.P., M.C.P.A.
First Assistant, ALBERT GORDON BAILEY, M.B., B.S., M.R.C.P. (Edin.), D.P.A.
Assistants, JOHN FRANCIS NALL, M.D., B.S., M.R.C.P., M.R.A.C.P.
REGINALD KENNETH FELIX PAK POY, M.D., B.S.
GEORGE STEWART HAIE, M.D., B.S., M.R.A.C.P.
Research Assistants, JEREMY GRENZE, M.B., B.S.
BRYAN CRAIG ADEKINS STRATFORD, M.D., B.S., Ph.D.
ALEXANDER STEWART DONALDSON SPIERS, M.B., B.S.

Part-time Officer:
Associate Physician, JOHN DAMIEN TANGE, M.D., B.S., M.R.C.P., M.R.A.C.P.

In-patient Physicians:
J. P. HORAN, M.D., B.S., M.R.C.P., F.R.A.C.P.
R. M. BORGINS, M.D., B.S., M.R.C.P., F.R.A.C.P.
M. V. CLARKE, M.D., B.S., F.R.A.C.P.

Out-patient Physicians:
J. T. CAHILL, M.D., B.S., M.R.C.P., F.R.A.C.P.
L. MURPHY, M.D., B.S., M.R.C.P., F.R.A.C.P.
W. HAMILTON SMITH, M.D., B.S., M.R.C.P., F.R.A.C.P.
J. F. NALL, M.D., B.S., M.R.C.P., M.R.A.C.P.
J. E. FITZGERALD, M.D., B.S., M.R.A.C.P.

In-patient Surgeons:
F. W. CONNAUGHTON, M.B., B.S., F.R.C.S., F.R.A.C.P.
G. BROSAN, M.B., B.S., F.R.C.S., F.R.A.C.P.
J. L. CONNELL, M.B., M.S., F.R.C.S., F.R.A.C.P.

Out-patient Surgeons:
J. R. McCLOY, M.B., B.S., F.R.C.S., F.R.A.C.P.
D. G. HURLEY, M.B., B.S., F.R.C.S., F.R.A.C.P.
P. J. RYAN, M.B., M.S., F.R.C.S., F.R.A.C.P.
T. E. ANTONIE, M.B., B.S., F.R.C.S., F.R.A.C.P.

Gynaecologists:

Orthopaedic Surgeons:
H. V. CROCK, M.B., B.S., F.R.C.S., F.R.A.C.P.

Urological Surgeon:
L. J. T. MURPHY, M.B., B.S., F.R.A.C.S.

Dermatologists:
D. M. CLARKE, M.B., B.S., D.D.M.
J. BRENNAN, M.B., B.S., M.R.A.C.P.

Thoracic Surgeon:

Surgeon for Diseases of the Ear, Nose and Throat:
F. NAGLE, M.B., B.S., D.O. (Lond.), F.R.A.C.S.

Allergist:
D. A. PRENTICE, M.D., B.S., M.R.A.C.P.

Physician to Metabolic Clinic:
W. HAMILTON SMITH, M.D., B.S., M.R.C.P., F.R.A.C.P.

Psychiatrist:

Pathologist:
SHEILA CLIFTON, M.D., B.S., M.R.A.C.P., M.C.P.A.

Radiologist:
M. G. F. DONNAN, M.B., B.S., D.R. (Syd.), F.F.R. (Lond.), F.C.R.A.
Therapeutic Radiologist:

Physio-therapeutist:
Vacant.

Neuro-Surgeon:

Neurologist:

Director of Anaesthesia:

Anaesthetists:
Deputy Director, H. M. Bray, M.B., B.S., F.F.A.R.A.C.S.
E. Kenny, M.B., B.S.

Paediatric Physician:

Paediatric Surgeon:
D. Schlicht, M.B., B.S., F.R.C.S., F.R.A.C.S.

Plastic Surgeon:

Neo-Natal Paediatrician:
D. B. Pitt, M.B., B.S., M.R.A.C.P.

Physician to Rheumatology Clinic:
J. B. Webb, M.B., B.S., M.R.A.C.P.

CLINICAL INSTRUCTORS OF THE PRINCE HENRY'S HOSPITAL CLINICAL SCHOOL

Dean of the Clinical School:
S. F. Reid, O.B.E., M.B., M.S., F.R.C.S., F.R.A.C.P.

Sub-Dean of the Clinical School:
J. Freidin, M.B., M.S., F.R.C.S., F.R.A.C.S.

In-patient Physicians:
D. R. Gauld, M.B., B.S., F.R.A.C.P.
S. A. Sewell, M.B., B.S., M.R.C.P., F.R.A.C.P.
H. W. Garlick, M.B., M.S., F.R.A.C.P.

Out-patient Physicians:
H. J. Jones, M.D., B.S., F.R.A.C.P.
J. E. Epstein, M.D., B.S., M.R.C.P.
J. R. E. Fraser, M.D., B.S., M.R.C.P., M.R.A.C.P.
W. M. Maxwell, M.D., B.S., M.R.C.P., M.R.A.C.P.

In-patient Surgeons:
S. F. Reid, O.B.E., M.B., M.S., F.R.C.S., F.R.A.C.P.
H. Wilson, M.B., M.S., F.R.C.S., F.R.A.C.S.

Out-patient Surgeons:
A. M. Breech, M.B., B.S., F.R.C.S., F.R.A.C.S.
W. M. McCann, M.B., B.S., F.R.C.S., F.R.A.C.S.
J. Freidin, M.B., M.S., F.R.C.S., F.R.A.C.S.
J. K. Francis, M.B., M.S., F.R.C.S., F.R.A.C.S.

Allergist:
F. W. Farmer, M.B., B.S., M.R.C.P.

Dermatologist:

Surgeon for Diseases of the Ear, Nose and Throat:

Gynaecologist:

Neurological Surgeon:

Neurologist:
A. C. Schwieger, M.D., B.S., M.R.C.P., F.R.A.C.P.
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Ophthalmologist:

Orthopaedist:

Paediatrician:
In-patients—R. A. CHENOWETH, M.B., B.S., M.R.A.C.P.

Pathologist:
J. F. FUNDER, B.Sc., M.B., B.S., F.R.A.C.P., M.C.P.A.

Physician for Arthritis Clinic:
G. McEWEN, M.B., B.S.

Physician for Diabetes:
J. R. STAWELL, M.B., B.S.

Physiotherapist:
Vacant.

Plastic Surgeon:
G. S. GUNTER, M.B., M.S., F.R.C.S., F.R.A.C.S.

Psychiatrist:
P. G. REYNOLDS, M.B., B.S.

Radiologist:

Radio-Therapist:

Thoracic Surgeon:

Urologist:
J. S. PETERS, M.B., M.S., F.R.C.S., F.R.A.C.S.

Department of Anaesthetics:
E. L. PROVIS-ROBINSON, M.B., B.S., B.Sc, F.F.A.R.A.C.S.
J. D. H. CRAN, B.Sc., M.B., Ch.B.

CLINICAL INSTRUCTORS OF THE ROYAL WOMEN'S HOSPITAL CLINICAL SCHOOL

Dean of the Clinical School and Professor of Obstetrics and Gynaecology:

Sub-Dean:
J. SMIBERT, M.B., B.S., F.R.CO.G.

Professorial Unit:

Obstetrical and Gynaecological:
The Professor of Obstetrics and Gynaecology.
NORMAN ALBERT BEISCHER, M.B., B.S., F.R.C.S. (Edin.), M.R.C.O.G.
KATE CAMPBELL, C.B.E., M.D., B.S., F.R.CO.G.

Second Assistants, JOHN RICHARD HENRY FLIEGNER, M.B., B.S.
PETER ANTHONY TYKAN, M.B., B.S.
J. M. G. FRAILON, M.B., B.S.

In-patient Gynaecological Surgeons:
A. M. HILL, M.D., B.S., D.G.O., F.R.C.S. (Edin.), F.R.C.O.G.

Out-patient Gynaecological Surgeons:

In-patient Obstetrical Surgeons:
R. MCK. ROME, M.B., B.S., D.G.O., F.R.C.O.G.
W. J. RAWLINGS, M.B., B.S., D.G.O. (Dublin), F.R.C.O.G.
MARGARET A. MACKIE, M.B., B.S., D.G.O., F.R.A.C.S.
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Out-patient Obstetrical Surgeons:
J. SMIERT, M.B., B.S., F.R.C.O.G.
G. D. LEY, M.B., B.S., M.R.C.O.G.
F. M. C. FORSTER, M.B., B.S., M.R.C.O.G.

Paediatric Physicians:
J. G. WHITE, C.B.E., E.D., M.B., B.S.
T. G. MADISON, M.D., B.S., M.R.A.C.P.

Paediatric Surgeon:
F. DOUGLAS STEPHENS, D.S.O., M.B., M.S., F.R.A.C.S.

Radio-therapist:

Medical Superintendent:
J. C. LAVR, M.B., B.S.

Director of Radiology:

Director of Pathology:
H. F. BETTINGER, M.D. (Breslau), F.R.A.C.P., M.C.P.A.

Director of Anaesthesia:

Associate Surgeons:
C. F. MACDONALD, JNR., M.B., B.S., M.R.C.O.G.

CLINICAL INSTRUCTORS OF THE QUEEN VICTORIA MEMORIAL HOSPITAL CLINICAL SCHOOL

Obstetricians:
ELLA MACKNIGHT, M.D., B.S., D.G.O., F.R.C.O.G.
RUTH WALKER, M.B., B.S., M.R.C.O.G.
MARcia ROBINSON, M.B., Ch.B. (Leeds), M.R.C.O.G.
MARCIA ROBINSON, M.B., Ch.B. (Leeds), M.R.C.O.G.

Junior Obstetricians:
OLGA BOLITHO, M.B., B.S., M.R.C.O.G.
CATHERINE HutchEOn MITCHELL, M.B., Ch.B., M.R.C.O.G.

Gynaecologists:
ELLA MACKNIGHT, M.D., B.S., D.G.O., F.R.C.O.G.
LORNA LLOYD-GREEN, M.B., B.S., D.G.O., F.R.C.O.G.
ALISON WRIGHT, M.B., B.S., D.G.O.
RUTH WALKER, M.B., B.S., M.R.C.O.G.

Junior Gynaecologists:
MARcia ROBINSON, M.B., Ch.B. (Leeds), M.R.C.O.G.
OLGA BOLITHO, M.B., B.S., M.R.C.O.G.
CATHERINE HutchEOn MITCHELL, M.B., Ch.B., M.R.C.O.G.

CLINICAL INSTRUCTORS OF THE ROYAL CHILDREN'S HOSPITAL CLINICAL SCHOOL

Professor of Child Health:

Dean of the Clinical School:
H. N. B. WETTENHALL, M.D., M.R.C.P., F.R.A.C.P.

Sub-Dean of the Clinical School:
N. A. MYERS, F.R.C.S., F.R.A.C.S.

DEPARTMENT OF MEDICINE:

Physicians attending In-patients:
M. L. POWELL, M.B., B.S., M.R.C.P., F.R.A.C.P.
S. W. WILLIAMS, M.D., F.R.A.C.P.
V. L COLLINS, M.D., M.R.C.P., D.C.H.
H. N. B. WETTENHALL, M.D., M.R.C.P., F.R.A.C.P.

Director of Clinical Research and Physician to In-patients:
H. E. WILLIAMS, M.D., F.R.A.C.P.

Deputy Director of Clinical Research:
CHARLOTTE ANDERSON, M.D., M.Sc.
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Physicians to Out-patients:

ELIZABETH TURNER, M.D., B.S.
A. W. VENABLES, M.D., B.S., M.R.A.C.P.
M. J. ROBINSON, M.D., B.S., M.R.A.C.P.
B. W. NEAL, M.D., B.S., M.R.A.C.P.
T. G. MADISON, M.D., B.S., M.R.A.C.P.
W. H. KITCHEN, M.D., B.S., M.R.A.C.P.

DEPARTMENT OF SURGERY:

Chief General Paediatric Surgeon, R. N. HOWARD, M.D., F.R.C.S., F.R.A.C.S.
Director of Surgical Research, F. D. STEPHENS, D.S.O., M.S., F.R.A.C.S.
Surgeon to Out-patients, N. A. MYERS, F.R.C.S., F.R.A.C.S.
Surgeon to Out-patients and Assistant Cardiac Surgeon, P. G. JONES, F.R.C.S., F.R.A.C.S.

DEPARTMENT OF ORTHOPAEDICS:

Chief Orthopaedic Surgeon, P. F. WILLIAMS, F.R.C.S., F.R.A.C.S.
Assistant Chief Orthopaedic Surgeon, Vacant.

Specialists:

Neurologist, E. G. ROBERTSON, M.D., F.R.C.P., F.R.A.C.P.
Neuro-Surgeon, R. S. HOOPER, M.S., F.R.C.S., F.R.A.C.S.
Oculist, R. G. ORR, M.A., M.D., B.Ch. (Cantab.), M.R.A.C.P.
Medical Officer to Diabetic Clinic, GERALDINE C. AMIES, L.R.C.P., L.R.C.S. (Edin.), L.D.S., R.C.S. (Edin.)
Dermatologist, R. J. KELLY, M.D., M.R.C.P., M.R.A.C.P.
Medical Officer, Ear, Nose and Throat Department, C. H. PYMAN, F.R.A.C.S., D.L.O.
Cardiac Surgeon, G. W. WESTLAKE, F.R.A.C.S.
Medical Officer to Cerebral Palsy Clinic, J. M. GÖÖCH, M.B., B.S., M.R.C.P., D.C.H.

DEPARTMENT OF PATHOLOGY:

Director, A. L. WILLIAMS, M.D., M.C.P.A.
Mary and Evelyn Burton Research Fellow and Honorary Consulting Pathologist, R. WEBSTER, M.D., D.Sc., F.R.A.C.P.

DEPARTMENT OF RADIOLOGY:


DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHIATRY:

Director, W. S. RICKARDS, M.D., M.R.A.C.P., B.Sc., D.P.M.

DEPARTMENT OF ANAESTHESIA:


CLINICAL INSTRUCTORS OF
THE ROYAL VICTORIAN EYE AND EAR HOSPITAL CLINICAL SCHOOL

Dean of the Clinical School:


Sub-Dean of the Clinical School:

K. G. HOWSAM, M.B., B.S., D.O., F.R.C.S.

EYE SECTION

Surgeons:

K. LIDDETT, M.B., B.S., D.O.
G. SUTHERLAND, M.B., B.S., D.O.M.S. (Lond.), F.R.C.S., F.R.A.C.S., Ph.C.

Senior Assistant Surgeons:

J. McC. WHITE, M.B., B.S., D.O., F.R.A.C.S.
R. N. McCANN, M.B., B.S., D.O. (R.C.S. Lond.), F.R.C.S.
P. R. BRETT, M.B., B.S., D.O., F.R.A.C.S.

Junior Assistant Surgeons:

S. TROSKI, M.B., B.S., D.O.
T. F. SPRING, M.B., B.S., D.O.
J. P. BORG, M.B., B.S., D.O.
A. GOLDMAN, M.B., B.S., D.O.
P. H. SMITH, M.B., B.S., D.O., F.R.C.S.
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Ear, Nose and Throat Section

Surgeons:
H. S. MILLAR, M.B., B.S., D.L.O., F.R.C.S.

Senior Assistant Surgeons:
I. WARNER, B.A., M.B., B.S., B.Sc., F.R.C.S.
L. J. CAUST, M.B., B.S., D.L.O., F.R.C.S.

Junior Assistant Surgeon:
J. H. A. FLOYD, M.B., B.S., D.L.O.

Radio-Therapist:

Surgeon:

Assistant Surgeon:
D. MACLEISH, M.B., M.S., F.R.C.S., F.R.A.C.S.

Allergist:
S. BRAND, M.D., B.S.

Medical Superintendent:

Pathologist:
C. H. GREER, M.B., B.S. (Lond.), M.R.C.S., L.R.C.P., M.C.P.A.

Physician:
J. J. BILLINGS, M.D., B.S., M.R.C.P., F.R.A.C.P.

Assistant Physician:

Radiologists:
In Charge: P. H. CODY, M.B., B.S., M.C.R.A.

Anaesthetist:
A. G. BRADFORD, B.A., M.B., Ch.B. (Sheffield), F.F.A.R.A.C.S.

CLINICAL INSTRUCTORS OF THE FAIRFIELD HOSPITAL CLINICAL SCHOOL

Dean of the Clinical School:

Sub-Dean of the Clinical School:
J. A. FORBES, M.B., B.S.

Medical Superintendent and Clinical Instructor in Infectious Diseases:
J. A. FORBES, M.B., B.S.

Deputy Medical Superintendent:
N. J. GRAY, M.B., B.S.

Pathologist and Bacteriologist:
A. A. FERRIS, M.B., B.S., M.R.A.C.P., M.C.P.A.

Assistant Superintendent:

CLINICAL INSTRUCTORS OF THE ROYAL PARK RECEIVING HOUSE CLINICAL SCHOOL

J. F. J. CADE, M.D., B.S.

Psychiatric Superintendent:
J. F. J. CADE, M.D., B.S.

Deputy Psychiatrist Superintendent and Consultant Psychiatrist:
A. S. ELLIS, M.B., B.S., D.P.M.

Consultant Physician:
B. J. ROBINSON, M.D., M.R.A.C.P.

Consultant Neurologist:
J. R. SCHWIEGER, M.D., F.R.A.C.P., M.R.C.P.

Neuro-pathologist:
J. MACKIEWICZ, M.D. (Moscow).
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FACULTY OF DENTAL SCIENCE

CLINICAL INSTRUCTORS OF

THE DENTAL HOSPITAL OF MELBOURNE

Dean:
Professor Sir ARTHUR AMIES, C.M.G., D.D.Sc., D.L.O., F.R.C.S. (Edin.), F.R.A.C.S.,
F.D.S.R.C.S. (Eng. and Edin.), F.R.S.E., F.A.C.D.

HONORARY CONSULTING STAFF

Honorary Consulting Dental Surgeons:
J. M. LEWIS, D.D.Sc., F.D.S.R.C.S.

Honorary Consulting Anaesthetist:
F. A. AIRD, D.D.Sc.

Honorary Consulting Orthodontist:
W. S. WILKINSON, D.D.S. (Penn.), B.D.Sc.

Honorary Consulting Pathologist:
Emeritus Professor Sir PETER MacCALLUM, M.C., M.A. (N.Z.), M.Sc. (N.Z. and
Melb.), M.R. Ch.B. (Edin.), M.D. (Melb.), D.P.H. (Edin.), F.R.C.P. (Edin.),
F.R.A.C.P., F.R.S.E.

Honorary Consulting Physician:
M. C. DAVIS, M.D., F.R.A.C.P.

HONORARY STAFF

Dean and Senior Honorary Oral Surgeon:
Professor Sir ARTHUR AMIES, C.M.G.

Director of the Departments of Oral Medicine and Surgery (including Pathology and
Anaesthesia)—in consultation with the Superintendent.

Honorary Consultants:

Medicine:

Surgery:
Professor M. R. EWING, M.B., Ch.B. (Edin.), M.Sc. (Melb.), F.R.C.S. (Edin.), F.R.C.S.,
F.R.A.C.S.

Radio-Therapy:

Pathology:
Professor E. S. J. KING, M.D., M.S., D.Sc., F.R.C.S., F.R.A.C.P., F.A.A.

Oto-Rhino-Laryngology:

Dental Prosthetics:
Professor H. F. ATKINSON, M.B.E., M.Sc., D.D.S. (Manchester), M.D.Sc. (Melb.),
F.D.S.R.C.S. (Edin.).

Orthodontics:
E. STOREY, D.D.Sc., Ph.D.
J. R. HEATH, M.D.Sc.

Oral Surgery:
V. T. SCALFY, D.D.Sc., F.D.S.R.C.S. (Edin.).
J. P. CAMPBELL, M.D.Sc.

Dental and Oral Bacteriology:
B. LILIENTHAL, B.Sc., D.D.Sc. (Syd.), D.Phil. (Oxon.).

HOSPITAL STAFF

Superintendent:
W. T. SMITH, L.D.S.R.C.S. (Eng.).

Assistant Superintendent:
L. HARBECK, B.D.Sc.

Senior Registrar:
J. A. THORNE, B.D.Sc.

Pathologist:
DENTAL HOSPITAL

Director of Anaesthesia:

Sessional Anaesthetists:
ANNE R. BARLOW, M.B., Ch.B. (Manch.), D.R.C.O.G.
HEATHER BARTRAM, M.B., B.S.

PATRICIA MOLL, B.A., M.B., B.Ch.
(Dublin)

PAM MACLEOD, M.B., B.S. (Qld.)

MARY MORLAND, M.B., B.S.

Sessional Oral Surgeons:
J. DAWKINS, D.D.Sc.

H. G. GILMORE, M.D.Sc.

Conservative Dentistry:
A. R. WOOLCOTT, D.D.Sc. (Syd.), F.A.C.D. (Officer-in-Charge)

Orthodontics:
C. J. ARMSTRONG, B.D.S. (Syd.), M.D.Sc., F.D.S.R.C.S., Dip.Orth. (Eng.) (Officer-in-Charge)

Prosthetic Department:
R. T. HAMILTON, B.D.Sc. (Officer-in-Charge)

Radiologist:
R. WINCH, B.D.Sc.
UNIVERSITY CONSERVATORIUM OF MUSIC

Director—The Ormonde Professor of Music, George Frederick Loughlin, D.Mus. (Dunelm), M.A., F.R.C.M., F.R.C.O.

Vice-Director—Reverend Percy Jones, Ph.D. (Pontifical Urban Univ., Rome), Mus.Doc. (Pontifical Inst. of Sacred Music, Rome), M.A.


Secretary—Ian Paul Fiddian, Barrister and Solicitor

FACULTY OF MUSIC

Dean—The Ormonde Professor

The Vice-Chancellor

The Vice-Director

Ten members of the Conservatorium Staff appointed annually.

Two members of the Conservatorium Finance Committee appointed annually.

A member of the Professorial Board appointed annually.

Five other members appointed annually.

TEACHING STAFF

Orchestration; Harmony; Counterpoint; Composition; Music A, B, C and D

The Ormonde Professor

The Vice-Director

Senior Lecturers:

Dr. Basil Deane, B.A., B.Mus. (Belfast), Ph.D. (Glas.).

Dr. Noël Nickson, D.Mus. (Dublin), B.Mus., A.R.C.M.

Lecturer:

Mr. Donald Thornton, B.Mus. (Lond.), R.Soc. (W.A.)

Dr. J. A. Steele, D.Mus.

Mr. John Ingram, B.Mus., F.T.C.L.

Mr. Bernard de Oliveira, Dip.Mus.

Dr. Clive Douglas, D.Mus.

Pianoforte

Senior Lecturers:

Mr. Roy Shepherd, Licenci, Ecole Normale de Musique (Paris)

Mr. Max Cooke, Dip.Mus.

Perfectionnement, déme degré (Ecole Normale de Musique, Paris)

Part-time Lecturer:

Mr. Mack Jost, B.Mus., Dip.M.Mus., L.R.A.M.

Dr. J. A. Steele, D.Mus.

Mr. H. Welsford Smithers, Dip.Mus.

Mr. G. W. McKeown, Dip.Mus.

Mr. Waldemar Seidel

Mr. Raymond Lambert

Miss Vera Bradford, Dip.Mus.

Miss Isobel Carter, B.Mus., A.R.C.M.

Mr. Ronald Farrow Price, Dip.Mus.

Miss Nancy Weir

Mr. Victor Stephenssen, Dip.Mus.

Miss June McLean, B.Mus.

Mr. Jacob Kaletsky

Mr. Allan Fraser, B.Mus.

Miss May Clifford

Mr. John Ingram, B.Mus., F.T.C.L.

(Second Study)

Mr. Bernard de Oliveira, Dip.Mus.

(Second Study)

Singing

Lecturer:

Miss Elsa Haas

Mr. Valentine Woff

Mr. Victor Harding, A.R.C.M.

Miss Viola Morris

Miss Victoria Anderson

Mr. Brian Hansford

Mr. Antonio Moretti-Penanti

Organ

Dr. A. E. H. Nickson, D.Mus., F.R.C.O., A.R.C.M.

Mr. George Findlay, B.Mus.

Mr. Lance Hardy, B.Mus. (Lond.), F.R.C.O., A.R.C.M.

Mr. John Egginton

Mr. Bernard D. Clarke, Dip.M.Mus.

Violin

Senior Lecturer:

Mr. John Glickman

Mr. W. Mallinson, Dip.Mus.


Mr. Paul McDermott, Dip.Mus.

Mr. Boris Stupel

Miss Hermia Barton, B.Mus.

Mr. Maurice Clare

Viola

Senior Lecturer:

Mr. John Glickman

Mr. W. Mallinson, Dip.Mus.

Mr. Mischi Kogan

Mr. Paul O'Brien, B.Mus.

Violoncello

Senior Lecturer:

Mr. John Kennedy, A.R.A.M.

Mr. Henri Touzeau

Miss Otti Veit

Miss Valerie Axburn, B.Mus.

Miss Peers Coetmore

Miss MARIANNE Maxwell, B.Mus.
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String Bass
Mr. TOM HOWLEY
Miss MARIANNE MAXWELL, B.Mus.

Wind Instruments
Part-time Lecturer:
Mr. L. R. BARKLAMB, Dip.Mus.

Flute
Mr. L. R. BARKLAMB, Dip.Mus.
Miss AUDREY WALKLATE, B.Mus.

Oboe
Miss TAMARA COATES, L.R.A.M.
Mr. JIRI TANCIBUDEK

Clarinet
Mr. T. WHITE
Miss ISOBEL CARTER, B.Mus., A.R.C.M.

Bassoon
Mr. THOMAS WIGHTMAN
Mr. GEORGE DREYFUS

French Horn
Mr. ROY WHITE
Mr. G. W. MILLER, Dip.Mus.

Trumpet
Mr. M. SIMPSON
Mr. STANDISH ROBERTS

Trombone
Mr. H. WILLIS

Harp
Mr. ADRIAN BENDALL

Percussion
Mr. G. CRAIG
Mr. E. LIGHTON

Chamber Music
Mr. JOHN KENNEDY, A.R.A.M.
Mr. JOHN GLICKMAN
Mr. L. R. BARKLAMB, Dip.Mus.

Instrumental Class
(Chorus)
Mr. JOHN GLICKMAN

Instrumental Class
(Wind)
Mr. L. R. BARKLAMB, Dip.Mus.

Choral Class
(School Music Lectures)
Miss A. E. CAMERON, B.Mus., B.Ed.

Accompanying
THE ORMOND PROFESSOR

Repertory
Miss JUNE McLEAN, B.Mus.

Teaching Repertory
Mr. ROY SHEPHERD
Mr. JOHN KENNEDY, A.R.A.M.
Mr. JOHN GLICKMAN
Miss ELSA HAAS
Mr. MAX COOKE, Dip.Mus.

Methods of Teaching
Mr. MANUEL GELMAN, M.A., B.Ed.

Music and Movement
Mrs. N. KIRSNER

Stage Craft
Miss ELSA HAAS

English Diction, Art of Speech and Dramatic Art
Miss DOROTHY Dwyer, L.T.C.L.

German
Miss EVA RUFF, M.A.

French
Mr. ALLAN HOLLAND, B.A. (Syd.), Dip.d'Etudes (Bordeaux)

Italian
Mrs. M. LEVI

Acoustics
Dr. B. M. SPICER, M.Sc., Ph.D.
GRADUATES OF OTHER UNIVERSITIES ADMITTED TO DEGREES OF THE UNIVERSITY OF MELBOURNE

HONORIS CAUSA

MEMBERS OF THE ROYAL FAMILY

1868 His Royal Highness Prince Alfred Ernest Albert, Duke of Edinburgh (Edinburgh) ....................... LL.D.
1901 His Royal Highness Prince George Frederick Ernest Albert, Duke of York (afterwards King George V) (Cambridge) ....................... LL.D.
1920 His Royal Highness Edward Albert Christian George Andrew Patrick David, Prince of Wales (afterwards King Edward VIII) (Oxford) .... LL.D.
1927 His Royal Highness Prince Albert Frederick Arthur George, Duke of York (afterwards King George VI) (Cambridge) ....................... LL.D.
1934 His Royal Highness Prince Henry William Frederick Albert, Duke of Gloucester (Cambridge) ....................... LL.D.
1958 Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth, The Queen Mother (Oxford) ....................... LL.D.

OTHER DISTINGUISHED GRADUATES

1914 Charles Greely Abbot (Massachusetts) ....................... D.Sc.
Henry Edward Armstrong (Leipzig) ....................... D.Sc.
William Bateson (Cambridge) ....................... D.Sc.
William Morris Davis (Harvard) ....................... D.Sc.
Frank Watson Dyson (Cambridge) ....................... D.Sc.
Sir Thomas Henry Holland (Calcutta) ....................... D.Sc.
Luigi Antonio Ettore Luiggi (Genoa) ....................... D.Sc.
William Jackson Pope (Cambridge) ....................... D.Sc.
Alfred William Porter (London) ....................... D.Sc.
Sir Ernest Rutherford (Cambridge and New Zealand) ....................... D.Sc.
Sir Edward Albert Schafer (London) ....................... D.Sc.
Johannes Walther (Jena) ....................... D.Sc.
1915 Robert Randolph Carran (Sydney) ....................... M.A.
Albert Bathurst Piddington (Sydney) ....................... M.A.
1918 André Siegfried (Paris) ....................... Litt.D.
1920 Sir William Riddell Birdwood (Cambridge) ....................... LL.D.
Sir John Monash (Oxford and Cambridge) ....................... LL.D.
1927 Stanley Melbourne Bruce (Cambridge) ....................... LL.D.
1931 Charles Edwin Woodrow Bean (Oxford) ....................... Litt.D.
1932 Charles Herbert Fagge (London) ....................... M.D.
1934 Sir John Cadman (Birmingham) ....................... D.Eng.
John Masefield (Oxford) ....................... Litt.D.
1935 Edwin Bramwell (Edinburgh) ....................... M.D.
John Shields Fairbairn (Oxford) ....................... M.D.
Sir Henry Lindo Ferguson (Dublin) ....................... M.D.
Eric Wilfrid Fish (Manchester and London) ....................... D.D.Sc.
Sir Henry John Gauvain (Cambridge) ....................... M.D.
Thomas, Baron Horder (London) ....................... M.D.
Robert Hutchison (Edinburgh) ....................... M.D.
Frederick Paul Keppel (Michigan and Toronto) ....................... LL.D.
Ernest Kaye Le Fleming (Dublin) ....................... M.D.
Sir Ewen John Maclean (Edinburgh) ....................... M.D.
Sir William Henry Willcox (London) ....................... M.D.
Raymond Edward Priestley (Cambridge) ....................... D.Sc.
1937 Sir Robert Randolph Carran (Sydney) ....................... LL.D.
Frederick Crossfield Happold (Cambridge) ....................... LL.D.
Frank William Hart (Columbia) ....................... LL.D.
Isaac Leon Kandel (Manchester and Columbia) ....................... Litt.D.
Yusuke Tsurmumi (Tokio) ....................... LL.D.
Sir Geoffrey Granville Whiskard (Oxford) ....................... LL.D.
Harry Egerton Whimperis (Cambridge) ....................... D.Eng.
Laurin Zilliacus (Massachusetts) ....................... LL.D.
1938 Norman Bentwich (Cambridge) ....................... LL.D.
HONORIS CAUSA DEGREES

Percy Ellwood Corbett (Oxford) ........................................... LL.D.
Lionel Curtis (Oxford) .................................................. Litt.D.
Philip Henry Kerr, Marquess of Lothian (Oxford) ....................... Litt.D.
Joseph Aloysius Lyons (Cambridge) ........................................ LL.D.
Sir Alfred Eckhard Zimmern (Oxford and McGill) ......................... LL.D.

1940 Charles Jost Burchell (Dalhousie) .................................. LL.D.
1942 Marcus Laurence Elwin Oliphant (Adelaide, Cambridge and Birming-
ham) .................................................................................. LL.D.

Percy Ellwood Corbett (Oxford) ........................................... LL.D.
Lionel Curtis (Oxford) .................................................. Litt.D.
Philip Henry Kerr, Marquess of Lothian (Oxford) ....................... Litt.D.
Joseph Aloysius Lyons (Cambridge) ........................................ LL.D.
Sir Alfred Eckhard Zimmern (Oxford and McGill) ......................... LL.D.

1940 Charles Jost Burchell (Dalhousie) .................................. LL.D.
1942 Marcus Laurence Elwin Oliphant (Adelaide, Cambridge and Birming-
ham) .................................................................................. LL.D.

Sir Campbell Stuart (Virginia) ................................................ LL.D.

1943 Hsu Mo (Peiyang and George Washington) ............................ LL.D.
Robert Gordon Menzies (Bristol, Belfast and Melbourne) ............... LL.D.
Sir Walter Layton (London, Cambridge and Columbia) ................. LL.D.
Sir James Barrett (Manitoba) ................................................ LL.D.

1947 Sir Gordon Gordon-Taylor (Aberdeen, London and Toronto) ........ LL.D.
1948 Douglas Venale (Oxford) ................................................ LL.D.
Beveridge, Baron (Oxford and London) ...................................... LL.D.
Sir Patrick Abercrombie (Liverpool) ......................................... LL.D.

1949 William Morris, Viscount Nuffield (Oxford, Sydney and Birmingham) LL.D.
Myron Melvin Cowen (Drake, Iowa and Salem) ............................... LL.D.

1950 Robert Vivian Bradlaw (Durham) ...................................... D.D.Sc.
Bertrand Arthur William, 3rd Earl Russell (Cambridge) .................. LL.D.
Professor Sir Peter MacCallum (New Zealand and Edinburgh) .......... M.D.

1951 Sir Neil Hamilton Fairley (Adelaide, London and Melbourne) ........ LL.D.
Sir John Dudley Gibbs Medley (Oxford and Melbourne) ................. LL.D.
Professor Matthew Stewart (Leeds) .......................................... M.D.
James Bryant Conant (Harvard) ............................................. LL.D.
Erwin Nathaniel Griswold (Harvard) ......................................... LL.D.
Albert van de Sandt Centlivres (Oxford and Cape Town) ............... LL.D.
Sir Francis Raymond Evershed (Oxford) .................................... LL.D.
Sir Edward Mellanby (Cambridge) ........................................... LL.D.

1952 Pete Jarman (Alabama) ................................................ LL.D.
Sir Henry Simpson Newland (Adelaide) ...................................... LL.D.
Professor Charles Herbert Best (Toronto) ................................. LL.D.
Professor Wilfred Edward LeGros Clark (London) ........................ M.D.
Francis Avery Jones (London) .............................................. M.D.
Professor Lambert Charles Rogers (Wales) ................................ M.D.
Norman McAllister Gregg (Sydney) ......................................... M.D.
Algernon Beverly Reese (Harvard) .......................................... M.D.
John Foster (Cambridge) .................................................. M.D.
Edward Charles Dodds (London) ............................................ M.D.
Sir John Douglas Cockcroft (Cambridge) .................................... LL.D.

1954 Very Reverend Jeremiah Matthias Murphy (Oxford and Melbourne) LL.D.
1955 Sir John Sheppard (Cambridge) ....................................... Litt.D.
Professor Richard Henry Tawney (Oxford, Manchester and Paris) ...... Litt.D.
Clarence Decatur Howe (Oxford) (M.I.T.) .................................. LL.D.
Walter Adams (London) .................................................... LL.D.
Ernest Gideon Malherbe (Cape) .............................................. LL.D.
Ram Prasad Tripathy (London) .............................................. LL.D.
Walter Allen Jenkins (Sheffield) .......................................... LL.D.
Andrew Stewart (Manitoba) ................................................. LL.D.
George Alexander Gurrie (Aberdeen) ....................................... LL.D.
Douglas William Logan (Oxford) .......................................... LL.D.
Henry Urmiston Willink (Cambridge) ....................................... LL.D.
Robert Stevenson Aitken (New Zealand) .................................... LL.D.
Albert Percival Rowe (London) ............................................ LL.D.
Professor Harrie Stewart Wilson Massey (Melbourne and Cambridge) LL.D.
Herbert Cole Combs (London) ............................................. LL.D.
Sir Ian Clunies Ross (Sydney) .............................................. LL.D.
Professor Richard van der Riet Woolley (Cape) ............................ LL.D.

1956 The Honourable Sir Charles Lowe (Melbourne and Adelaide) .......... LL.D.
Professor James Arthur Prescott (Manchester) .......................... D.Agr.Sc.
John Gumer Burnell (Sydney) ............................................. D.Eng.
UNIVERSITY CALENDAR

Professor Frank Reginald Beasley (Oxford and Sydney) ..... LL.D.
Professor Andrew Moynihan Claye (Leeds) ..... M.D.
Professor Arthur Dale Trendall (New Zealand and Cambridge) ..... Litt.D.
Sir William George Penney (London and Cambridge) ..... LL.D.
Professor Arnold Joseph Toynbee (Oxford, Birmingham, Columbia, Cambridge and Princeton) ..... LL.D.
Lindsay Tasman Ride (Oxford and Toronto) ..... LL.D.
Alexander James Reid (Western Australia) ..... LL.D.
Otto Sadler Hirschfeld (Queensland and Melbourne) ..... LL.D.
John Mellis Napier (Adelaide) ..... LL.D.
Essington Lewis (Sydney) ..... LL.D.
Charles Bickerton Blackburn (Adelaide, Sydney and New South Wales University of Technology) ..... LL.D.
Professor Samuel MacMahon Wadham (Cambridge and Melbourne) ..... LL.D.
Thomas Sherrr Ross Boase (Oxford and St. Andrews) ..... LL.D.
Professor Ernest Basil Verney (Cambridge) ..... D.Sc.
Colin Macdonald Gilray (New Zealand, Oxford and Melbourne) ..... LL.D.
1957 Sir William Joseph Slim (Leeds, Birmingham, Cambridge and Oxford) ..... LL.D.
Sir William Keith Chambers Guthrie (Cambridge) ..... Litt.D.
1959 Sir Owen Dixon (Melbourne, Oxford and Harvard) ..... LL.D.
Dr. Arthur Lehmann Goodhart (Cambridge and Oxford) ..... LL.D.
Sir John Greig Latham (Melbourne) ..... LL.D.
Professor Ernst Mayer (Berlin and Yale) ..... D.Sc.
Sir Leslie Harold Martin (Cambridge) ..... D.Sc.
James Alexander Steele (Melbourne) ..... Mus.Doc.
1960 His Excellency General Sir Dallas Brooks ..... LL.D.
Sir Alexander Todd (Glasgow) ..... LL.D.
Professor Vasant Raniji Khanolkar (London) ..... LL.D.
1961 Professor James Aitchison ..... D.D.Sc.
1962 Wilder Graves Penfield (Princeton, Johns Hopkins, Oxford) ..... LL.D.
Sir Vincent de Ferranti ..... D.Eng.
Franz Holzinger ..... D.Eng.
His Majesty King Bhumibol Adulyadej of Thailand (Peshawar, Saigon, Gadyah Mada, Bangkok) ..... LL.D.

LIST OF RHODES SCHOLARS ELECTED FOR VICTORIA

1904 J. C. V. Behan ..... 1923 C. M. Focken ..... 1946 A. H. Cash
1905 H. Sutton ..... 1924 R. R. Sholl ..... H. Stretton
1906 J. A. Seitz ..... 1925 J. C. Eccles ..... 1947 A. G. Serle
1907 A. C. D. Rivett ..... 1926 G. W. Paton ..... 1948 R. R. Shaw
1908 P. R. Le Couteur ..... 1927 N. S. Bayliss ..... 1949 C. L. Burns
1909 C. W. B. Littlejohn ..... 1928 A. G. Carran ..... 1950 P. H. Bailey
1910 F. L. Apperly ..... 1929 K. C. Wheare ..... 1951 J. R. Poynter
1911 G. M. Sproule ..... 1930 H. G. Seccombe ..... 1952 J. A. Gobbo
1912 E. F. Herring ..... 1931 R. T. E. Latham ..... 1953 S. E. K. Hulme
1913 F. R. Korr ..... 1932 C. R. Forsyth ..... 1954 J. D. Anderson
1914 N. H. MacNeil ..... 1933 R. M. Campbell ..... 1955 B. E. Kent
1915 W. S. Kent Hughes ..... 1934 L. R. D. Pyke ..... 1956 A. M. Gibbs
1917 P. M. Hamilton ..... 1936 M. N. Austin ..... 1958 B. W. O'Dwyer
1918 K. H. Bailey ..... 1937 M. R. Thwaites ..... 1959 C. G. Duncan
1921 W. A. Merrylees ..... 1940 A. Treloar ..... 1962 W. Prest
1922 L. T. Ride ..... 1941 Z. Cowen* ..... 1963 F. J. McCullagh

* In 1920 W. K. Hancock was elected to represent Australia as Scholar at large.
† No elections of Rhodes Scholars took place between 1941 and 1946. In the latter year two “extraordinary” Scholarships were offered in Victoria, the field being restricted to men who had been on service during the war.
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